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Consider Micro Photo's DUOPAGE
book reproduction process.
Xerographic copies of original
material reproduced on a
two-sided printed sheet, resulting
in a n exact facsimile of the
original material. Available bound
in aualitv buckram or soft cover
. . .'sheli ready and durable.
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Write for your complimentary copy
of DUOPAGE Out-Of-Print Books..
with over 6,000 titles to choose
from, it's a very good place to start.
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AND
MATHEMATCAL LINGUISTICS
Selected articles from
Nauchno-Tekhnicheskaya lnformatsiya
(Institute of Scientific and
Technical lnformation of the USSR -VINITI)

Faraday Advisory Editor: I. Cohan,
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn

Soviet Editor: A. I. Mikhailov
Focuses on experimental methods of
analyzing, translating, encoding, searching
and correlating scientific and
technical information. Covers problems
in the development of
information languages, classification and
indexing, and automatic analysis of texts.
Describes new projects in
automatic documentation,
mechanical translation, mathematical
linguistics and information retrieval.
Sample contents include: Preparation of Secondary Scientific
Documents Improving the Format of Sclentlfic Documents A
Linguistic Description of the Nomenclature of Organic Chemistry
Some Causes of Loss and No~se i n Document lnformat~on ReFundamentals
trieval * The Concepts "lnformation" and "Sign"
of Scientific Abstracting Methods The Problem of Translation
and Modern Linguistics Documentation and Problems of Classifying Sciences Problems of lnformation Storage and Retrieval
Grammars Describing the Relationships between Natural Languages e Automatic Textual Analysis e Analysis of lnforrnation
Flow as a Means for Predicting the Future of Research Projects
Research on Qualifications for lnforrnation Specialists in Chemistry Optimal Structures for Subject Indexes of Abstract Journals
A Distributive Theory of Sentences with Bound Regions An Approach to Definition of Certain Fundamental Not~onsi n Information-Retrieval Languages Syntactical Homonymy i n Russian (from
the Viewpoint of Automatic Analysis and Synthesis).
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Annual subscription (4 issues): $145.00
TRANSLATION FROM RUSSIAN

T H E F A R A D A Y P R E S S , INC.
84

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK.

N . Y. 10011

Two new editions
of Current ContentsB
are being born.
The next two noises we make in your library
will be titled: Current Contents-Agricultural,
Food & Veterinary Sciences and Current
& Technology. Their
Contents-Engineering
goal is the same as yours. To help make the
library a more efficient, meaningful source of
information.
These are the sixth and seventh Current
Contents@ offspring of the lnstitute for Scientific Information. (The others: Physical Sciences; Life Sciences; Chemical Sciences; Education; Behavioral, Social a n d Management
Sciences.) If they enjoy as much success as
the rest of the family has known, we'll be very
proud parents, indeed.
These new editions of Current Contents, like
p
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the others, will be published weekly. They will
each cover over 700 significant journals in
their respective fields.
And they will be current. Many contents
pages appear i n advance of the publication's
arrival i n your library.
If your library doesn't use Current Contents.
let us send you a free copy so you can evaluate
its great worth for yourself.
I f you are one of the many Librarians who
already subscribe t o other editions of Current
Contents, let us send you free copies of these
newest members of thefamilyforyour perusal.
After that we promise t o be quiet. . . at
least until we announce the arrival of the next
edition of Current Contents.
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US38 Institute for Scientific information
Dept. SL-10

325 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Penna. 19106

Please send me a free copy
of the new Current Contents
-Agricultural, Food & Veterinary Sciences and Current
Contents - Engineering &
Technology.
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This new card tray is mostly plastic. Trust us.
You know us. We've been making wooden card catalog trays as long
as you can remember. And we still dv for that matter. So why would
we jeopardize our reputation with a tray that's mostly plastic?
Because it's something special. And it can save you money.
For one thing, we don't use a n ordinary plastic. We use a
material called "Cycolac" that's stronger and far more
durable. Secondly, the tray front is wood. So it keeps
the furniture look and warmth. Allows us to offer
several label holder designs, standard or special
wood stains, ebonized or solid color fronts.
,4nd the trays can be interchanged with the
our metal positive locking follower bl
plus our trouble-free snap-out rod.
All a t a lower cost.
For more information on our
plastic card catalog tray or
our regular wooden tray
and cabinets, contact
Library Bureau.
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Searchmates

Complete Runs
of Serial Backfiles
in Microform
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...

Full Size Reprint
of their Cumulati
Indexes

Maximum Gains in
Serial Reference Capacity
at Minimum Cost

Here is a statement by Evan Farber: author of PERIODICALS FOR
COLLEGE LIBRARY, Faxon 1957, (1970 edition now in preparat
Chairman, ACRL1s College Library Section (1968-69); and Librari:
the Lilly Library at Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana.
"Cumulative indexes to serials are among the most important
reference tools. Their real usefulness, however, depends on
easy access, and whenever possible they should be available
in printed form even though the serials they cover are in
microform.

The combination of the two - the serials in microform and
the indexes to them in printed form -is, it seems to me, a
most economical and sensible approach to building a seriaE
collection and ensuring its maximum use."

IN THE FIELD OF CHEMISTRY. FOR INSTANCE, YOU CAN NOW ACQUIRE BACKFILE MICROFILM RUNS AND FULL SIZE CUMULATIVE INDEX VOLUMES FOR
THESE 19 BASIC JOURNALS

Chemical Journals on Microfilm

Cumulative Index Volumes

Analyst. Society of Public Analysts and
other Analytical Chemists. London. Vols.
1-65 (1876-1940). $390.00
Angewandte Chemie. Vere~nDeutscher
Chemiker. Berlin. Years 1888-1940,
$650.00
Annales de Chimie et de Phvsique.
Paris. Series 1-8 (1789-19131, $1,490.00

Covers vols. 1-60 (1877-1935) i n 5 indexes bound i n 5 volumes. Complete
set of indexes - $112.00
Covers vols. 1-40 (1887-1927) i n 2 indexes bound i n 3 volumes. Complete
set of indexes - $90.00
Covers Series 1-8 (1789-19141 i n 13 indexes bound i n 13 volumes. Complete
set of indexes - $230.00
Covers Series 9 & 10 (1914-33) i n 2 indexes bound i n one volume @ $17.50
Covers vols. 1-65 (1906-57) i n 5 indexes
bound in one volume @ $54.00

Annales de Chimie. Paris. Series 9-11
(1914-40), $370.00
Biochemical Journal. Biochemical Society. London. Vols. 1-34 (1906-40),
$410.00
Biochemische Zeitschrift. Berlin. Vols
1-308 (1906-40), $960.00

Covers vols. 1-300 (1906-39) i n 10 indexes bound i n 10 vols. Complete set $220.00
Covers years 1848-1922 i n 6 indexes
bound in 15 volumes. Complete set of
~ndexes- $660.00

Chemical Society Journal. London. Vols
1-128- (1848-19631, $2,950.00
Chemisches Zentralblatt. Deutsche
Chemische Gesellschaft. Berlin. Vols.
1-111 (1830-1940). $4,890.00

Covers years 1870-1939 (except 1882-96)
i n 10 indexes bound i n 10 volumes.
Complete set of indexes - $895.00

Electrochemical Society. Journal &
Transactions. New York. Vols. 1-72
(1902-40), $390.00

Covers Transactions only vols. 1-60
(1902-31) i n 3 indexes bound i n one volume @ $27.50

Helvetica Chimica Acta. Societe Suisse
de Chimie. Basel. Vols. 1-23 (1918-40),
$320.00

Covers vols. 1-30 (1918-47) i n 2 indexes
bound i n one volume @ $9.00 (author
index)

Hoppe-Seyler's Zeitschrift fur Physiologische Chemie. Berlin. Vols. 1-260
(1877-1940), Available Jan. 1970

Covers vols. 1-250 (1877-1937) i n 8 indexes bound i n 8 volumes. Complete
set o f indexes, $140.00

Kolloid-Zeitschrift. Leipzig. Vols. 1-87
(1906-401, $590.00

Covers vols. 1-50 (1906-30) i n one index,
$30.00

Liebigs Annalen de Chemie. Leipzig &
Berlin. Vols. 1-542 (1832-1940), $1065.00

Covers vols. 1-328 (1832-1903) i n six indexes bound in six volumes. Complete set, $219.00

Monatshefte fur Chemie und Verwandte
Teile Anderer Wissenschaften. Vienna.
Vols. 1-70 (1880-19401, $460.00

Covers vols. 1-72 (1880-1951) i n 9 indexes
bound i n 5 volumes. Complete set of
indexes, $132.50

Societe Chimique de France. Paris. Series 1-5 (1858-1940), Available March
1970

Covers years 1853-1926 i n 6 indexes
bound i n 15 volumes. Complete set of
indexes. $690.00

Zeitschrift f u r Analytische Chemie.
Wiesbaden & Munich. Vols. 1-118 (186219401, $780.00

Covers vols. 1-120 (1862-1944) i n 9 indexes bound i n 5 volumes. Complete set
of indexes, $172.00

Zeitschrift fur Anorganische und Allgemeine Chemie. Hamburg & Leipzig.
Vols. 1-244 (1892-19401, $830.00

Covers vols. 1-300 (1892-1959) i n 5 indexes bound i n 5 volumes. Complete
set of indexes, $142.50

Zeitschrift fur Electrochemie.
Vols. 1-46 (1894-1940), $355.00

Halle.

Covers vols. 1-30 (1894-1904) i n 2 indexes
bound i n one volume, '$12.50

Zeitschrift fur Physikalische Chemie.
Abt. A: Chemische Thermodynamik,
Kinetik, Electrochemie. Eigenschaftslahre. Vols. 1-186 (1887-19401, $1,145.00

Covers vols. 1-200 (1887-1952) i n 8 indexes bound i n 10 volumes. Complete
set of indexes, $395.00

Use the above check list as an order form - or write directly to one of these twoaddresses
for our free catalogs.

FOR M I C R O F I L M CATALOG
To: Princeton Microfilm Corporation, Alexander Road, Princeton, New Jersey Zip 08540
OR CALL COLLECT (609) 452-2066. Please send
-copies of your latest catalog of serial
runs on microfilm.
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To: Carrollton Press, Inc., 1647 Wisconsin
Avenue, Washington, D. C. Zip 20007 OR CALL
COLLECT (202) 965-0655. Please send copies of your 40 page catalog of Cumulative
Indexes to Selected Series, listing 1000 cumulative indexes to 474 serial titles in 700
volumes.
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But that's not all!... In a few taps and turns of the
typewriter, Fordham's 5-part Form gives you.. .
one COPY for the Library of Congress
one copy for your book dealer
one copy to retain for billing
6 another copy for filing
6 and still another as a handy temporary
catalog card
Fordham's OCR Form also allows ample space for
Your own data (number of copies, date of order,
not Yet published, out of print, etc.). And specially
treated Karbon Free Transmit paper on four layers
eliminates smudges and carbon paper mess.
Want to hear more.. .see more?. ..
Write today and we'll gladly send you a free sample
strip of our great new OCR Form.

Fordham E q u i ~ m e n t C ~ m ~ a n 3 ,2377-79
z n ~ . Hoffman Street, Bronx, N.Y. 10458
8A

inform your engineers of all pertinent
information published in the world each month.

A monthly tape information service that pays
for itself by eliminating the costly time of
manual information retrieval.
Compendex, the computerized
version of Engineering Index
Monthly, can perform a vital service for every library serving a
large staff of engineers. By being
programmed to a system of selective printouts, your computer can
quickly scan COMPENDEX tapes
containing over 5,000 abstracts
monthly from 3,500 sources of
engineering literature and automatically retrieve all data needed
by your engineers.

@

No information is lost or overlooked; hours of slow, costly
manual searching are eliminated
and engineers will be kept fully
informed of all important engineering developments without
having to read a huge quantity of
engineering literature.
For complete information on this
remarkable new COMPENDEX
service, including prices and a
personal presentation, contact:
COMPENDEX Division

Engineering Index, Inc.

345 East 47th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017

Phone: (212)752-6800

Some patrons just want to browse. But
others need to really dig into a subject. So how
satisfying for you to know the informcition is all
there-when you have The New York Times on
Microfilm.
Take the race to the moon for example. There's no better record of space progress than in The Times on Microfilm. The same
is true of subjects like business, education, the
arts and science.
Your patrons can probe all the drama

and detail of events. Research day-to-daynews
stories plus texts of speeches, court decisions,
budgets and debates.
Librarians: For details, including a
free, 20-page booklet listing major news events
covered by The Times since 1851, write to The
New York Times, Library Services and Information Division, Box SL-10,229West 43d Street,
New York, N.Y. 10036.

The New York T - ~ s on M k 0 h

mecial libraries
The CANISDI Project
The SDI Program of Canada's National Science Library
Jack E. Brown
National Science Library, National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa 7 , Canada

The National Science Library is not a library in the conventional sense of the word
but rather an information transferral agency.
Its activities are designed to provide the Canadian scientific and industrial communities
with direct and immediate access to the publications and information required in their
day-to-day work. Through co-operative measures with both national and international information agencies, the NSL serves as the
focal point of a national scientific and technical information network. The Library employs a variety of mechanized techniques to

facilitate the storage, retrieval and dissemination of information. During the past three
years it h ~ operated
s
an SDI service using CT
and IS1 tapes. In November 1968 this SDI
service, which had been limited to meeting
t!ie needs of approximately 170 scientists in
the Ottawa area, was expanded to provide a
national SDI service. The author describes
the evolution of these services from the local
to national level. outlines basic techniques,
describes the successes and failures of the system and indicates future developments.

T

formal transformation from a special library
with limited responsibilities to- one having
national responsibilities was achieved in July
1966 when the revised NRC Act assigned
the NRC responsibility for the operation and
maintenance of the National Science Library
of Canada.
The NSL is not a library in the conventional sense of the word-rather it is an information transferral agency, the resources
and services of which are designed to ensure
that Canadian scientists, engineers and industrialists have direct and immediate access
to publications and information required in
their day-to-day work. The NSL has con-

HE SDI program of the National Science
Library is only one of the Library's many
national services. T o see this program in its
proper perspective I shall briefly review the
role which the NSL plays as Canada's major
agency responsible for the dissemination of
scientific and technical information.
The NSL had its beginnings in 1925 when
a library was established to serve the newly
organized laboratories of the National Research Council. The resources and services of
this NRC Library kept pace with the rapidly
developing responsibilities of the parent body
until it was soon performing many of the
functions of a national science library. The

tinued its dual role, but service to the staff of
the NRC is now provided primarily through
eight Branch Libraries directly associated
with the major Divisions of the NRC. National services are to a large extent concentrated in the Main Library. This is an oversimplification of a complex organization, for,
because of the specialized and unique collections of several of the Branch Libraries,
there is a constant interplay of resources and
services between the Main Library and its
Branches.
The resources of the NSL, now totalling
some 725,000 volumes, have been developed
in close cooperation with other federal libraries, to the point where there now exists
in Ottawa one- of the world's outstanding
collections of scientific and technical literature. The Library functions as a backstop to
other libraries, and its services reinforce and
supplement local information services rather
than supplant or replace them. Accordingly,
through a wide variety of cooperative measures. as for example cooperative acquisitions,
publication of union lists, maintenance of
records of special knowledges, skills and services, and Telex linkage with world-wide information services, the NSL serves as the
focal point of a national scientific and technical information network.
During the last ten years, when aggressive
measures have been taken to meet its national
responsibilities, the growth in the resources
and use of the NSL has reached phenomenal
proportions. The operating budget grew from
$247,000 to $1,069,452 per year-a fourfold
increase; the collection more than doubled,
expanding from 350,000 volumes to 725,000
voiumes, -and the staff increased from 55 to
108.
Even more startling and important has
been the corresponding expansion in the use
of the Library's services as measured by the
number of loans and photocopies provided,
and the number of requests for information.
literature searches and bibliographies handled
each year. In this ten-year period the number
of loans and photocopies p;ovided grew from
59,000 to 155,000-a 16076 increase. In the
area of information services there was a
veritable explosion, with requests for factual
information, literature searches and bibliographies increasing from 3,400 to 24,000 p e r
year.

In spite of this rapid assumption of national responsibilities and an impressive record of service to Canadian scientists, there
are many additional services which the NSL
can and must provide. At this time, however,
because of inadequate working quarters and
staff shortages, the point has been reached
where the Library can barely cope with the
present work load. Fortunately relief is in
sight. Design plans have been completed for
a new building to house the NSL, and subject
to relaxation of the Federal Government's
present restriction on expenditures for new
government buildings, adequate working facilities will be ready by January 1773. For
those of you who are interested in a more
detailed descripiton of the NSL's resources
and services, may I refer you to the Library's
A m z ~ a lKeposf l 9 6 7 / 6 8 ( 2 ) .

Relevatzt and Timely Informdiorz
for the User
About six years ago the NSL began experimenting with the use of computers and
related electronic data processing equipment
to assist with the problems of bibliographical
control and the storage, retrieval and dissemination of information. Rightly or wrongly,
it WJS decided to concentrate on the utilization of mechanized techniques to exploit the
Library's resources and facilitate the dissemination of information. Many people contended we were putting the cart before the
horse, that improved methods for retrieving
and disseminating information were contingent on expediting the behind the scenes
operations, that is the acquisitions, cataloguing and indexing processes. But we knew
that the screntists' prime concern was to obtain information which was relevant and
timely to their activities, and that any failure
to take advantage of new techniques to improve this service would not be excused on
the grounds that the Library staff was concentrating its efforts on streamlining its acquisitions and cataloguing operations.
The first step, taken in 1763, was to mechanize the listing and recording of serials held
by the NSL, then numbering some 12,000
titles. The evolution of this process from
initial use of the IBM 407 accounting machine to use of an IBM/36O Model 50 computer, which is used to store on magnetic tape

all bibliographical data and produce up-todate listings, has been covered in an earlier
paper (3). As a by-product of this operation
the NSL produces, as required, computerprinted lists of journals held by the NSL and
selected on the basis of subject, language,
country of origin, type of journal (for example, abstracting and indexing services),
and other categories.
The logical development of this process
was to mechanize the preparation and printing of the U ~ z i o nList of Scientific Serials im
Cauadia)~Libraries which the NSL has published since 1957. This process has also been
discussed in some detail (4) and it is sufficient to say that the present edition, published in 1967, and printed in upper and
lower case letters, records the titles, holdings
and locations of 38,000 journals received by
200 Canadian libraries. An updated edition
is scheduled for publication in July 1969.
The data stored on the tapes are so programmed as to enable the NSL to provide
lists of journals held by individual libraries
or groups of libraries in a city or region.
Other mechanized systems now in operation, and which facilitate those bibliographical control techniques which had become too
cumbersome and costly to operate using conventional methods, are: a daily listing of
titles of journals as they are received, for
distribution to scientists within the NRC; a
computer produced and permuted listing and
index of NRC publications, cumulated at
regular intervals ; a variety of bibliographies
and directories in which the data are stored on
magnetic tape and new editions produced at
frequent intervals, for example Directory o f
Canadldiaiz Scie~ltific and Technical Periodi-

. . . when

cals ( 5 ) and Scielztific Policy, Research atzd
Deuelopnreizt ilz Canada (6).
More sophisticated techniques for handling information were introduced in January 1966 when the NSL started an experimental SDI system using Chemical Titles on
tape as search input. For 18 months, interest
profiles were processed on an IBM 1401 computer using a program package supplied by
Chemical Abstracts Service. Anyone who has
attempted to use the C T tapes and the related
program as first produced will be very familiar with the difficulties and frustrations
we experienced in achieving a workable SDI
system. Because of these difficulties and the
special needs of the NSL, the Library developed within a year, in cooperation with the
NRC's Computation Centre, a software package for using the C T tapes with the IBM/360
Model 50. By the beginning of 1967, IS1
source tapes were added to the system and in
May 1969 C A Condensates.
During these first three years of experimentation, because of restrictions placed by
producers of the tapes and because of the experimental nature of the project, the SDI
services were limited to NRC scientists and
other scientists working at various Canadian
universities under NRC postdoctorate fellowships. The NSL was criticized for this limitatlon, on the grounds that as a national library, the snr service should be available nationally. In retrospect this limitation proved
beneficial and highly necessary, for it prevented us from launching prematurely a national SDI service which, because of flaws in
the program, would undoubtedly have been
a disastrous failure. It gave us time to test
techniques and programs on a large group

taking part in any discussions on SDI, I do find it highly

salutary to remind all con-

cerned that we are not discussing a new type of information service, but rather a new technique for
providing this service and that this "new" technique dates back to 1958 (1).
For as long as libraries have existed, librarians or their equivalents have developed a variety of
methods whereby they become so well acquainted with the information needs of their clientele that
pertinent information may be provided before it is requested. Realization of this fact quickly brings
me back to earth whenever I become overly enthusiastic about the wonders of the latest mechanized
retrieval system. It also helps me to retain my sense of humour when converts to our SDI service suggest that the Library is a t long last providing a useful service, with the implication that the past 20
years-in
time.

which I happily assumed I was engaged in a valuable service-were

in reality a waste of

of NRC scientists who were willing to serve
as "guinea pigs" and to provide immediate
feedback regarding deficiencies in the system.
We found that effective interest profiles
could not be constructed via telephone conversations or correspondence. Such attempts
led to profiles which resulted in bibliographies citing many papers of little or no interest to the user, or which failed to cite truly
relevant papers-in other words, bibliographies containing an unacceptable amount of
noise. It soon became evident that in most
cases effective profiles are best constructed
only by face-to-face conversations between
the scientist and a librarian or information
specialist fully trained in the art of profile
construction.
During this period of in-house experimentation, the NSL conducted a series of
training seminars for scientists in all divisions of the NRC, and for reference librarians working at the Main Library and in six
of its Branch Libraries. An attempt was made
to obtain feedback through the use of forms
which were to be filled out and returned by
the SDI user. For reasons which need not be
spelled out here, this system was soon dropped
in favour of direct conversations with scientists. This method proved highly effective
while the service was confined to the Ottawa
area-it could not, of course, be employed
on a national scale.

Divergent Opinions about Relevancy
An analysis of feedback disclosed a startling divergence in relevancy of items cited
and in opinions as to what percentage of
relevancy was desirable. Some authorities
claim that a relevancy of less than 80% is
not acceptable, while others say that such a
high relevancy will inevitably lead to missed
references especially in a strict title search.
Some scientists at the NRC were satisfied
with 10-1 5 % relevancy, while others wanted
and claimed to have achieved 95 % relevancy.
It appears that arguments regarding desirable
relevancy are somewhat academic, since only
the user can and should decide and be responsible for what is relevant, marginally
relevant, or irrelevant.
Throughout the period of experimentation
and in the training seminars, we have emphasized that no matter how much assistance and

guidance are provided by the search editor,
the scientist must devote at least two or three
hours to constructing his initial interest profile. He must also take final responsibility for
sharpening his profile if his bibliographies
are unsatisfactory and for updating the profile to meet his changing interests. The search
editor can be of great assistance in spotting
weaknesses in profiles, but lack of cooperation on the part of the scientist will lead to
unsatisfactory bibliographies and the scientist
will soon be convinced that the system is
worthless.
Surprisingly, we also found it necessary to
emphasize to the scientist that SDI is not the
total solution to his information problems. It
is simply another device designed to alert
him to the existence of papers specific to his
fields of interest, and he must continue, but
perhaps to a more limited extent, employing
his customary procedures.

SDI Service on a Nationwide Scale
By October 1968 the NSL felt that its SDI
program had passed the experimental stage
and that positive action should be taken to
make the service available on a national scale.
The National Science Library Newsletter
(Oct 18, 1968) outlined the basis on which
the service would be provided. A brief questionnaire was included in order to obtain an
indication of the number of potential subscribers to the service and the variety of subject fields which would have to be covered.
Also enclosed with this Newletter was a reprint of an article (7) describing the basic
principles of operating and using an SDI system.
Response to the questionnaire was encouraging and by January 1969, 271 questionnaires had been returned with 181 respondents indicating an interest in subscribing
to the service. The N S L Newsletter (Jan
15, 1969) announced further developments
including the preparation and testing of a
Profile Design Manual, and the establishment
of seminars to be held at the NSL in Ottawa
each Thursday and Friday for the training of
search editors. The purpose of these seminars
was to ensure that eventually there would be
at least one search editor available in each
region or organization where there were several SDI subscribers.

The Newsletter also described in detail the
pricing structure for the SDI service, namely
a basic rate of $100 per year for up to 60
search terms. There is an initial four month
period for profile adjustment to allow subscribers time to become familiar with profile
construction. During this period there is no
extra charge for profile changes, even though
the number of terms may at times exceed 60.
However, participants are to be billed at the
end of the subscription year an additional
amount of $1.00 D& term for the maximum
number of terms in excess of 60 which
occurred during the remaining eight months
of the subscription year. A subscription year
begins when the first bibliography is delivered to a subscriber.
Subscribers to the CAN/SDI service have
access at present to three tape services:

Chemical Titles
Tape Service Code: T
Publisher : Chemical Abstracts Service,
American Chemical Society,
Columbus, Ohio
650 journals in chemistry and chemical engineering are covered. A reference consists of
author(s), title, source, volume, issue, starting and ending page. Promptness of coverage is ensured by obtaining in advance
proof copies of many of the journals covered. A tape is searched every two weeks
and contains approximately 5,000 titles.

Chemical Abstracts condensate^
Tape Service Code: C
Publisher: Same as above.
C A Condensates include title, author(s), journal and patent reference, and C A Issue Keyword Index entries for each abstract published
in Chemical Abstracts. This represents a total
of 240,000 papers in 1968. The abstract itself is not available on tape. However, each
entry includes the corresponding C A number
for further reference. Tapes are searched every
two weeks. Delay time is 70-100 days after
publication of Chemical Titles.

IS1 Source Tapes*
Tape Service Code: I
Publisher: Institute for Scientific Information,
325 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Approximately 1,800 journals in chemistry,
life sciences, electronics and physics are covered. A reference consists of author (s), title,
source, volume, issue, starting page, source
code and number of references cited. Tapes
are issued once a week and contain approximately 8,000 titles.

The NSL now subscribes to approximately
16,000 journal titles and is prepared to provide photocopies of any papers cited in the
SDI bibliographies which are not available locally to the subscribers. Other tape services
will be added (e.g. Engineering Index,
INSPEC) when and if demand justifies the
extra expenditures entailed.
It is much too soon to assess the impact
which this national SDI service will have in
meeting the information needs of Canada's
scientific and engineering communities, or
to predict the course of its future development. It can be said, however, that the service
is creating great interest in all parts of Canada, appears to be meeting a real need, and
in this year of frozen budgets and reduced
staffs has placed an unprecedented work load
on the staff of the NSL. A generalized flow
chart is in Fig. 1.
As of February 1969 the SDI service was
being provided without charge to 170 individuals in the Ottawa area, the majority being scientists associated with the NRC. Following announcement of the national service,
460 additional scientists from all parts of
Canada have indicated their intention of subscribing to the service, 21% from industry,
48% from universities, and 31% from government departments. Of this number 210
have signed contracts for the service, bringing to 376 the number of users of the
CAN/SDI system.
The training program for search editors
has proved popular and successful and, as
of the end of June 1969, 160 librarians, scientists and information specialists will have
attended the two day seminars. These people
have come from all provinces and represent
18 universities, 26 industrial firms, 7 hospitals, 12 federal government departments
and 2 provincial government departments.
Such trainees are responsible for assisting in
developing interest profiles for staff members
of their respective organizations who are
subscribing to the SDI service. They serve as
liaison officers between the NSL and SDI subscribers.

* The ASCA Service provided by IS1 uses both
source and citation tapes. The latter tapes are not
being used by the NSL but will be incorporated
into the NSL program by January 1970.
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Fig. 1. Generalized Flow Chart for
CAN/SDI Project.

FORM TO N S L

During the experimental period our systems analyst found that at least 50 magnetic
tapes, similar to the CT, IS1 and CA Condensates now in use, were available on the
market. This figure has now more than
doubled. None of the tapes are compatible
as regards either software or hardware and
all to some extent duplicate the journals covered. Samples of several of the tape services
were acquired to evaluate their editorial
quality, bibliographical structure, scope and
search strategy. W e also hoped to determine
the minimum number of tape services which
must be purchased to obtain maximum coverage of the scientific and technical literature.
As a result of this study it was decided that
it was essential to develop a standard file format to which existing tapes could be converted with relative ease. Thanks to the ingenuity of the NSL's systems analyst and to
NRC's programmers, this was achieved and
the resulting program package based on the
MARC 11 format constitutes the basis for the
NSL's current SDI service.
The MARC 11 format was selected because
it can accommodate all important data elements contained on tape services considered
for future inclusion in the CAN/SDI system.
This format also enables the NSL to use existing programs in connection with some experimental work which the Cataloguing Department is carrying out with MARC tapes.
Essentially it is necessary to create a conversion module for each new tape service.
Upon completion of this conversion phase
the program will pass a data set to a standard
search and output phase.
When the NSL's local SDI system was expanded to the present CAN/SDI system, several new features were added to increase
efficiency and user convenience:

CONbERSION

PROFILE
MASTER
UPDATE

SEARCH
SORT

pRpFw
€3
SUBSCRIBER

1

SUBSCRIBER

MODIFICATIONS

SUBSCRIBER
COMPLETE
RESPONSE
FORM

SUBSCRIBER
MAIL
TO
NSL

CHANGES

2. Identical

3.

4.

5.

1. A reference is printed only once for a

profile regardless of the number of
subsequent expressions which would
retrieve this reference.

EVALUATION

6.
7.

profiles or questions are
searched only once. However, the output satisfying the profiles is printed
repeatedly for different individuals as
f requently as required.
The number of terms passed to the
search phase is greatly reduced through
the use of search expressions mentioned below.
Each reference is printed on a twopart slip which includes a "response
form." Completion of this form by
the subscriber assists both the search
editor and the NSL to improve profile performance. (See Fig. 4.)
Profile words which bring about retrieval are printed with each reference.
This may be used as a filing guideline.
Output may be controlled by the term
weight and threshold weight feature.
Profiles are stored in compiled form
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t ~ s o c c i a l l v . has anvone administered e i t h e r of the above and what happened.
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J . K r ~ t i r , n d . I ' e r t i l . 10. 133-5. A u r r . 1965.
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Fig. 2. Narrative Statement from the SDI Subscriber.

8.

9.

10.

11.

unless an addition or deletion requires
recompilation.
A Data Element Map map be set up
to establish fields in the record matching a particular term type.
The output phase will permit a maximum of 99 references per search
expression. If no reference total is
specified, retrieval is terminated after
selection of the first 2 0 or less citations.
A profile may be searched against several data bases.
Addition of the logical operator
THROUGH (+) instructs the program
to link consecutive profile words in a
search expression.

The starting point for construction of a
profile is nornlally a narrative statement provided by the SDI subscriber, summarizing his
overall objectives and specific interests. It is
useful to supplement this statement with at

least two complete references to papers published by the participant or a colleague
working in the same subject field. A typical
profile consists of a combination of subject
related phrases, words and parts of words,
authors (whose papers are of specific interest to the SDI user), and journal CODEN.The
latter are added either to ensure coverage of
journals of particular interest to the SDI user
or to eliminate those of no interest. In order
to influence the quality and effectiveness of
the profile, it is necessary to include synonyms, variations in spelling, and terms with
similar meanings. Terms or phrases are
linked in a logical manner (for example, AND,
OR, NOT) and they may or may not be truncated to eliminate prefixes or suffixes and
thus limit or expand coverage. All search
terms in the profile are represented in a compact search expression by alpha codes which
link the profile words in a logical manner.
(See Figs. 2 and 3 . )

Fig. 4. Output Format.
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The NSL was prompted to inaugurate this
national service bv the success of the local
program and by the expressed wishes of scientists across Canada. The program could not
have been initiated without the coo~eration
and support of Chemical ~ b s t r a c tService
i
of the American Chemical Society, and the
Institute for Scientific Information in Philadelphia. A powerful incentive also came
from the OECD which, through its Scientific
and Technical Information Policy Group, is
encouraging member countries -to develop
new techniques for expediting the exchange
of information on an international scale.
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Fig. 3. Example of How a Research Request
May Be Documented by a Researcher (an
SDI Subscriber).
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It is hoped that the NSL's SDI service will
make Canadian scientists more fully aware of
the various mechanized information handling techniques now available to them. The
service will be continued and expanded as
long as the service is clearly needed and can
be provided on an economically sound basis.
However, the NSL cannot and has no intention of trying to be all things to all men.
The time may come when it may be more
efficient and economical for Canada's large
universities and industrial firms to provide
~ D Iservice directly to their scientific staffs
without the NSL serving as an intermediary.
When and if this occurs, the NSL might
then concentrate on providing SDI services to
those scientists who do not have access to
computer facilities. On the other hand, the
time may not be far off when all users of in-
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formation will be receiving SDI service through
a direct line to either national or international agencies responsible for storing and retrieving information in designated subject
areas.
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Analysis of Loans in the Behavioral Sciences
Ruth W. Wender
The University of Oklahoma Medical Center, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73104

An analysis of interlibrary loan serial
borrowing for the calendar year 1968 at The
University of Oklahoma Medical Center Library in the behavioral sciences area was an
important tool in analyzing library needs
under two situations. These were the creation
of a new advanced degree program within
this area and the hiring of additional, research oriented faculty. The figures studied
showed a much less rapid decay rate of usefulness in our library for the behavioral sciences area than for the medical sciences as a
whole.

in determining specific titles for backfile purchase ( I ) . In our situation I have found
them to be of definite use due to two specific
developments: the creation of a new advanced degree program in the behavioral sciences, and the hiring of an increased number
of faculty in that area. All of the new staff
are primarily interested in research with the
consequent need for studying all published
articles in their field to aid in their research.
The University of Oklahoma Medical Center
now has 22 Ph.D.'s in psychology, whereas
three years ago there were only eight. Smith
reports that studies at two hospitals bear out
the well known observation that research individuals used interlibrary loan most often
(2).

T

HE behavioral sciences area borrowed
25.75* of the total serials obtained on
interlibrary loan in The University of Oklahoma Medical Center Library in Oklahoma
City during the calendar year 1968. (Under
the term serials, I include xeroxed copies of
journal articles, the form in which most of
our serial requests come to us.) An in-depth
analysis of our borrowings in this field led
to the conclusion that the interlibrary loan
record can under certain circumstances be an
important tool in analyzing library needs. It
should be available to the acquisitions department as one of the aids in determining
serial titles for purchase and for backfiles
acquisition.
However, in an analysis of interlibrary
loan requests at Southern Illinois University
during the period, January 1958 to December 1960, Graziano concluded that these
records at that time were only of limited use
510

Three years ago the College of Medicine
~nitiateda Ph.D. program in biological psychology. Until that time, the Medical Center
Library had relied heavily upon the library
of the Norman campus of The University of
Oklahoma and the library of Oklahoma State
University at Stillwater for many of their
psychology journals. This is the first analysis
of our interlibrary borrowings in the behavioral sciences since the initiation of the
advanced degree program in biological psychology. For the purposes of this study, tabulations were made of requests in the subject
area of the behavioral sciences as well as all
requests of faculty and students in the dep k m e n t s of the behavioral sciences.
In Graziano's report, he showed that out of
344 serial loans in a three-year
-period, one title was borrowed six times and one title seven
times, the largest number of requests for any
one title ( I ) . He had only 2 1% of all serial
titles requested more than one time, and

only 8y0 more than two times. However, in
our particular situation, we demonstrated an
entirely different picture. From 345 serial
loans in a one year period, we had one title
borrowed 35 times, one 23 times, one 22
times, one 13 times, two 10 times, two 9
times, two 8 times, five 7 times, four 6
times, and four borrowed 5 times. Of these,
current subscriptions were carried by the library for one borrowed 23 times, one borrowed 10 times, one borrowed 9 times, four
borrowed 7 times, four borrowed 6 times,
and one borrowed 5 times. Obviously, a title
borrowed 35 times in a twelve-month period
should be subscribed to, and an earnest effort
should be made to acquire some backfiles for
a title requested 23 times, as well as for the
ones requested from 5 to 10 times. W e had
108 different titles requested, of which
46.376 were requested more than one time,
and 26.99; more than two times. Graziano
used a curve to show the number of requests
per serial title ( I ) as did Wilson (3). I,
however, found a bar graph more illustrative
of our situation. Fig. 1 demonstrates the
number of requests per serial title in the behavioral sciences area for calendar 1968.

Nevertheless, it is not enough to look at
the frequency of titles requested. To be of use
in backfiles acquisition, one must study the
dates of the requested individual titles. The
journal which was requested 35 times in one
year in our library commenced publication
in 1894. However, for this journal during
1968, we had one request for material from
1932, four for the 1940's, 14 for the 1950's,
and 16 for the 1960's. Obviously, this tells
us how far back it is critical for us to go in
obtaining backfiles for this journal. A journal, to which we have subscribed since the
mid-l950's, and for which we had 23 requests last year, began in 1916. For it, we
had five requests for the 1930's, 1 5 for the
1940's, and three for the 1950's. W e had no
requests for volumes of this journal prior to
1930. Thus it seems to me that .I detailed
study of interlibrary loan borrowing under the
circumstances described should help in analyzing one's needs for backfiles acquisitions.
Obviously for the 58 separate titles requested
only one time and the 21 separate titles re-

quested two times, the dates of journal requests will be of doubtful value as an aid in
backfile acquisition. But they become more
meaningful in proportion to the increase in the
frequency of titles requested. Table 1 shows
the number of loans by year of publication.
Table 1 shows that 80.8% of the requests
covered the last twenty years. This differs
somewhat from smith's report of 85% of
serial requests for articles in-the last 15 years,
which however was based only on two hospitals for a six-month period and covered all
subject areas (2).
Wood and Bower reported on the rapid
decay rate in the usefulness of medical literature. Their report was based on the lending
activities of the National Library for Science
and Technology during a four-week period
(4). Our report covers our borrowing in one
area for a one-year period. Only 25.5% of
our serial requests were for items published
within the last five years, and 41.5% were
for items published i n the last eight years.
Contrast this with 52.1 c/o less than 3% years
old, and 72.4% less than 795 years old, as
shown by Wood and Bower (4). Table 2
shows ou-r behavioral science requests charted
in the manner of Wood and Bower.
This analysis shows that the behavioral
sciences at The University of Oklahoma Medical Center have a much less rapid decay rate
of usefulness than the medical sciences as a
whole as shown by the libraries in the other
two studies mentioned before. In our own
library, although 25.7% of the total requests
during the period studied were for the behavioFa1 sciences area. a breakdown bv date
of material requested gave widely varying
percentages for this area: 9.6% of the total
for 1966-68; 33.2% for 1960-65; 45.8%
for 1950-59; 21.796 for 1930-39; 20%
for 1920-29; 1070 for 1910-19; 10.4% for
1901-1909, and 4.08% before 1900.

A U s e f d Tool
Thus, analysis of interlibrary loan borrowing records has proved to be a useful tool for
us. The analysis has aided in determining the
library's needs in the behavioral sciences at
The University of Oklahoma Medical Center
under a particular situation of expansion:
both as an aid in determining serial titles for
purchase and for backfiles acquisition.

Table 1. Items Borrowed by
Year of Publication
Year

No. of
Loans

Ten Year
Total

Table 2. Distribution by Date of Requests
for Serials

Ten Year

Years

Per Cent

Cumulative Per Cent

%

Fig. 1. Requests per Serial Title in
12-Month Period.

* This
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represents a 39-year period, 1880-1918.
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Current Awareness Publications
An Evaluation
Masse Bloomfield
Hughes Aircraft Company, Aerospace Group, Culver City, Calif.

Three types of current awareness publications are defined in terms of their generation and distribution characteristics. These
types are the SDI type, the intermediate type
such as NASA's SCAN program, and the unselected type such as the usual library accession list. A fourth type, the indexing and
abstracting journal is defined but not related
to the other three types. The three current
awareness publications are shown to have a
relationship in terms of the number of requests they can produce from a given set of

references or notices. The SDI system will
produce about one request from ten notices;
the intermediate type about one request per
hundred notices; and the unselected type,
one request per thousand notices. Despite
the differences in the number of notices to
generate one request, the cost to produce one
request is about the same for the three types
of tools. Also, the usage of these tools is related to the amount of user time available
and a curve is presented based on various assumptions to define this relationship.

HE literature on current awareness over
T t h e I ast ten years has emphasized computer systems. This began with Luhn's article
in 1958 ( I ) , whose paper introduced numerous computer current awareness programs.
The computer people call these systems SDI
or Selective Dissemination of Information.
In my opinion, there are in existence four
types of current awareness tools, of which
only one is the computerized SDI type.
From the librarian's point of view, these
four types of current awareness tools can be
differentiated on the basis of the type of profile used to transmit notices. Each type of
tool has its own uses and means of generation. There are four types of current awareness tools.

order as they arrive at the user's desk. The
computer generates them against a profile
of the user's interests and when there is a
match in the user's interests with one of
the items being searched, a hit is scored
and one notice produced. The SDI system
must maintain a very narrow user interest
profile. This is necessxy because the notices are generated and delivered as separate notices. Each notice should therefore
be of real interest to the user. Thus, in the
SDI system, the number of notices being
sent to one user must be small and only a
very narrow profile of interests is acceptable. In the SDI system, a small number of
very relevant notices are generated for each
user. The profile can be broadened or reduced according to the kind and number
of notices received by the user. Between
10 and 40 notices on an average are sent
to one user per month in an SDI program.

Type I . I n d i i ~ i d ~ ~Or.jentntio~z.
al
The first
type of current awareness tool is the SDI
type. The SDI notices are not arranged in

T y p e I I . Szlbject Orientatioa. The second
type of current awareness tool is an intermediate type in which a measure of selection has been made in the references included in the tool. In the case of the tools
other than sDr, these tools are all published
lists of one sort or another. Because they
are printed tools, the distribution for each
tool should be in the order of at least one
hundred, and the number of notices included in one issue of the tool can run to
several hundred or more, but they should
be arranged in some manner so that the
user does not need to read all the notices
within one tool to find the area where his
interests lie. An example of an intermediate tool is a publication of the Hughes Aircraft Company. Microelrctronic.r Bibliography is a monthly printed list of notices
which normally lists about 200 references
arranged by 14 classifications. This bibliography tries to include all the references in
English dealing with microelectronics subjects. Any engineer or scientist at Hughes
may receive this publication on request. A
selection of a sort takes place when an engineer or scientist requests this bibliography. By making a conscious effort to place
his name on the distribution list, a Hughes
employee has already declared that he is
interested or has a profile of interests in
the subject area of microelectronics. Also,
among these intermediate types of current
awareness tools is the Burroughs Corporation Abstm-ts of Computer Literature
which also selects its content. This abstract
bulletin is distributed to a division in
Burroughs which has interests restricted
to computer information. Thus, this second
type of current awareness tool uses a broad
subject area in order to arrive at what
would be called a rather general profile in
an SDI program. Included with the intermediate types is NASA's SCAN program.
The SCAN program is described in more
detail by Wente and Young (2, 3). SCAN
uses a somewhat restricted profile in that
it divides the announcements in the S T A R
abstract bulletin into fairly narrow subject
categories. One of these subject categories
would be similar to a broad SDI profile.
However, the SCAN program distributed at
Hughes does not restrict the number of
categories one user may receive, thus reOCTOBER1969

moving this program from a classical SDI
type. This intermediate type of current
awareness tool is not nearly as specific as
an SDI program, but neither is it unrestricted in either subject content or distribution. Approximately 200 notices are sent
each month to Type I1 users.

T j p e I I I . G r o z p Orientation. The third
ne of current awareness tool does not rer
either its coverage or its distribution.
This type of publication is characterized
by the Hughes Contents of Selected Periodicalr-Technical (CSP-T), the Institute
for Scientific Information Current Conte,zts, or the usual library accession list. In
the case of the Hughes CSP-T, it is distributed with the Hughes Library Information Bidletin which goes to an unrestricted
distribution. Not only is the distribution
unselected, but the tables of contents included in CSP-T are also unrestricted as
to subject. Tables of contents are reproduced from physics journals, electronics
journals, optics journals, aeronautical journals, computer journals and mathematics
journals. With a broad spectrum of subjects and an unrestricted distribution list,
there is no ~ t t e m p tat a selection of either
the subject content or the distribution. Approximately 800 notices are sent each
month to Type I11 users.
t

T?,pe I V . Discipline Orientation. There is
a fourth type of current awareness tool
which will only be defined. Because it is
impossible to obtain any usage figures for
this type, it can only be described in terms
of its characteristics. This type includes
the abstract and indexing journals such as
Science Abstructs and Nz~clearScience A b structs. These tools might be classed in the
intermediate tools if one considers them
to be arranged in narrow subject sections
and only those sections of interest are read
by the user. However, these journals include far too many references and have
such wide distribution that they also seem
to fit into the unselected category. Because
data are not available for the number of
requests generated by reading these Type
IV publications for current awareness, these
tools will not be discussed further in this
payer.
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Thus, in the definition of current awareness tools, four types appear to be distinct and
separate. Type I has a narrow profile and few
notices characteristic of an SDI program. Type
I1 has a selected subject content and therefore
a selected group of readers. Type I11 is the
unrestricted, very general type which is unselected either by subject coverage or by its
readers. And Type IV is the abstracting and
indexing journal which will not be mentioned further in this paper.
With this separation of current awareness
tools, a study was undertaken to find out if
there was any relationship between the type
of current awareness publications and the response from the readers for actual documents. In addition, a study was made to attempt to assign a cost per request for an
actual document.

T h e Study
In this study, a notice is defined as one
reference being sent to one person. The SDI
program separately prepares and addresses
each notice. In the other two current awareness tools studied, a notice is normally a reference to an article, book, or document listed
among many other such references. Using
this definition of a notice, it is possible to
find the number of man-notices for each
tool. For SDI,each notice is counted and since
it is individual, a simple count of the notices
will indicate the number of man-notices.

For a tool such as the Hughes Microelectronics Bibliography, the number of references
for one issue is counted and this number
represents the number of notices going to one
man. Since there are approximately 450 people receiving this publication, and there are
about 200 references in each issue, the number of man-notices per month is found by
multiplying the number of people on distribution (450) by the number of references
per issue (200). Thus, this tool produces
about 90,000 notices per month. Since a
count is kept of the number of requests from
Microelectronics Bibliography, it is possible
to find the ratio of requests for actual documents versus the number of notices.
The literature on the SDI systems usually
evaluates the system in terms of hits, misses,
passes, and trash. The total number of notices
would equal the number of hits plus the
number found in the trash column. But since
SDI is so sophisticated, hits are defined as including all the notices that are of interest to
the user. This can be done through the use of
the two-part notice with places to check off
interest and requests for documents.
In the current awareness tools studied
which are not generated on a computer, it is
impossible to control whether a notice is of
interest or not. The only feedback available
is whether the man on distribution of the
current awareness tool requests an item from
the tool he has received. Thus, the only ratio
available from the non-computer current

Table 1. Comparison of Current Awareness Tools
Type I I
SDI
No. Notices/lssue

-

No. Subscribers

-

No. Man-Notices

-

No. Requests

-

No. Notices Needed to
Generate One Request

4-9

Ratio of Requests to
Notices (%)

Burroughs
ACL

1 0-25 %

Cost/Notice

$0.05-0.25

Cost/Request

$0.20-2.25

* Cost of

Hughes
SCAN

SCAN does not include publication costs, only local distribution costs.

Type I l l
Hughes

MB

Hughes
CSP-T

CSP-T

MB

SCAN
ACL

II

I

Ill

Current Awareness Type

Fig. 1. Relationship of Current. Awareness
Tools in Terms of Number of Notices Needed
to Generate One Request.

I

ME

1

CSP-T

b
0

SCAN

I

I

I

I

II

Ill

Current Awareness Type

Fig. 2. Cost per Request According to
Current Awareness Type.

awareness tools must be given
in terms of
requests to man-notices.
Once this ratio was defined, a search was
made of the literature for data showing this
specific ratio for an SDI program. ~ h e - ~ u b lished articles on the Bonneville Power Administration SDI system (4, S), show a cost
of $350 is needed to process 1,400 notices
which results in a charge of $0.25 per notice.
At Bonneville, some 18% of the notices result in a document request, which in turn
means that each request costs $1.39 in SDI
processing charges. Sage (G) has reported
that in the Ames SDI system, notices cost between $0.05 and $0.12 each and if 20c6 of
the notices resulted in requests, it would
cost between $0.25 and $0.60 per request in
SDI processing charges. These values for cost
per request should be representative of the
cost per request for an SDI system. In the review of SDI systems by Bivona and Goldblum ( 7 ) , several SDI systems are given in
the percent of notices that result in requests.
Six such values are given and they vary from
10 to 257h. The data for SDI systems as well
as other current awareness tools are shown
on Table 1.
It has been possible to determine the parameters of intermediate current awareness
services at Hughes. For instance, a close
watch has been kept on the costs and the
response to the ~>croe~ectronics
Bibliography. From Table 1, these data are given in
number of notices and requests as well as
the cost per notice and the-cost per request.
The cost per notice is given as $0.0018, and
the cost to generate one request is $0.81. The
same kind of analysis was given to the other
intermediate current awareness tools as well
as the unselected tools. Table 1 shows the
figures for these tools.
Fig. 1 shows graphically the number of
notices needed to generate one request in the
SDI system as well as the other two kinds of
tools. Fig. 1 is a semilogrithmic plot to emphasize the difference among the three tools.
From Fig. 2, it is possible to relate the cost
to generate one request for each of the three
types
of current awareness tools studied.
.Along with the data accumulated in ratios
of requests per notices, and cost per request,

there is another factor to be considered. This
factor is the time the user has available to
peruse current awareness tools. There are no
data which discuss this topic in the literature.
Fig. 3 is presented to indicate the pattern
that could be developed. It goes without saying that more references included in a tool
will take more time to read, although this is
somewhat dependent on the arrangement of
the notices. Thus, the time needed to read
SDI notices should be quite small ; the ~ l m e
to
read the intermediate type somewhat more;
and a lot of time has to be expended to read
the unselected tool. Common sense indicates
that this is true. Common sense also says that
the amount of time available to a user is
somewhat fixed. There will be some flexibility in the amount of time a user can devote
to reading current awareness tools, but over
a long period of time, this block of time
should remain somewhat constant. This is an
assumption. The horizontal line on Fig. 3
assumes this time to be constant.
According to the way Fig. 3 is drawn, the
SDI system is the one that will be read all the
time and be used as notices are sent. The
intermediate type will be read, but only
partially. The unselected tools can be expected to pile up on a man's desk and read
only partially. Since Fig. 3 is drawn from
"'

-e
U
0

Amount of user
time available
for r e a d i n g
current owareness tools
I

I

I V

Current Awareness Type

Fig. 3. Estimate of the Amount of User Time
Available and the Time Needed to Read
Each Type of Current Awareness Tool.
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assumptions, the amount of time a user can
devote to current awareness tool reading will
vary with whomever is making the assumption.
In an SDI system, it is fairly obvious that
with such little time needed to read the few
notices sent, the number of requesters would
include just about everyone on distribution
for notices. Since the printed current awareness tools require more time to read, the percent of requesters to subscribers would be
expected to be less than in an SDI system. Perhaps the much larger numbers of notices
needed to generate a request from the published current awareness~toolsis related not
to the pertinency of the notices, but to the
large number of notices that have to be read
to find articles of interest. Nevertheless. the
printed current awareness tools do generate
requests and do have value. It will take
other studies to determine the validity of the
assumptions leading to the form of Fig. 3
and to the reasoning used to rationalize user
habits.

The data given in Table 1 were plotted in
Figs. 1 and 2 to show the relationships between the three types of current awareness
tools in terms of requests per given number
of notices and in terms of cost. The type of
tool will determine the kind of response its
readers will have toward it in requesting
documents.
Fig. 1 shows that there is an order of magnitude difference between each of the three
tools defined. That is, the intermediate tools
need ten times more notices than the SDI
systems to produce one request. The unselective tools need ten times more notices than
the intermediate types to produce one request. The SDI systems produce from 10 to
257; of the notices in requests; the intermediate tools seem to produce 0.2-2.5 yo ;
and the indiscriminate tools seem to produce
0 . 0 7 % of the notices in requests. Despite
this enormous gap between the tools in terms
of the number of requests which will be produced from a set number of notices, the cost
needed to generate one request remains about
the same. Fig. 2 shows the costs needed to
produce one request. The SDI systems range
from $0.20 to $2.25. I believe that the ma-

jority of SDI systems generally cost between
$0.50 and $1.00 for each request. It is very
difficult to obtain precise cost data for SDI
systems because of the nature of their relation to other library computer activities going on at the same time. The intermediate
current awareness tools vary from $0.14 to
$0.81 needed to produce one request. The
indiscriminate tool takes about $0.60 to generate one request. All these costs are very
close to one another. Since these costs were
generated imprecisely, they should be looked
at as general indicators rather than fine data
points.
These data suggest a need and use for each
of the three types of tools. Each of the three
provides a certain kind of service to its users
that the others cannot provide. The SDI systems cannot but be restricted in the number
of notices which are sent to one user. If a
threshold of more than 20 notices are sent
at any time, the user will not bother to read
any of them no matter how pertinent the
notices may be to his interests. There are exceptions to this, but they are only exceptions.
Thus, the SDI system can provide only very
relevant but numerically restricted notices on
a very specific subject. That leaves the interests of the user in the related fields neglected.
The intermediate current awareness tools fill
the need when a single subject area is of interest to the user. But this will not cover any
interests in such subjects as an academic
discipline. To cover some of the very broad
interests users have, as in physics and mathematics, which cannot be narrowed down in
an SDI program or covered in an intermediate
tool, the very unselective tool is of value.
The Hughes CSP-T covers at least one major journal in each of the academic interests
of the scientists and engineers who work at
Hughes Aircraft Company. There is a definite need and function for each of the types
of current awareness tools.
In the commercial market place, the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) provides
services for all three types. The Curvent Contents provided by IS1 are unselected tools.
The Cttrrent Contents series cost from $35
to $100 according to quantity received, and
the data above indicate that a subscriber
should request from 70 to 200 articles a
year from this service for it to be in the
range of charges that were found in this

study for that type of current awareness tool.
Also, IS1 has an Automatic Subject Citation
Alert (ASCA) service which operates as an
SDI system ( 8 ) . The charge for the ASCA
service is $100 per year; again, if 200 artides
a year are requested as a result of this service
to one subscriber, then the service is being
provided at a reasonable cost. IS1 also can
provide the intermediate Type I1 service by
broadening the ASCA profiles to cover the
interests of thirty or more users. The total
cost of this service is greater than the single
ASCA profile, but the cost per user is lower.
It should be noted that there is a need for
the three types of current awareness tools. N o
single tool can service all the needs of the
users. For those users who need references
on a very narrow subject field, the SDI system
works best. To those users who work in a
well defined area such as microelectronics or
petroleum chemistry, the intermediate tool
will apply. And to those users who want to
know what is happening in interrelated disciplines, the very unselected tools such as Carvent Contents are correct.
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OVERSEAS
REPORT

Missions for an
International Library
Thoughts in Retrospect
with Suggestions for the Future
Robert R. Kepple
International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna, Austria

1 Following a brief description of the IAEA
Library, its collections, services and staff, emphasis is given to the three groups it serves:
the Secretariat, the Member States, and students and teachers in Vienna. Some of the
problems encountered in serving each of the
groups, and the efforts made to solve these
problems, are stated. The author shows how
it became evident that an international library
could be especially useful to its Member
States as a teaching library, and suggests
ways it might function in such a capacity
to assist in the dissemination of information
as widely as possible throughout the world.

T

HE Grand Hotel in Vienna was once a
proud member of an illustrious company
that included the Hotels Imperial, Bristol,
and Sacher. Although badly damaged during
the occupation, it recovered enough to be-
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Austrian Information Service

come the home of the International Atomic
Energy Agency. Located one block from the
magnificent Vienna State Opera on the beautiful Kaerntnerring, it was a romantic setting
for an international organization, but not
one in which I ever expected to find myself
managing a special library.
While I was being considered for the post
of chief librarian at IAEA, I confess I was
thinking more of Strauss, strudel, and schlag
than I was of the duties involved in such a
position. Thus, when my family and I found
ourselves in a Viennese pension, with most
of our worldly goods in storage thousands of
miles away and our remaining possessions
distributed in a few suitcases, I suddenly
started to worry about what would be expected of me. The surroundings, the language, and the people were all so different;
they startled me into the realization that I
had no idea of what was involved in operating a technical library in an international
organization. How would this library compare to one in the United States? What

were we spendthrifts indulging ourselves in devices that they could not
afford and that we did not need?
. . . without this equipment they
served their clientele just as well as
we served ours.

would the staff be like? The clientele? With
these disturbing questions running through
my mind, I left my family to struggle with
local customs the best they could and reported to work.
I now found myself in an even more unfamiliar milieu. I had not even stayed in a
hotel as grand as this one. The long corridors, the marble elevators, and the crystal
chandeliers combined to create an exotic
atmosphere. I glimpsed a sari disappearing
around a corner and heard snatches of a language I could not identify. When I finally
located the personnel department, I was
given a few papers to sign, administered the
oath of allegiance as an international civil
servant, and sent to my new library.
As I again threaded my way through the
labyrinth in the heart of the old hotel, I
wished that I could talk things over with my
predecessor, but he had left more than six
months before. None of the staff knew who
was coming or when, but they didn't mind
waiting. They all knew their jobs and were
enjoying a peaceful hiatus when they could
get some work done without facing all the
changes that a new boss feels he is expected
to make.
I was met by my assistant, Miss Helen
McGregor, a Canadian who had managed
the library prior to my arrival. I soon found
that it was my good fortune to have a very
capable assistant on hand. Miss McGregor
thoroughly briefed me on the status of everything and introduced me to the staff. My
new staff consisted of sixteen clerical and
four professional employees. Most of them
had been in the library for a number of
years, and all took their work very seriously.
All were at least bilingual, and some were
multilingual. Since everyone could speak
English as well as I, my dream of learning
German quickly vanished.

I learned that the library was about five
years old. During this brief period, a large
collection of technical reports, United Nations documents, books, and journals had
been acquired and processed. Since, in the
early days, most of the staff was untrained
and inexperienced and since priority had
been given to speed and quantity, refinements
had been sacrificed, and inevitably, some mistakes had been made. Nevertheless, to have
established such a large library so quickly was
an outstanding achievement for which Mr.
Reinhold Schlueter and his staff deserve to
be congratulated.
When I arrived, the library had successfully completed the first phase of its development. W e now began the second, which
included streamlining some procedures, introducing new services, augmenting the collection, and starting staff training. These
tasks occupied us for the next several years,
and in time we felt that our technical operations were running fairly smoothly. W e
offered a wide range of library services, and
our collections were becoming reasonably
complete. Until other developments made
them impractical, we even used two Friden
Flexowriters to produce our catalog cards.
When the Agency got an IBM 1401, we
succumbed to the lure of automation and
started mechanizing our circulation system.
The library issued several series of publications, and the library staff conducted a wellplanned orientation program for new members of the Agency's scientific staff.
Being rather proud of ourselves, we showed
the library off at an open house for Viennese
librarians. W e gave them cocktails, a tour,
and the opportunity to compliment us on our
magnificient achievements. They were polite
and gracious, and they responded properly to
such delights as our Filmac 100, the microfiche, our open stacks, movable shelving, and
the Flexowriters. But I had the uneasy feeling that they privately regarded this array of
gadgetry as an ostentatious display of affluence. Their reserve indicated that they considered us spendthrifts indulging ourselves
in devices that they could not afford and that
we did not need. Moreover, visits to the local
libraries revealed that, without any of this
equipment-some Viennese libraries didn't
even have a typewriter-they
served their
clientele just as well as we served ours.

Interior View of IAEA Library.

Three User Groups
Although our gadgets may not have been
necessary, they certainly made life easier and
more fun for-all of us: And I am convinced
that they helped us provide better service to
our three user groups: the Secretariat, the
Member States, and the Viennese public.
The Secretariat numbered about 600 of
whom half were professional. Of these, most
were engaged in administrative activities and
had little b r no occasion to use the library.
This left a group of well under one hundred
that were regular library users.
The second group consisted of the 90
Member States. It included countries that
were old and new, rich and poor, large and
small. Obviously, for the large, highly developed Member States who have vast library
systems of their own, the IAEA library can do
little, though even these countries found it
useful in matters relating to atomic energy
legislation and middle European or eastern
technical literature.
To acquaint the Member States with the
library, we prepared a small booklet, in the
four official languages of the Agency. It
listed all the services we offered and explained how to obtain them. Our services
were designed to be of particular help to the
developing countries, and to this end they
were designed so that they could be easily
handled by mail. Briefly, they included:
1. Interlibrary Loan. Books, journals, and

reports.
2. Bibliographic and Reference Assistance.

W e located items in other libraries,

verified citations, provided biographical data, and answered short reference
questions.
PllbliCdtiol2 Exchatzge. W e published
two journals and numerous monographs, bibliographies, reviews, and
conference proceedings. These we exchanged for suitable publications from
the Member States, for the library was
particularly interested in obtaining publications that were not available commercially.
Film Loan Service. W e loaned out a
collection of 300 l6mm films on the
peaceful uses of atomic energy that had
been contributed by the Member States.
The only cost to the borrower was the
return shipment to Vienna.
Libmry Booklets. The Library's Accessions Bulletin, List of Periodical Holdings, Film Catalog, and Description of
Services were distributed to anyone interested in receiving them.
Fellowship Program. W e provided training in library methods and techniques
through on-the-job experience and the
assignment of individual problems.
The usual period of training was about
three months.
Daplicate Bulletin. About twice each
year we published a bulletin listing
several hundred books, journals, and
reports that were duplicates of items
already in the library's collections. Upon
request, we gave these duplicates away
on a "first-come" basis.
Although all of these services were used
to some extent, the response in general was
small. Most requests were for the Film Loan
Service and for the publications listed in the
Duplicdte Bulletin. Although we tried to give
preference to the developing countries whenever possible, our best customers for almost
all services were from the more advanced
Member States.
The third group served by the library was
the Viennese public. Although our collections
were small in comparison to those of our
ageless neighbors, we did offer certain amenities such as open stacks, lighting, heat in the
winter, air conditioning in the summer, and
smoking privileges. W e held a press conference to announce that the library was open

. . . there is a point where promotion
ends and nuisance begins.

to the public; and most of the papers in
Vienna, as well as the radio, carried the
story. W e were worried that we would be
deluged with users, but the response was
slight. Either the facade of the Grand Hotel
was too grand, or our offer was not credible.
In any case, only a small group of regular
users materialized, and its members, evidently
recognizing a good thing, kept the news of
their discovery to themselves.

Who Needed Us Most?
In general, then, we were not satisfied
with the use made of the library by any of
these groups. There is not much point in providing services that no one is interested in
receiving. Special librarians should be, and
many are, aggressive in promoting their services to their clientele. However, there is a
point where promotion ends and nuisance
begins. At this stage, one can proceed to
make a nuisance of himself or turn back and
improve procedures still further: mechanize
everything, for example, whether it is necessary or not. I am afraid we did a little of
both while neglecting the group that needed
us most, the developing Member States.

Night View of the
Vienna State
Opera near IAEA
Headquarters.

This realization dawned gradually, and it
was only in the final days of my stay in
Vienna that I became convinced that an international library should be a teaching library. As such, it would have two distinct
functions: first, to provide regular library
services; and second, to teach others how to
establish and improve their own libraries and
how to obtain from elsewhere the many library services that are available to them if
they will only ask. This realization was the
result of a number of diverse experiences:
some with fellowship students and some with
librarians in developing countries.
One particularly satisfying experience that
exemplifies how the teaching function can
operate took place not in a developing country, but in Italy. The Agency was to establish an International Centre for Theoretical
Physics in Trieste. At the Centre, theoretical
physicists from throughout the world could
meet, exchange their ideas, and discuss their
work. One of its main purposes was to enable physicists from developing countries,
where they work in comparative isolation, to
meet colleagues from other countries who
were engaged in similar work. To attract the
physicists and to provide stimulation, seminars and symposia in various subjects were
planned. For such a Centre a small but firstrate library was mandatory. Since it is much
easier to do the job right the first time, I
quickly volunteered the services of the Headquarters Library to get the Trieste Library off

to a good start. W e sent four of our staff
down to Trieste on a rotating basis for a period of about four months. They ordered and
processed the basic book and periodical collections and started the training of the local
clerical staff. By the time the regular librarian was hired and had arrived, she found a
well-organized, working library and could
concentrate on continuing its development
rather than on correcting past errors. This experience in setting up a new library and my
experience with the fellowship students who
studied at the Vienna library have convinced
me that international libraries can and should
make teaching and consulting integral parts
of their mission-parts through which they
may well make their most important contributions to society.
To do this effectively requires that the library itself be a model library and that the
staff members who conduct the te:~chingand
consulting activities be well trained. The library procedures they teach should be as simple and straightforward as possible so the
students can easily understand them and apply them in their home libraries.
Automation should be used sparingly, if at
all. (I now think, for example, that our effort to computerize the circulation system
was a mistake.) Sophisticated gadgets should
be avoided. For us, some machines (such as
microfiche reader/printers) are a necessity,
but for many libraries they are a hopeless
luxury. The microfiche is not yet a suitable
medium for some developing countries. So
when an international library uses an advanced technology to meet its own operational needs, it should have alternate possibilities available for situations where that
technology is not feasible.
The staff of an international library should
receive thorough and continuous training so
that their knowledge is as complete and upto-date as possible. This staff would then
instruct students coming to the headquarters
library and would also serve as consultants
in the establishment of new libraries, in
trouble-shooting particular problems, and
in following up on student applications of
the techniques they learned while studying at
headquarters. The central library should also
sponsor seminars and workshops at which librarians from all over the world could meet
to learn from one another.

library procedures should be as simple
and straightforward as possible so the
students can easily understand them
and apply them in their home
libraries.

A Fellowship Program Should Teach
To make such a program truly effective, an
international library should have, as an integral part of its budget, funds for an extensive fellowship program under which
many librarians from the Member States
could be brought to the headquarters library
for training. To permit adequate program
planning and instruction for these students,
the library budget must also provide extra
staffing in recognition of the fact that teaching takes staff time away from routine tasks.
By planning for several fellowship students
to be at the central library at all times, the
training cost per student could be kept at a
reasonable level.
With a program such as this, the central
library would be teaching other librarians to
help themselves. This assistance would make
these librarians more aware than hundreds of
booklets ever could of what the headquarters
library and other libraries could do for them.
The ever increasing cost of buying and processing the great volume of today's technical
literature is forcing all of us to be more dependent on one another. Cooperation involves many complex physical and psychological problems even for a few libraries in
a small geographical area. Imagine the plight
of a small library in a developing country: it
is virtually isolated; its staff is largely untrained; they do not know what resources
may be available to them; and they do not

sophisticated gadgets should be
avoided. for us, some machines are
a necessity, but for many libraries
they are a hopeless luxury.

when an international library uses an
advanced technology to meet its own
operational needs, it should have
alternative possibilities . . . where
that technology is not feasible.

know where or how these resources can be
obtained. The customers of such a library
have little chance of ever seeing material that
is not included in the library's own meager
collections.
An international library can and should
provide leadership in linking groups of these
small libraries into networks through which
they can help each other and also have access
to the great collections in the advanced countries. An international library can and should
function as a modern day Robin Hood. It
should gather as much information as possible from the rich and disseminate it as
widely as possible to the poor. Unfortunately,
as we all know, too many international
schemes seem only to help the advanced
countries advance even further while the less
developed ones slip still further behind. Such
an expansion of the role of international libraries will cost a little in money, staff, and
effort, but the vast increase of information
flow that would result in the developing
countries would be a return out of all proportion to the relatively modest cost.
Most international agencies are already
heavily committed to education and training.
They sponsor symposia, workshops, confer-

ences, and other scientific meetings. They
send experts throughout the world under
technical assistance programs. They provide
fellowships under which technical personnel
study at universities the world over. With
the kind of program I am proposing, the libraries of these agencies would join the
mainstream of their organization's efforts.
They would begin making their own substantive contributions to meeting their agencies' overall objectives. Such a role is in the
best tradition of modern library service,
which says that a library is functioning properly only when it is contributing to the larger
community as well as serving the immediate
needs of its own organization.
T h e Heart of the Mission
The 1969 SLA Conference theme, "Information Across Borders," had special meaning for international libraries, for that is the
heart of their mission. To perform this mission effectively, I believe that international
libraries must step into the mainstream of
their organizations' lives. They must realize
that they can make real contributions to the
developing countries by training library staff
members, by helping to establish new libraries, and by consulting with existing libraries on how to discover and how to use
the collections and services of other libraries
in their own and in the more affluent countries. Only if they undertake this teaching
and consulting role will international libraries
fulfill their true destiny as substantial contributors to the building of a better world.
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The Technician Level of Library Staffing
A Bibliography with Annotations
Helen R. Wheeler
St. John's University, Department of Library Science, Jamaica, N. Y. 11432
UBPROFESSIONAL, clerk, paraprofessional, aide, technician, page, assistant, trainee,
S
apprentice, interne-these terms and perhaps even some others have been used over
the years to refer to regular, salaried non-professional library personnel. Among them,
clerk, paraprofessional, technician, and assistant seem currently to cause the most confusion. The variety of nomenclature has generally reflected the sizes, types, and needs of
the library programs involved. Recently "library technology" has been introduced into the
terminal program offerings of many community junior colleges of the United States and
Canada, although Vocational Library Clerk training has been available in the public
junior colleges of California for a number of years. "Library technology" and its diplomate, the library technician, may significantly influence librarianship by forcing it to develop as a profession.
The bibliography which follows is an attempt to consolidate the literature of "library
technology" and to include useful material related to this evolving and sometimes controversial concept of library staffing. Units have been grouped by topics which seem to
reflect current interests. Each unit is cited once only, with occasional cross-references where
there is significant overlap.
G E N E R A L BACKGROUND: Survey
Articles, Reviews, Definitions, Terminology.
1. Atkins, R. F. / Training the New Assistant.
Assistant Librarian 60:213-14 (Oct 1967)
2. Bendix, Dorothy, ed. / Llbrary Education and
the Shortage of Both Manpower and Talent. Library Journal 91 :4881-98 (Oct 15. 1966)--Symposium of administrators of accredited library
schools, faculty members from accredited and nonaccredited library education programs, a recent
1ibrar)l school graduate, an experienced medical librarian, arid a social scientist.

3. Boelke, Joanne / Library Technicians; A Survey of Current Developments. Rev. ser. no. 1.
Minneapolis, Minn., ERIC Clearinghouse for Library
and Information Sciences, 1 9 6 8 4 - ' / 2 page review article including organizations and conferences, followed by 43-item annotated bibliography
with some errors in data.

4. Brooking, Walter J. / Emerging Patterns of
Technician Employment with Implications for Libraries. LED Newsletter no. 67: 11-20 (Nov 1968)
---As
presented at ALA Conference, Jun 26,
1968.
5 . Dane, C. / Speaking for Clerical Help. Louisiana Library Association Bulletin 29:4647+ (Surnmer 1966)

6. Davis, Benjamin G. / Case for the LibrarianAssistant. Pennsylvania Library Association Bulletin 22:139-42 (Feb 1967)-Comment
by M. H.
Stilson in subsequent issue, 22:178 (May 1967)
7. Dawson, John M. / Not Too Academic. College C Reseitrrh Libraries 27:37-39+ (Jan 1966)
-Abstract
states: Nonprofessional staff who
have been properly selected, trained, and supervised
are capable of a wide range of tasks often considered professional, including cataloging and classifying, bibliographic verification, reference and inter-library loan work, and of course, circulation. The

role of the librarian lies in planning; in the selection of materials and courses of action; and in the
training, supervision, revision and inspiration of
nonprofessional and student assistants. There must
be careful discrimination between professional and
nonprofessional tasks on the basis of actual work
done, not on old prejudicies, and trust must be
placed in the abilities of the nonprofessional working under the tutelage and supervision of the professional.

/ In North American Library Education Directory and Statistics, 1966-68.
Schick, Frank L., ed. Chicago, American Library
Assoc., 1968. p.27-30---Review
article on library
technician programs in the US. and statistical data
on 57 programs.
8. DeHart, Florence E.

9. Donahugh, R. H. / Apprentices Are Coming.
Ohio Library Assocjation Bulletin 38:9-11 (Jan
1968)
10. Duchac, Kenneth F. / Manpower-A
Proposal. Library Jour~lal92:1797-98 (May 1, 1967)
----Recommendations
of a group of 12 librarians
"opposed to identifying junior college technician
programs specifically with preparation for librarianship," urging, instead, a broader clerical-technical program.

11. Egan, Mary Jane and Vellucci, Matthew J. /
Personnel Training in New York State; A Study.
ATew Yorh Library Association Bulletin 1 6 : 3 6 3 9
(Apr 1968)-Activities
of the NYLA, Resources
& Technical Services Section, Committee on the
Training of Subprofessional Staff Members. Uses
the term, pa~aprofessional, to survey activities,
training programs, Civil Service responsibilities in
New York State.

16. --- / News of the New Founde Worlde
-What's
New in the Education of Librarians?
Library Jouwal 88:2189-93 (Jun 1, 1963)Support from competent assistants at technical and
middle levels recommended.
17. Havens, Shirley / ALA Conference: Manpower-The Big Show. Library Journal 92 :2713-19
(Aug 1967)----Description
of the treatment of
the subject of library manpower at the 1967 ALA
Conference, with observation that technician and
undergraduate programs seem here to stay.
18. Kinzer, Rose W . / A Discussion of the Library Aide or Clerk; His Status and Training.
Junior College Jouwzal 32:217-24 (Dec 1961)

19. Knight, Hattie M. / Library Technician-A
Definition and An Invitation. Utah Libraries 4-6
(Spring 1964)
20. Kolb, A. M. / Library Technicians. Library
News Bulletin (Washington State Library) 33:
288-89 (Oct 1966)
21. Krogh, K. / Training for Non-professional
Library Assistants in Denmark. Library Associati072 Record 69:268-70 (Aug 1967)
22. Library Association / Pi.ofessioria1 and Notlprofessio~zal Duties in Libraries. London, The Association, 1962. 77p.
23. McCurley, P. / Move Toward Courses for Library Technicians. Library News Bulletin (Washington State Library) 33:284-87 (Oct 1966)

24. NYU and Westchester Library Association
Sponsor Technician Courses. Library Journal 93:
138 (Jan 15, 1968)---One column: joint venture for clerks and audio-visual personnel.

12. Genung, Harriett / "Clerical and Semi-professional Training Programs and Courses." In
Southern Califortiia Technical Processes Group.
Conference, 1967. Riverside. Library Automation,
or Else? The Group, 1967. 5p.

25. National

13. Gottschalk, Charles M. and Chambers, Helen
L. / SOLIT: Librarians to Look at Newcomer to
the Washington Area. Chapter Notes 27:35-39
(Mar 1968) (Official Bulletin of Washington,
D. C . Chapter, SLA) Note: SOLIT is the Society
of Library and Information Technicians.

the Deputy Commissioner of Education's Eualuation Committee on the Experime~ztalLibrary Technician Program. Albany, State Education Dept.,
New York State Library, 1962----Records
the
Committee's technique of evaluation, summary and
conclusions, and includes "Library technician tentative specification" and "Library technician curriculum . . . at Orange County Community College." See also 108.

14. Gummere, Richard M. / Toward a New
Breed of Librarians. Wilson Library Bulletin
41 :810-13 (Apr 1967)-Need
for an emphasis
on the intellectual aspects of librarianship requires
a clearer delineation of subprofessional classes.
15. Harlow, Neal / Misused Librarians. Library
Journal 90: 1597-99 (Apr 1, 1965)---Some
definitions of professional responsibility, types of library work, and specific jobs.

Council on Library Technology
Formed. Junior College Journal 38:54 (Oct 1967)
26. New York State University. Commissioner of
Education's Committee to Evaluate the Experimental Library Technician Program. / Report of

/ A Librarian Flies to
Learn. Special Libraries 52 :300-02 (Jul-Aug 1961)
----Article
followed by commentaries by ten other
librarians (p.302-07).

27. Nicholson, Natalie N .

28. Reed, Sarah R. / Library Manpower-Realism,
Relevancy, and Requirements. Journal o f Education

for Librariarzship 7:43-47 (Sep 196G)-Reviews personnel shortages in all types of libraries
and includes recommendations.
29. Sass, Samuel S. / Library Technicians: Instant
Librarians? Library Journal 92: 2122-26 (Jun 1,
1967). Comment by H. S. White; R. G. 2. Sellers (letters) 92:2685 (Aug 1967) ; J. E. Person
(letter) 3571 (Oct 15, 1967)-Strong
argument against the two-year library technician courses
as the answer to the subprofessional training problem.
30. Slocum, Grace / Bachelor Librarians: An Interim Training Program. Library Journal 93:
3754-55 (Oct 15, 1968)-"A
meaningful minor
would be preferable to a watered-down or padded
major." Considers the "Bachelor librarian" and
the "Master librarian."
31. Sollenberger, Judith K. / In-service Training
-A Bibliographical Essay, Ret'ised 1964. Chicago,
American Library Assoc., 1965. 25p.-182-item
bibliography preceded by 16-page introductory essay; focuses on in-service training in contrast to
formal classroom programs. op.
32. Steele, Carl L. / A Survey of the Need for
Library Technicians in the Area Served by Sauk
Vallej College; a report presented to the Faculty,
Dept. of Library Science, Northern Illinois University, 1968--Study
completed as a master's
thesis; includes 53-item bibliography. Author now
at Educational Resources Center, Rock Valley College, Rockford, Ill.611 11. See also 74.
Stilson, M. H. See 6.
33. Sudar, Dan D. / Three Levels of Library
Education. Libravy Journal 91:4899-4903 (Oct 15,
1966)-Director
of one of Canada's new 2-year
programs for library technicians sees inability
and/or unwillingness to recognize difference between professional and technical responsibilities
as one of the main obstacles to library progress.

34. Taylor, Nettie B. / A Dissenting Opinion:
One Librarian's Opposition to the Adopting of the
Standards Report. Library Journal 93:3750-51
(Oct 15, 1968)-Refers
to "Minimum professional personnel and staffing standards for Maryland's public library systems: a proposal," p.3747f,
same issue. Also in Maryland Libraries 34 (Summer 1968) with title "Professional Personnel and
Staffing Standards Report; A Constructive Dissent."
35. Veit, Fritz. / Personnel for Junior College
Libraries. Library Trends 14:145-55 (Oct 1965)
-Recommendation
that library technician programs receive special attention because junior college librarians will serve as course instructors.

36. Vocational Education Act offers technician aid
in '69. Library Journal 93:136 (Jan 15, 1968)

37. Wasserman, Paul and Bundy, Mary Lee / Manpower Blueprint. Library Journal 92: 197-200 (Jan
15, 1967)-Reports
first phase of a research
program attacking "one of the most fundamental
and pressing problems facing the library and information fields."

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS:
Recommendations, Guidelines, Criteria,
Standards. See also 95.
38. American Library Assoc. Library Education
Division / Criteria for Programs to Prepare Library Technical Assistants. LED Newsletter no.
68:7-16 (Feb 1969)-Report
approved by the
Board of Directors of LED (Library Education
Division) at the ALA Midwinter Meeting, Jan
1969-represents
official poIicy and supersedes
"Draft of guidelines. . . ." (LED Newsletter
May 1968) Also appeared in ALA Bulletin 63(6) :
787-94.
39. --/ Statement on Junior College
Library Assistant Training Programs. LED Newsletter no. 53:2-3 (Mar 1965)
40. ---- -and Library Administration
Division. Interdivisional Ad Hoc Committee /
Subprofessional or Technical Assistant; A Statement of Definition. ALA Bulletin 62:387-97 (Apr
1968); also in Special Libraries 60:179-84 (Mar
1969) ; comment by R. G. Swartz (letter) ALA
Bulletin 62:798-99 (Jul 1968)-Some
basic
definitions of the subprofessional or technical assistant class of library employees, sample classification specifications, and statements of typical duties;
represents official policy of both divisions.
41. Asheim, Lester / Education and Manpower
for Librarianship; First Steps Toward a Statement
of Policy. A L A Bulletin 62:1096-1118 (Oct 1968)
----Proposed
classifications of Library Clerk and
Library Assistant, appropriate education, implications, influence of "the new technology," and conclusions. Comments include: "Library administration should not be the only rung at the top of the
ladder," "A job well begun," "It would be desirable for librarians to be certified (or licensed),"
"A strong undergraduate education is vitally important and should not be diluted."
42. Criteria for Programs to Prepare Library Technical Assistants. Special Libraries 60:253-58 (Apr
1969). In the Mar 1969 issue of Special Libraries,
"The subprofessional or technical assistant: a
statement of definition" was reprinted from ALA
Bulletin. (See 40.) New document was approved
by Library Education Division of the American
Library Association in Jan 1969.

43. Darling, Richard L. / The New Standards
and the Supervisor. A L A Bullelin 62: 163-67
(Feb 1968)---The
new standards for school
media programs, prepared jointly by the American
Association of School Librarians, Committee on
Standards Relision, and the National Education
Association, Department of Audiovisual Instruction, recognize a supportive staff by recommending
a larger staff but not a larger number of professionals.
44. Draft of Guidelines for Training Programs
for Library Technical Assistants. L E D Newsletter
no. 65:14-20 (May 1968)---Developed
by the
Interdivisional Committee on Training Programs
for Supportive Library Staff of the American Library Association and intended to assist in planning library technical assistant training programs
and serve as standards for evaluating existing programs of the formal, post-secondary school nature.
45. Public Library Association / M X m u m Standards for Public Library Sjstenzs, 1966. Chicago,
American Library Assoc., 1967.-Officially
adopted standards guide total evaluation of a public library's service; chapter on personnel includes
standards for maintaining sufficient personnel at all
levels of library work. 80p. $l.75/paper
46. Whitenack, Carolyn / And the Beat Goes
O n ! School Lib~aries 17:7-9 (Spring 1968)The new standards for school media programs
prepared by the American Association of School
Librarians and the NEA Department of Audiovisual Instruction discussed.

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
STATEMENTS
47. Conference on Librayy Technology, 1967. Chicago. Library Technicians: A New Kind of Needed
Library Worker; a report of a Conference on library technology sponsored by Catonsville Community College (Chicago, May 26-27, 1967)
Washington, D. C., Communication Service Corp.,
1967. (EDRS, E D 017 277; microfiche $0.25,
hard copy $1.32) 28p.-Report
of a national
conference to consider the role of the library technician and the kind and extent of training in one
and two-pear institutions.
48. Heckart, Rhua, ed. / Progress and Prospect;
A S u m m a ~ yof the Proceedings of the Second A n nual Conference of the Council otz Library Terhtzology (Toledo, May 23-25, 1968) Council on
Library Technology, 1968. (EDRS in process as
of Sep 1968)---Includes
U.S. and Canadian developments, and history of the Council.
49. Jamieson, Alexis / Conference on Library

Technology in Baltimore. Ontario Library Review
70: 37-38
(Mar 1968)---Library
technology
workshop attended by representatives of U.S. and
Canadian institutions.
50. Knight, Hattie M. / Conference on Library
Technology. LED hrezcsletter no. 62:3-4 (Jun
1967)
51. Library Technology i n California Junior Coll ~ , ~ e sPapers
;
Presen/ed at a Conference on the
Training of Library Technical Assistants (University of San Francisco, Jan 18-19, 1968) Washington, D . C., Communication Service Corp., 1968.
(EDRS in process as of Sep 1968)-Various
points of view on library technicians, their training and employment.
52. Shores, Louis / Library Technician; A Professional Opportunity. Special Libraries 59:240-45
(Apr 1968) Comment by S. Sass and M. Bebbington (letters) 59:457 (Jul 1968); by J. R. Longland (letter) 59:535 (Sep 1968). Keynote essay
for the Conference on the Training of Library
recent
Technical Assistants. (See 51.)-Traces
developments, answers (negative) critics. describes
"Tex-Tec Project," discusses so-called articulation
of library technician programs at the junior college
level with ALA-accredited Master's and NCATEbachelor's programs in library science.

G E N E R A L PUBLICATIONS R E L A T I N G
T O T E C H N O L O G Y PROGRAMS
53. Krettek, Germaine / Urban Coalition. A L A
Careers ProBu!Irth 62 :911 (Sep 1968)-New
gram administered by U.S. Dept. of Labor, Division of Community Employment and Training,
provides up to 90% in federal funds for projects
initiated and sponsored by local groups such as
libraries.
54. Meckley, Richard F. et al. / A General Guide
for Occupational Prepa~ationProg~ams. Research
Series 38. Columbus, Ohio, Center for Vocational
and Technical Education (1900 Kenny Road,
43212)---Can
be used for planning facilities for
a single vocational program, two or more programs
or programs for an entire school.
55. U.S. Civil Service Commission / Ciz,il Sewice Handbook X-118, Qualification Standards for
Cla.isijkation Act Positions. Washington, GPO,
1966--Includes
standards for Library Technician (Series GS-1411).
56. U S . Office of Education / Crzterza Jor Technician Education; A Suggested Guide (FS5.280:
80056). Washington. GPO, 1968. $0.45

SAMPLE C U R R I C U L A , I L L U S T R A T I V E
P R O G R A M S . See also 77-82.
57. Adams, Kathlyn C. / Library Aide Program
at Rochester Public Library. Bookmark 26:323-25
(Jul 1967)---When
and how the project began,
how it was financed, how aides were recruited, and
work done by the aides.
58. Daniels, Jane W . / Aid through Aides. Library Journal 88:2194-98 (Jun 1, 1963)----Billtimore County Public Library's semi-formal, inservice training course for a class of intermediate
employees called Library Aides.
59. DeNure, M. E. / A Viable Curriculum for
Library Technician Programs. California School
Libfarirzs 39: 18-25 (Nov 1967)
60. DePriest, J. / Library Technicians Program
at Mesa Community College. Arizona Librarian
24:43-45+ (Winter 1968)
61. Earnshaw, Helen / Starting a Two-Year Curriculum for Library Assistants. Junior College
library
Jourtzal 36: 22-23 (Oct 1965 )----Terminal
assistant program leading to Associate of Arts degree at Los Angeles Trade-Technical College.
62. Ferguson, Elizabeth / New York Chapter Experiment in Subprofessional Training. Special Libraries 40:358-61 (Nov 1949)----Development
of courses in "Library Clerical Practice" at the
Ballard School of the YWCA, Manhattan.
63. ---- / Through the Pre-professional Training Maze: T o the Ballard School, with Gun and
Camera. Special Libraries 60:93-94 (Feb 1969)
-From
statement preceding article: Discussions
of programs for the training of libraq technicians
have not cited the major contribution of SLA's
New York Chapter since 1958. (Author is New
York Chapter's Ballard School representative.)
Originally appeared in N e w Y o r k Chapter N e w s
41: (Dec 1968)
64. Fwsyth, Kenna and Parr, Mary Y. / Library
Technicians at Drexel. College & Research Lifiveharies 2 7 : 120-22 (Mar 1966)---Drexel's
year experience in offering library school courses
to prepare students for subprofessional library positions a partial success.
65. Gebhard, Patricia / School for Ninety-Day
Wonders. Lihmry J o u ~ n a l88: 2 198-2200 (Jun 1,
1963)---4-semester
program for subprofessional
library workers offered by City College of Santa
Barbara, Calif., and instituted at request of Santa
Barbara Public Library.
66. Headings, Bernice E. / Training Program for
Library Technicians. College & Research Libraries

24:481-82 (Nov 1963)-Description
of program at Ferris State College, Big Rapids, Michigan.
67. MacDonald, Ruth L. / T h e Organizatiotz, A d miwistration and Teaching of a Course in Library
Technology at Erie County Technical Institute.
Master's thesis, University of Buffalo, 1956. 83p.
68. Maddox, Lucy J. / Collegiate Training for
Library Technicians. Special Libraries 5 1:293-94
(Jul-Aug 1960) -Description
of Library Aide
Prc::-ram at Ferris Institute, Big Rapids, Michigan.
6 9 : .ott, Goldie T. / Two-Year Aide Program.
L i h a r y Jour~ial8 4 : 1 7 7 6 7 7 (Jun 1, 1959) Ferris
Institute, Big Rapids, Michigan.
70. Robinson, Charles W . / Promise and Fulfillment (More or Less) ; A Paraprofessional Program
at a Suburban Library. Library Journal 93:3756-59
(Oct 15, 1968)---"Library
aides" at Baltimore
County Public Library.
71. Sherrod, John / The New Program for Training Information Technicians at the U S . Dept. of
Agriculture Graduate School. In Automation €7
S c i e k f i c Comnzuniration. Proceedings of the 26th
Annual Meeting of the American Documentation
Institute, Chicago, Oct 1963. p. 327-28
72. Six Adlisor). Librarians for the Library Technician Program at the Wilson Campus of Chicago
City College. Library Jourtzal 93:1959 (May 15,
1968)
73. Special Libraries Assoc. San Francisco Bay Region Chapter. Education Committee / Workshop
for L~braryAssistants. Special Libraries 53:603-04
(Dec 1962)-Four
sessions: History of library,
Acquisition of library materials, Processing of library material. and Library services.
74. Steele, Carl L. / Library Technicians-The
Big Controversy. Special Lib~aries 60:45-49 (Jan
1969)---Background
of need for professional librarians; description of library technology program
at Sauk Valley College, Dixon, Illinois. B~bliography. See also 32.
75. Texas State Library Initiates Tex-Tec Project. / Texas Libraries 30:42 (Spring 1968)

76. Toledo Public Library Redefines Aide Grades.
Library Journal 89:2310-11 (Jun 1, 1964)---Three Library Aide Grades: Grade I, 2-year technical college graduate; Grade 11, 4-year college
graduate; Grade 111, Grade II+ experience (that
is, by promotion).

I N S T R U C T I O N A L MATERIALS.
See also 57-76.
77. Communications Service Corp. / Plans Technician Text. Obrary Journal 93:27 (Jan 1, 1968)
---Brief
item regarding Texas State Library's
contract with csc for production of syllabi for library technician courses to be taught in Texas
junior colleges, and known as the "Tex-Tec Project."
78. Council on Library Technology (COLT).Newsletter 1: (no. 1 ) Jan 1968-Newsletter
scheduled for four issues a year and sent to all members
of the Council. Available to nonmembers for $1
per year from John B. Nicholson, Jr., Editor, COLT
Newsletter, University of Baltimore, 1402 Maryland Ave., Baltimore, Md. 21201.
Petru, William C. See 81.
79. Shores, Louis et al. / The Tex-Tec Syllabi.
Washington, Communication Service Corp., 1968.
166p. bibl. $4/paper (4 or more copies, $ 3 ) . For
a rather extensive review, see Library Journal
p. 1961 (May 15, 1969). See also 77 & 82.
80. Society of Library & Information Technicians
( S O L I T ) , Washington, D. C. Publications.
81. Special Libraries Assoc. San Francisco Bay Region Chapter. / The Library; An Introduction for
Libray)' Assistants. Edited by William C . Petru,
with the assistance of Mrs. Martha W . West.
N. Y., Special Libraries Assoc., 1967. 79p.Chapters on: Libraries-history,
types, organization, personnel and materials; Acquisition of library materials ; Organization of library materials ;
Library services. From Preface: Emphasis on what
library operations are and why . . . nonetheless,
quite a bit of methodology included . . . an effective tool for orientation and training of . . .
library assistants. Special libraries treated to a
greater degree than other types of libraries. Glossary, selected references, index. 79p. 54.
82. Tex-Tec Bulletin. no. I + Washington, D . C.
Irregular bulletin issued by Communication Service Corp., 1629 K Street NW, Washington, D. C.
20006-Tex-Tec
is a project to develop curricular materials for library technician courses.

TYPES OF LIBRARIES: Special
83. Annan, Gertrude L. / Library Technicians;
Need, Training, Potential. Bulletin of the Medical
Library Association 52:72-80 (Jan 1964)Comparison of need for library technicians to developments in nursing profession, recommending
carefully planned training programs approved and
sponsored by library associations and library schools,

and standards and certification to differentiate between levels of library work.
84. Langner, Mildred C. / Training for Library
Technicians. Bulletin of the Medical Library Association 55:93-94 (Jan 1967)---1967
MLA president reviews use of library technicians in the
medical library profession; advocates greater activity; compares to other professions in the medical
field which have already accepted the subprofessional employee.
85. Martinson, John L. / Vocational Training for
Library Technicians: A Survey of Experience to
Date. Mary N. Eldridge, ed. Washington, D. C.,
Communication Service Corp., 1965-Research
effort conducted under Contract 0E5-85030 from
the U.S. Office of Education, Division of Vocational and Technical Education (EDRS in process
as of Sep 1968) 119p. Includes list of institutions
with programs as of 1965.
86. Medical Library Association. / Official Statement on the Training of Medical Library Technicians. Bulletin of the Medical Library Association
5 5 : 5 10 (Oct 1967)----One
paragraph advocating
Associate degree programs for training library technicians, library aides, and clerks.
87. Meyer, Robert S. / Library Technician Training Programs and Special Libraries. Special Lipaper
braries 59:453-56 (Jul-Aug 1968)-A
presented at Workshop for Library Technician
Training in the Community College, Jan 18-20,
1968 at the University of San Francisco. See also 51.

TYPES OF LIBRARIES: College &
University
88. Downs, Robert B. and Delzell, Robert F. /
Professional Duties in University Libraries. College C- Research Libraries 26:30-39, 69 (Jan 1965)
-In
an analysis of professional duties, authors
also deal with the problem of defining the role of
the library subprofessional. Good bibliography of
studies analyzing library operations included.
89. Muller, Robert H. / Principles Governing the
Employment of Nonprofessional Personnel in University Libraries. College C Research Libravies 26:
225-26 (May 1965) -Enumeration
of some
conditions of non-professional appointment which
are conducive to a favorable employment climate.

TYPES OF LIBRARIES: Public
90. Hyatt, Ruth / Three Levels of Training. Library Journal 84:660-62 (Mar 1, 1959)-Public library librarian sees three categories: technician, clerk, professional librarian-each needing
training; proposed 2-year program.

91. Perillo, A. Dorothy and St. Clair, Jean /
Crash Program Plus Give-Aways. Library Journal
91:340 (Jan 15, 1966) ; School Library Journal
13 :44 (Jan 1966)-Use
of non-professional personnel for Operation Head Start picture-book programs in public library branches.

TYPES OF LIBRARIES: School
92. Ersted, Ruth M. / Some Non-professional
Jobs in the School Library. School Library Development Project, American Association of School
Libraries, Mar 1962. lp.
93. Stott, C. A. / Provision of Technical and
Secretarial Assistance in School Libraries. School
Librarian 15:263-67 (Dec 1967)

C A N A D I A N NEWS. See also 8, 33, 48, 49.
94. Canadian Library Assoc. Committee on Training Library Technicians. / Revised Report, June
19, 1967. Felicifer 12: vp (Jul-Aug 1967)
95. Canadian Library Association Committee Releases Technician Plan. Library Journal 92:3360
(Oct 1, 1967)----I%
column summary of revised report (See 94) laying down guidelines for
the establishment of training programs in Canadian
colleges.
96. Hallsworth, P. P. / Tri-regional Training
Course Held in Sudbury. Ontario Library Review
51:177-78 (sep 1967)
97. Israel, F. C. / Place of the Ontario "D" Certification in Library Education. Ontario Library
Review 49: 181--82 (Nov 1965)
98. Library Assistants. Canadian Library 21:160
(Nov 1964)
99. Library Technician Courses Surveyed in Canada. Library Journal 93:2782 (Aug 1968)
100. Marshall, John M. / Canadian Programs for
the Training of Library Technicians. (Presented
at the Program Meeting of the Library Education
Division on June 26, 1968 during the Annual Conference of ALA in Kansas City) LED Newsletter
no. 68:18-24 (Feb 1969)
101. --- / Search for Status. Library Journal
91:555663 (Nov 15, 1966)-Comprehensive
review of the library profession in Canada; sees
the technician category of library employee an inevitable development.
102. Munro, June E. / Library Technician Training in Ontario. Ontario Library Review 70:3-5
(Mar 1968)--Reviews
history and status of library technician programs in Canada including es-

tablishment of programs in Ontario's new Colleges
of Applied Arts & Technology.
103. Roedde, W . A. / Training for Library Assistants. Ontario Library Review 48:s-9 (Feb
1964)
104. Technician Courses Boom in Canada. Library
Journal 92:2870-72 (Sep 1, 1967)----Summary
of a speech included in conference at Catonsville
Community College (See 47) ; describes library
technology courses that will be part of eighteen
new community colleges in Ontario.
105. Tovee, L. / Report on Clerical Training.
Feljciter 10:15-16 (Dec 1964)
106. Wilson, Marion C. and Munro, June E. /
Summary of a Survey of Library Technician Training Courses in Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, and Ontario, 1967-1968. Occasional Paper
no. 71. Ottawa, Canadian Library Assoc., May
1968.-Information
given in tabular form for
11 Canadian library technologies: entrance standards, admission procedures, length of program,
qualifications of course director, library facilities,
community library facilities, enrollment, placement, salaries, etc. See also 99.

RELATIONSHIP T O T H E
C O M M U N I T Y J U N I O R COLLEGE.
See also 32, 35, 39,47, 51, 60, 61, 65-69,
72, 74, 79, 82, 104.
107. Bock, Joleen / Library Terhnirian Teminal
Programs; A n Innovation i n Community College
paper related to
Curricula, 1968.-Unpublished
a graduate course at the University of California,
Los Angeles, B. Lamar Johnson, instructor. Reviews library technician programs-problem
of
definition, national and California developments,
advisory committees, and curriculum development.
Available from author, c/o Rio Hondo Junior
College, Whittier, Calif. 90601.
108. Dwyer, William G. / End of an Experiment? Library JouvnaZ 87:3619-22
(Oct 15,
1962)---Comments
by then president of Orange
County Community College (Middletown, N. Y.)
on an experimental two-year library technology
program discontinued because of lack of civil service authorization of the position. See also 26.
109. Garlock, Lorena A. / The Community Colleges and the Library Technician Program. Stechert-Hafner Book News 22:81-83 (Feb 1968)
-Current
status of library technician programs,
reporting on a study of the curricula of 24 programs and suggesting a typical curriculum.
110. Junior Personnel for Libraries. Wilson Library Bullelin 37:524 (Mar 1963)-Program
in

library technology at the Community and Technical
College of Toledo University, Ohio.

New York, Teachers College, 1964. EdD Project,
University Microfilms No. 65-4755.

111. Koryta, R. C. / Community College and
Undergraduate Courses in Librarianship (letter in
reply to Jesse H. Shera). Ohio Library Association
Bulletin 38:33 (Apr 1968)

115. -/ T h e Community College Library:
A Plan for Action. Hamden, Conn., Shoe String
Press, 1965.---Several
references to library technology as of 1963 via index.

112. Leger, J. L. / Library Technicians, Concerns and Actions; Report of a Workshop for Library Technician Training in Community Colleges,
January 18-19, 1968, San Francisco. California
School Libraries 39: 116-23 (Mar 1968) (See also
51).

MISCELLANEOUS
116. Barnshaw, Helen / Starting a Two-Year
Curriculum for Library Assistants. Junior College
Journal 36:22-23 (Oct 1965) The Junior College
Journal is the official organ of the American Association of Junior Colleges, Washington, D. C.

113. Training for Library Technicians Offered by
University of Toledo, Ohio. Library Journal 91:918
(Feb 15, 1966)

117. Wisdom, Aline / Eualuation of Undergraduate Library Science Training in California Junior
Colleges. Paper prepared at the Graduate Library
School of Denver University, 1963. Unpublished.

114. Wheeler, Helen Rippier. / T h e Community
College Library; A n Appraisal of Current Practice.

Received for review J u n 11, 1969. A c cepted for publication A u g 24, 1969. Dr.
Wheeler was formerly associate professor i n
St. John's University Department of Library
Science. H e r interest in t h e techrzician-level
of library
began w i t h her work i n a community jnnior college, which tdtimately led
t o t h e community college library program as
t h e snbject of her doctoral dissertation.
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A Further Remembrance of Things Past
SLA's Sixty Years, 1909/1969
of SLA's Fortieth Anniversary in 1949 Past Presidents of the AssociaINtionobservation
were then asked to describe significant events during their terms of office. Comments by Charter Members were also included under the title, "Remembrance of Things
Past."
Another twenty years-a
generation-have passed, and it is appropriate to add the
retrospective observations of the more recent Past Presidents.* Because back issues of
This Journal may not be readily available to all members today, somewhat abridged
statements from the April 1949 issue of Special Libraries are also presented here.

John Cotton Dana, President 19091 11

( F r o m ttrv collertion of
Dr. Julia Sabine)

Herbert Olin Brigham, Charter Mernber
. . . july 2, 1909-organizational meeting . . . november 5 , 1909-first convention . . . a journal is born . . .

TURN back the pages of tin:c'. In the history of nations four decades is a brief periodt
but to the Special Libraries Association, it
represents in the beginning a struggle for
existence and even for recognition. Fifteen
years after our formation we weathered a
OCTOCER
1969

serious crisis and at various times friction
caused minor difficulties, but as a rule the
progress has been steady and the primary results eminently satisfactory.
I am writing these reminiscences as one of
the founders of SLA and I am probably one
of the few surviving members who attended
the organization meeting held at Breton
Woods in the summer of 1909.
It is worthwhile recalling that the idea for
the creation of SLA originated in the fertile
mind of John Cotton Dana, who observed
the great need for the establishment of this
highly specialized group. This is not the
place to make comparisons between the public and the special library field, but Mr.
Dana in his persuasive way enlisted the help
of his worthy assistant, Beatrice Winser, and
Anna Sears, then librarian of the Merchants
Association of New York. Earlier in the
Breton Woods conference of the American
Library Association, Miss Sears told me about
Mr. Dana's plans and asked me to prepare
a tentative form of organization and a draft
of a constitution for the proposed new library association.
AS a preliminary to the planned meeting,
Mr. Dana at the fourth General Session of
the ALA on July 2, 1909, presented a brief
statement under the title "Municipal, Legislative Reference, Commercial, Technical, and
Public Welfare Libraries." He noted that
Sarah B. Ball, of the Newark Business Branch
Library, and Miss Sears had compared notes

-

* A complete list of SLA Presidents appears in
the 1969/70 Directory.
Written in 1949.

and decided to discover what was being done
in similar institutions. Then came the idea
of an association of those interested in special libraries. In closing, Mr. Dana urged
that persons interested in this movement
spend a few moments at the end of the Sess;on in Room Four of the Convention hotel.
The organization meeting convened in this
small room at the Mount Washington Hotel
and, if memory serves me, the following persons were present: Mr. Dana, who presided;
Miss Sears, who acted as secretary; Miss
Winser; George W . Lee, of Stone and Webster; Robert H . Whitten, of the Public Sewice Commission, New York City; and myself.
There were also a few others, including those
persons who had heard the earlier invitation.
During the meeting, R. R. Bowker, of the
Publisher's Weekly, and Dr. Frank P. Hill,
of the Brooklyn Public Library, entered the
room and both wished us success in our undertaking. I do not recall the presence of
C. W . Andrews, of the John Crerar Library,
Chicago, but later he took an active interest
in SLA and became identified with the Membership Committee.
The officers chosen were Mr. Dana, President ; Mr. Whitten, Vice-president ; Miss
Sears, Secretary-Treasurer ; George Winthrop
Lee and Herbert Brigham as other members
of the Executive Board.
The first regular meeting of SLA was held
in the assembly room of the Merchant's Association of New York City, on November 5 ,
1909, with about fifty persons in attendance.
The Association was growing. The Executive Board had appointed various committees
and chairmen as follows: Membership, Mr.
Brigham ; Publication, Mr. Dana ; Publicity,
Mr. Lee; Agricultural Libraries, Miss M. F.
Warner; Commercial Associations, Mr. DeBerard ; Insurance Libraries, Mr. Handy ;
Legislative and Municipal Libraries, Mr.
Lapp; Public Utility Libraries, Mr. Lee;
Sociological Libraries, Mrs. H . P. Bates; and
Technology Libraries, Mr. Wheeler.
In January 1910, the initial issue of Special
Libraries appeared; in March the Boston
Branch was formed, and Guy E. Marion, of
Boston, replaced Miss Sears as SecretaryTreasurer. In that same month Mr. Lapp became managing editor and Mr. Marion business manager of Special Libraries.

Here are the highlights of those early
days. Forty years is a long time to keep alive
the memories. The men and women who carried the torch in the very beginning stand
out in retrospect with friendships that endured through the four decades. . . . This
story has not told the difficulties that beset
the officers, editors and committee chairmen
in the second decade of the century. For these
men and women were nearly all holding
down important jobs and the work of SLA
had to be done in the so-called leisure hours,
much of it at great personal sacrifice.
In glancing through the pages of the
earlier numbers of Special Libraries, I am
impressed with the great number of bibliographical undertakings which received
their first impetus in the columns of our
magazine. In conference discussion, in correspondence and in special committee, these
bibliographical plans took shape and blossomed into full-fledged services of importance. In all this accomplishment, Halsey W .
Wilson took an important part and must be
considered one of the early supporters of the
special library movement.

Richard H. Johnston, President
1914115
. . . what does "special" mean?
FROM our earliest years there had been
dissatisfaction with the connotation of the
word "special" but no more descriptive word
for the Association had been devised.
Accordingly there were those who sought
to broaden the basis of our membership to
make the going easier while others thought
it better to justify our existence apart from
the ALA by sticking closely to our original
idea-each according to his own connotation
of the word "s~ecial."
The occasion for a statement came with
the invitation during my term for a chapter
on "Special Libraries" for the ALA Manual.
It transpired that I was compelled to write
this Chapter*VIII myself. I maintained that
a speciai collection was not necessarily a
special library but a special library was usually a special collection applied to and servicing a special interest or business. T o that idea
of SLA many still adhere.

Charles

C. Williamson,

President

19161 18

. . .

b u r n i n g questions

.

. . . I SEEM to be constitutionally unable
to reconstruct from memory a realistic picture of any part of my past experience, especially of a past so remote as my presidency
of the SLA. I can't even recall the dates! I
am sure we had some "burning" questions
and equally sure that we thought at the time
we had accomplished something definitely
worthwhile. I doubt, however, that to the
present generation of SLA'ers our triumphs
would seem to have any importance at all.
Some day I suppose a history of SLA will
be written. If, and when, it is, I shall be
surprised (and gratified-assuming
I am
still alive) if my administration is even mentioned, outside of the chronological list. . . .
Guy E. Marion, President 1918/ 19
and Charter Member
. . . a whole library m o v e m e n t . . .
service, not m i n u t i a e . . . an advisory
council & divisions

...

W. P. Cutter's definition, "A special library is one that serves people who are doing
things" as distinct from "a reference library
which serves people who are thinking things"
marks the most telling difference. Reference
is academic-specid is dynamic. M. S. Dudgeon said, "A reference library is an academic
institution for the scholar. A special library
is a utilitarian establishment calculated to
serve the worker too busy to take time for
scholarly investigation."
D. N. Handy, who served as president
four terms, set up, with the writer, the first
fourteen "Responsibility Districts."t This cut
our new Association geographically.
John A. Lapp set the course for Special Libraries and inspired the whole membership
with a spirit of cooperation and mutual helpfulness. Adelaide R. Hasse raised it from an
association organ to "the dignity of a periodical" ; and Herbert 0 . Brigham increased
its financial status beyond the dreams of its
founders. The long list of other members
who contributed so largely to the success of
our early years cannot be named for lack of
space. Many occupy a niche of special regard
in my memory.
In 1919 the writer semed as SLA's tenth
president. It was the thrilling period of
World War I. It was a time of revaluation
of many things. The Association began to
think of the whole nation as its field rather
than the Eastern Seaboard and to see itself
as an essential part in the whole library movement. In my presidential address at Asbury
Park, N. J., after appealing for the support
of special libraries by public libraries for
their reaction of each upon the other, I said,

J O H N COTTON DANA initiated the
special library movement and pointed out its
direction and purpose. His definition of such
a library as "the library of a modern man of
affairs" still stands close examination after
forty years. "It is a library to which one does
not repair, but from which emerges anything
and everything applicable to the needs of a
business firm. It is a library that is applied,
rather than applied to."*

"In this way we have a complete and entire
library system for the whole nation. It centers
in the Library of Congress at Washington,
from there it radiates to every state in the Union to the several State Libraries, thence to the
local public libraries within each state, and
each of these in turn will be surrounded by a
group of financial, commercial, industrial,
medical, technical and other special libraries.
We thus disarm all opposition and construct a
whole organism. Special libraries should be
helped not hindered, their Association should
be supported and fostered, and the very greatest cooperation should exist between all li-

* Johnston,

t Special Libraries

R. H . Special Libraries 22:3 ( 1 9 3 1 ) .
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3:194-96 (1912).
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braries. No one element alone is complete
without the other's help."
At this time a new definition was offered:
"A special library consists of a good working collection of information either upon a
specific subject or field of activity; it may consist of general or even limited material serving
the interests of a special clientele, and preferably in charge of a specialist trained in the
use and application of the particular material."

Perhaps this definition would still stand today.

Dorsey W. Hyde, President 1920122
. . . an international awakening . . .
facts for an economic America . .
FROM the international standpoint the
United States of America has always been
looked upon as a new country and this
viewpoint has greatly influenced the
thinking of many American citizens. As
one important result of this type of thinking we find that the American people, in
the past, have not given a great deal of
thought to the history of the nation, the
separate states, the counties, the cities and
towns, the various social, business and
professional groups, the families and the
individuals whose efforts have resulted in
the United States of today.
. . . business in the United States today has reached a size and scope so unparalleled that its conduct must be based
upon continuous study and appraisal of
past development and of the results of
past decisions and actions.
. . . Special Libraries Association has
made real contributions to this end and
all of our future efforts, as members of
the Association, should be aimed at locating and obtaining all factual information which will aid American business in
reaching still higher standards of completeness and accuracy in the planning
and administration of all activities of the
economic America of today.

Rebecca B. Rankin, President 1922123
. local associations coalesce . . .
chapter subject interests . . . division
finances . . . stability . . . administration . . .
I T was my privilege in 1920 to be
elected president of the New York Special
Libraries Association into which we instilled new life and activity. . . . Interest
was aroused and competition stimulated
by dividing the [New York Special Libraries] Association into subject groups
[Divisions] . . . and a registration for
employment. . . .
W h e n chosen to serve as president of
Special Libraries Association in June 1922,
I determined to coordinate the activities
of the local associations into the national.
Those ideas which had developed successfully in the New York local were applied
to the national. The locals were made
Chapters and affiliated to form the national; Groups [Divisions] were created
in accordance with subject interests, and
they soon functioned as vital parts of the
national. The Constitution was revised to
permit of the new reorganization. T h e
finances were improved to tie in with the
scheme of administration and an institutional membership recommended to give
more stability to the national Association.

Efforts were initiated toward the establishment of a Secretary's Office as headquarters for information which gradually
developed through the years, becoming a
reality in 1928. . . .
SPECIALLIBRARIES

Edward H. Redstone, President
1923124

. . . independent or affiliated? . .
strong chapters . . .
DURING the year 1924/25, the Special
Libraries Association had to solve the
question as t o whether it should remain
by itself or become a section of the American Library Association. Some of its members wanted to stay and work out their
own destination by remaining independent
of the ALA. As the years have passed, the
Association has grown
in numbers and
strength due, in large measure, to the
efficient paid Secretary, to its most competent Editor and to an interested group
of leaders, eager for its future. With its
strong Chapters throughout the strategic
centers of the United States, and with
competent leaders, the success of the Special Libraries Association is assured for
the years to come.

Francis E. Cady, President 1926129
. . . institutional members are "invented" . . . a charter is issued in
rhode island . . .
T H E main problem confronting SLA
when I was honored with the office of
President was that of financing. Prior to
that time the large corporations, whose
librarians formed the bulk of the Association's membership, were asked for annual
contributions. . . . the best way to handle
this problem of finances was to set up for
corporations so-called 'institutional memberships" similar to company memberships
in electrical and other societies. In this
way, when a company had once taken out
such a membership, it automatically would
be paid year by year unless someone on
the company's board objected. This suggestion was passed on to the SLA Board
and adopted and has been followed ever
since. It put the Association's finances on
a solid basis.
Another forward step during my administration was the incorporation of

SLA. With the charter of the Association,
SLA reached full legal status.

William Alcott, President 1929130
. . . a newspaper library is discovered
W H E N The Boston Globe Reference Library was placed in my charge, in 1922, I
had already served on The Globe for
eighteen years as a reporter, followed by
sixteen years as night city editor, and I
entered upon the new work with trepidation. I knew only too well that I knew
nothing about library management.
When a few months later, the new
president of the Boston Chapter, Mr.
Walter L. Briggs, assistant librarian of
the Harvard College Library, asked me
whether I would have the Chapter's opening meeting in The Globe Library, I was
almost frightened. But I spoke with the
management about it, and while there was
no room in the building for such an affair,
the president promised a room at a neighboring hotel, if that was satisfactory, and
before the arrangements were complete a
dinner for the Chapter members was included.
. . . When the business session was
over, the crowd swarmed into the library.
Everyone was anxious and interested to
see what a newspaper library was like. At
the end of the visit a group approached
me and introduced themselves as members
of the faculty of the School of Library Science at Simmons College, and they expressed
themselves as being both surprised and delighted
with the visit. "This is the first
newspaper library we have ever seen." . . .
Evidently the meeting at The Globe library did more than raise my morale for
my .inferiority complex wholly disappeared. . . . I found warm and helpful
friends, and not until recent days have I
found it necessary to be absent from their
meetings. . . . Now in my eighty-first
year," I look back to the association with
those friends and acquaintances as a
happy chapter in a long iife, and am grateful for it.

Margaret Reynolds, President 1930 / 3 1
. . . chapter visits . . . from the atlantic to t h e pacific . . .
T H E most outstanding accomplishment
during my administration as President of
SLA was the inauguration of the plan,
since followed, of visiting the various
Chapters throughout the country, from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, so as to cement our
relations. Almost every city where Chapters were in existence was visited. At the
same time many special libraries were visited. For the future I believe that SLA
should stress establishing closer contacts
with individual libraries so that when we
need help in our reference work we will
know exactly to whom to turn.

Alta B. Claflin, President 193 1/32
. . . pleasure & pride . . . unselfish
& keen-minded . . .
AFTER five years' retirement from active special library work, I still feel the pleasure and pride which I have always had in
my association with so many keen-minded,
alert, hard-working, unselfishly devoted
co-workers. W i t h such a group our Special Libraries Association cannot fail to

continue its outstanding contributions to
the library profession as a whole. I t has
my very best wishes for its future development and usefulness.

Mary Louise Alexander, President

. . . a full-time paid secretary . . .
donated office space . . . a carnegie
corporation grant . . . procedure manuals . . . $500 reserve fund . . .
I T is difficult to remember any program
that goes back fifteen years in history and
I d o n o t have access to any files. So, here
are my impressions of two very interesting
years--of hard work, some frustration but
some very real rewards. I n addition to the
personal satisfactions, perhaps one or two
of the following may still be considered
gains for SLA: The first full-time paid
secretary was employed and a regular
office set up in space generously donated
by the Standard Statistics Company; the
first Carnegie Corporation grant to SLA
was secured for the promotion of library
service to trade ass&iations under the
N R A ; the first procedure manuals were
written for the operation of SLA Groups
and Chapters as one of our many efforts to
help these important units. After a considerable struggle, it was decided to purchase a government bond as a token that
the ~ s s o c i a t i o nmeant to operate on a
sound financial basis. The first bond for
$500 was bought during Howard Stebbins'
administration, thus starting SLA's Reserve Fund.
As I follow SLA reports today, I think
of the lean years whe; we were in the red
as often as in the black. During my administration, funds were so low that the noble,
resourceful editor of Special Libraries, Florence Bradley, had regularly to check on
the bank balance before she could plan
and produce the next issue of the journal.
SLA has come far through the efforts of
devoted members and I am terribly proud
of it. My great hope is that prosperity
shall not kill the early pioneering spirit
nor lessen the accomplishments.
[In 1969 Miss Alexander writes that
she can add nothing to her earlier statement because 1932/<4 is just too long ago
to remember many details. She adds that
she has had "much pleasure out of reading

about the early days I knew so well and
a great sense of pride over all the later
developments."]

Ruth Savord, President 193.4135
. . . first organization chart . . .
technical book review index . . . a
depression .
M Y presidential year, 1934/1935, saw
the organization of two new Chapters and
of three new Groups, publication of a national Directory and of the first and only
SLA Organization Chart, and the inauguration of T B R I [Techvical Book Review Index]. There was also an increase in membership, in subscriptions to Special Libraries
and in advertising revenue. All this was
done in the sixth year of depression.

. . . 1 take particular pride in recalling
these accomplishments because credit for
them belongs so completely to the loyal,
hard-working Groups, Committees and
Chapters and to the 1,800 interested members who were responsible. I can think of
n o better future for our Association than
a revival of that spirit of individnal responsibility which vitalized the whole Association that year.
Howard Stebbins, President 1935/ 37
. . . allocation of dues & budgets . . .
status of chapters . . . sharp differences of opinion . . .
THE years 1935 and 1936 were not entirely peaceful for SLA. Divergent views

on the rights of Associate members, allocation of dues and budgets, and the status
of Chapters under the Constitution came
to a head in that period. T o pilot the ship
was not an easy task but the efforts of
wise counsellors brought us eventually
into calmer seas.
I d o not recall that my two years in
the President's chair coincided with any
spectacular developments or with any
radically improved methods or basic steps
forward. I believe it was a constructive
period because we proved to ourselves
that sharp differences of opinion and
tenacious holding of points of view could
be harmonized and that a few concessions
here and there could unify our purposes
and clear the way for continued advance.

[In 1969 Mr. Stebbins writes: "After
reading carefully the material you sent me
from the 1949 Special Libraries, it seems
desirable to me to leave my own contribution just as I originally wrote it. I
think I hit the nail on the head in indicating that it was not a time of spectacular
developments, but a period of calming
and re-adjusting after some rather stormy
episodes we had been through . .

."I

William F. Jacob, President 1937/38
. . . the president-elect is put to work!
. . . the penumbra of World War I1
MAY I step out of the shadows of
backstage and into the spotlight of frontcenter just for a brief moment, to congratulate the Special Libraries Association
on its fortieth anniversary! W h o would

have thought, from the meeting of a
small group of determined individuals
back in 1909 at Bretton Woods. that the
spark they generated then would grow
into the present dynamic Association of
over 5,500 members- throughout the world!
What a terrific expansion from the
little Association of only 1,997 members
in the year when I was at the helm1937/1938 . . . I think of two accomplishments which, to me at least, are landmarks of
my brief tenure: I ) from a publication angle,
the issuance of the first Trade Names Index:
2) from an organizational viewpoint, it
was the first year that SLA vice-presidents
were assigned definite executive responsibilities in national SLA affairs, instead
of simply having a title and a vote at
board meetings. In my opinion, this latter
idea paved the way for the present practice
of considering the first vice-president as
the president-elect for the succeeding year.
No-longer need a person take on the
office of national president, as I did, without adequate preparation.
As to the future-World W a r I1 taught
the world the value of library methods
and research. . . .
. . . More power to you, SLA! I'm
proud to have had a brief moment in
helping you on the road to professional
glory!
[In 1969 Mr. Jacob has submitted a
postscript: "When writing the above in
1949, I predicted that at SLA's rate of
growth from 1,997 members during my
year of service, 1937/38, to a membership
of 5,500 only a few years later: 'SLA will
soon be in the front ranks of the professional associations of the country.' And
so, my 1969 thought is simply, 'I told you
so: "1

Alma C. Mitchill, President 1938/40
. . . sla pays rent for its offices . . .
W H E N I look back upon my two years
as President the one event which stands
out most prominently is the moving of
SLA Headquarters into rented quarters.
It was an entirely new procedure and
5 42

many members of my Board were skeptical for fear we could not survive financially if rent were added to our other
expenditures. The years which followed
have proven how successful has been that
venture into the unknown. Headquarters
office not only flourished in its new home,
but increased in usefulness to all members
of the Association, so that before long a
larger staff and additional space were
needed. Last July [I9481 Headquarters
moved into its present location on the
eighth floor of the Stechert-Hafner Building which is approximately three times the
size of the room occupied in 1939.
. . . Let us hope in the years ahead that
our Association will not become too unwieldy or too engrossed in material gains
to lose the far-sightedness of our early
pioneers.

Eleanor S. Cavanaugh, President
1942144
. . . manpower survey . . . salary survey . . . double entry bookkeeping
. . . quarterly budgets . . . recruiting
brochures . . . first mail ballot . . .
WAR Years! Years of intensive activity
and production for SLA! The years of four
new Groups and a new Chapter. . . . The
years of the Manpower Survey and the Salary
Survey; the years when the Finance Committee made a six-year comparative analysis of
our income and expenditures; when double entry bookkeeping was installed at
Headquarters, and H Q staff enlarged;
when we initiated quarterly budgeting;
when we had an annual surplus of $4,000
one year and $7,200 the next; when we
transferred $20,000 from the checking account to the Reserve Fund; when we
voted by mail ballot for the first time.
The years of an intensive training and recruiting program with two recruiting
pamphlets off the press. . . . The years
when we proudly announced 75 members
in the Armed Forces. It seems like onlv
~ e s t e r d a that
~
I was visiting Chapters,
getting bumped off planes, and sitting up
all night in airports or railroad coaches-

Years of intensive membership coope
tion with telling results-Grand
years
have been President !

Walter Hausdorfer, President 19441'45
. . . continuity, coherence & significance . . .

William F. Jacob

Alma C. Mitchill

THERE is so much of importance to
done that no one President, no one Boa
in the course of a year, can contribute
more than a small bit to the total. Considering the three-fold aims of administration: continuing the life of the profession;
giving continuity, coherence and significance to the programs; and perfecting the
structure of the Association so that it will
be democratic and efficient, it is clear that
whatever is accomplished in one year or
another is due to the work of many members over a period of years. Because of
the vitality of our cooperative efforts, the
future of the Association is assured.

Herman H. Henkle, President 1945146
. . . strength & vitality from its membership . . . communication can be
improved . . . a kind of golden age
of women with strong personalities

Eleanor S. Cavanaugh

Herman H. Henkle

"MUCH more vivid than my memory
of what I did for the Association while I
was President are my recollections of
what the presidency did for me. It left me
with a vivid impression that the strength
and vitality of SLA stem directly from its
membership. and especiallv from the activities of 'its chapt'ers and Groups. The
primary contribution that any President
could make would be to improve ways and
means by which this vitality can find
expression and by which communication
between members and groups of members
can be improved. As an objective this was
uppermost in my mind during the year,
and I hope we made a little progress. A
special effort to increase membership participation through the Board and Council
meetings did appear to meet with some
success." This I wrote on the 40th an-

niversary of SLA. It seems still to be a
reasonable record for that time.
W h a t vivid memories d o I have after
passage of the intervening 20 years. I find
now, that "activities" have faded as things
to be remembered, and that people provide
the recollections that are still very much
alive. I remember and salute the extraordinary dedication of such personal Gibraltars as Ruth Savord, Eleanor Cavanaugh,
Alma Mitchell, Irene Strieby, Betty Joy
Cole and Rose Vormelker. SLA has had
some good men on its roster of leaders
before and since, but I remember the
period around my presidency as a kind of
golden age of women with strong personalities and deep devotion to the ideals of
special library service. One of my successors among the men, of course, was William S. Budington, who I am pleased to
note is now my successor at Crerar Library.

Betty Joy Cole, President 1946147
. . . strength in cooperative thinking
. . . planning and working . . .
THERE is just one factor which accounts
for Special Library Association's past growth,
its present recognition as an outstanding organization and its future position in the library
world. That is cooperation. This characteristic was, in my opinion, the most outstanding during my term of office. SLA's strength
lies in this cooperative thinking, planning
and working. Without it, SLA would disintegrate; with it, SLA will continue to prog-

Betty Joy Cole
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ress in a manner in which every member can
be proud.

Irene M. Strieby Shreve, President
1947148
. . . self-examination . . . growing
pains . . . lack of adequate communication . . . survey of procedures
. . . dues increase . . .
CLIMAXING an eventful year, with over
1,200 registered, Washington was the scene

of SLA's largest and busiest Convention to
date with "Future Indicative" as the theme.
Among those in attendance was a Norwegian
student to whom a fellowship had been
awarded to visit and to study special libraries
in the United States. A Pre-Convention highlight was a panel discussion having as its
subject, "Employers' Evaluation of Training
Desirable for the Special Librarian." At the
annual business meeting dues were increased ;
qualifications were accepted for the SLA
Professional Award; the gavel was won by
the Western New York Chapter for its success in obtaining new members; and approval was given for Association support of
the newly organized United States Book Exchange, SLA's President becoming an officer
of the USBE Board of Directors.
The Heart of America Chapter was installed ; the Publishing Group was organized
as well as the Pharmaceutical Section of Science-Technology ; and the Public Business Librarians Group shortened its name. With
one exception made possible by a regional
Convention in Toronto, each Chapter was

Rose L. Vormelker
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visited during the year by the President or
her representative. Under the direction of
new liaison officers, Group and Chapter Manuals were prepared and the Convention
Manual was revised. There was a greatly increased activity in placement. The results of
the Salary Survey, arranged for at the fall
Board meeting, were published in the April
1948 issue of Special Libraries.
The Association continued its self-examination throughout the year, necessitated by
growing pains and the lack of adequate communication among the increasing number of
Groups and Chapters and they, in turn, with
Headquarters, Board, Advisory Council, and
Committees. A survey of procedures at Headquarters, including job analyses for the staff,
was made by a management consultant whose
recommendations exceeded his assignment
with the result that little action was taken
immediately. In spite of handicaps there was
a handsome excess income at the end of the
year thus malting possible a sizeable addition
to the Reserve Fund.

Rose L. Vormelker, President
1948149
. . . membership criticism . . decisions by too few . . . too much
power at hq . . . open board meetings . . . budget publication . . .
THIS administration was greeted with
considerable membership criticism. Some felt
decisions were made by too few; others that
too much power was concentrated at Headquarters ; that members were not informed
of Association business affairs, and some
criticized the closed sessions of Board meetings.
Welcoming this evidence of member interest and concern, this Board made immediate
effort to "open its books" as it were. Specifically these were some of the developments:
I ) An open Board meeting was held in the
presence of the Advisory Council and to
which any member interested was welcome;
2) Minutes of all Board sessions were sent
to all members of the Advisory Council (urging that they be shared with their Chapters
and Divisions) and Committee members.

3) A special study of the budget was made
and a revision presented and published in

Special Libraries.
Some problems resulted because policy
statements either had not been formulated,
or were inadequately recorded, or no longer
served a purpose. Three policy statements
were completed, namely, those for Placement Service, Public Relations, and Publications.
A major project for the year was the move
of the Headquarters Office to larger space in
the Stechert-Hafner Building, and to authorize publication of pictures of the new offices
in Special Libraries. It was reported that this
was a "first" in giving many members an idea
of our Headquarters set-up.
The first Directory of all Division, Chapter and Committee personnel was made available. For the first time, names of SLA officers
and directors were published on the title page
of Special Libraries, beginning in January
1949.
Nineteen forty-nine marked our 40th year
of existence, and it seemed a most appropriate time to re-examine objectives of the Association, to aim for greater coordination of
activities and to promote development of
publications that would serve as professional
tools. Much of this had been recognized and
started by previous post-war administrations,
notably a study of the structure of the organization. Effort was made to clear up misunderstandings, eliminate unnecessary "red
tape" and in general "set the house in order."

Ruth H. Hooker, President, 1949 / 50
. . . constitutional amendments . . .
an infant translations committee . . .
ONE of the greatest honors which has
come to me was the privilege of serving as
President of the Special Libraries Association,
1949/50. As I think back, two specific items
stand out in my mind. One was the yeomen
service of Ruth Savord in working out
amendments to the Constitution and Bylaws
to update them and to bring them in line
with the wishes of the members. These
amendments were voted on at the 1950 Convention. The other item was the nurturing
of the infant Translations Committee which
545

went on to become the present service on
translations at John Crerar Library. The need
for this translation service was keenlv felt in
those days when we were being flooded with
technical literature in foreign languages following the starvation period of World War 11.
However, the truly important thing I
gained from that wonderful year was the host
of friends made. and the realization of the
devoted and earnest spirit of cooperation.
"One for All and All for One" was the
keynote of the 1950 Convention over which
I presided. I believe this best describes the
spirit which has promoted the growth and
stature of the Special Libraries Association
from 1709 to this day, and for many a day
to come, I am sure.

Ruth H. Hooker

Elizabeth W. Owens

Elizabeth W. Owens, President
19501 5 1

. . . more self-examination . . . auditors designated . . . membership records . . . ala disaffiliation . . . cnla
affiliation . . . placement . . .
I N 1950/51 Special Libraries Association
continued its period of self-examination.
After WW 11, the Association had become a
large organization and some of its parts had
grown out of proportion to the whole with a
resulting lack of coordination. To remedy
this, studies were made of the unwieldy
pieces.
The Executive Board was enlarged from
eight to twelve members: three additional
Directors and an elected Secretary. Henceforth, two nominees were to be named, and
the first double slate was presented to the
Board in St. Louis in 0dober 1950. Groups
were to be known as Divisions; and Institutional, Active and Associate memberships
carried with them affiliation with one Division.
Space at Headquarters was more than was
needed; so a portion was rented to a book
dealer for $100 per month. A bookkeeper
and an editorial assistant were hired, and
Price Waterhouse was designated as auditor.
It was recommended that further study be
made of the feasibility of putting our membership records on risible equipment.

Grieg Aspnes

Elizabeth Ferguson

SLA voted to disaffiliate with ALA in
1950 and urged that every effort be made to
support the Council of National Library Associations. A new dues schedule was adopted
at this time.
In my Chapter visits, dissatisfaction with
the employment policy was found. All Chapters, except New York and New Jersey, had
Employment Chairmen but there was no Association Clearinghouse to coordinate their
efforts. A new Association Directory was
prepared by Isabel Towner and her Committee. It was felt that monumental tasks of this
kind, as well as publication of Division and
Chapter Bulletins should no longer be done
on a volunteer basis, financed by generous
organizations. All of these problems were
part of the Association's growing pains to be
solved by later administrations. The establishment of an SLA Hall of Fame was suggested to honor those members who had
given long and outstanding service to the
Association.
I shall remember many things from my
year as President of SLA-the professional
cooperation, help and understanding in Association problems, the hospitality on Chapter visits, and above all the personal loyalty
and true friendships. For all of these things,
I am deeply grateful.

Grieg Aspnes, President 1951152
. . . translations pool . . . what is
documentation? . . .
ST. PAUL, Minnesota, was the Convention city. June 1951. The crown of office was
barely settled on my head when Eugene
Jackson (then chief librarian, NACA) bustled up to the podium and importuned,
"You've got to do something about the SLA
translations pool!" First problem of a new
SLA President, and what was the translations
pool ?
Some years earlier a small group of SLA'ers
(Sci-Tech members mostly) had decided to
pool their individual collections of translations to make them more available to everyone. On a volunteer basis they took turns
holding the collection, keeping its records,
answering requests for specific translations
from the collection.

Now the time had come to put the entire
weight of SLA behind the collection and its
potential service. Mary Frances Pinches (Case
Institute of Technology, Cleveland) agreed
to organize and catalog the entire collection,
to weed it and eliminate dead wood or duplicates, to promote its use and to actively solicit
new additions. By the end of the Association
year the collection was well on its way to becoming the world famous SLA Translations
Center, housed first at Case, then at Western
Reserve, and finally at John Crerar Library
in Chicago, where today it still prospers and
is a primary source of translations and information about translations from many sources
and from all languages.
New York was the Convention city. June
1952. The crown would soon move to another head, but one last duty remained-to
present the SLA Professional Award to Dr.
Mortimer Taube "for his pioneering work
in the field of documentation and in new
concepts of information storage and retrieval." Dutifully the President read the citation, made the presentation and shook the
hand of Dr. Taube, only dimly aware of
what justice and rightness lay behind the
award, certainly one of the very first recognitions by any library organization of the
revolution that in the past 18 years has
shaken traditional library practice to its very
foundation.
In each case this SLA President was merely
an instrument of the Association and its
members. But he takes pride in being allowed
to be that instrument and in being a part of
two important events in the steady growth of
SLA.

Elizabeth Ferguson, President
19521 53
. . . confrontations? . . . documentalists . . . ala loyalists . . . west coast
vs. east coast . . .
DOES anyone think that the term "confrontation" has just been invented by the
Black Panthers or the Students for Democratic Action ? As I look back at my activities,
it seems to me that I had nothing but con-

frontations. Three come readily to mind:
1 ) with the newly self-conscious docurnentalists in the Washington, D. C. Chapter and at
a University of Chicago seminar; 2) with
ALA loyalists at the University of Illinois,
the home ground of Robert Downs then
president of ALA (SLA had "disaffiliated"
just before my term and this action was much
resented) ; 3) with the good friends in the
California Chapters who felt that Headquarters, and actually that nasty old East
Coast, treated them like stepchildren.
And what has come of those confrontations? "Documentation" of course has been
superseded by that vast reality called information science which needs no defending
nowadays. SLA, however, still has a way to
go to live with it comfortably. But I do think
we deserve credit for giving Dr. Taube the
SLA Professional Award in 1952, and I like
to remember that.
I am happy to say that the other differences
in point of view are pretty well resolved by
now. A good working relationship with
ALA has been built up by the friendly efforts
of succeeding Presidents and other officials.
And surely California feels integrated by
now having put on several exciting meetings
and given us many officers. I don't really
think this was all due to the jet plane but that
surely helped.
The other thing that stands out in my
memory is the Public Relations Clinic which
our Public Relations Committee conducted.
W e were determined to try to find some answers to that perennial problem of special
libraries-public
relations or "selling our
services to management" as we stated it then.
The Clinic was directed by Mr. Sidney Edlund, a leader in the field of sales promotion
and career building. Its immediate product
was an attractive flip-chart entitled Oar Library which individual librarians could use
to dramatize presentations of their services
to their managements. Looking at the effort
from this point in time, it is obvious that we
didn't solve the problem. I now think that
the joker in the plan is the psychological
fact that, in calling attention to our reference
exploits (as Mr. Edlund advised), we appear too often to be taking credit for accomplishments that are on record under the name
of our clients. This doesn't make friends and
influence people in the right way.

Lucille L. Keck, President 19531 54

. . . new executive secretary . . . selfanalysis of committees . . . translations pool . . .
N O W that the Association has spanned its
first three score years, the highlights of a
term of 15 years ago, 1953/54, properly
qualify as history.
The calm waters of the first few weeks
churned into a turbulent sea with the resignation of the Executive Secretary, the late Mrs.
Kathleen B. Stebbins, effective by mid-October 1953. Top priority was given to the
recruitment and selection of a successor. The
Executive Board authorized a mail ~ o l lof
the membership for suggestions, which was
followed by screening by a specially designated committee. The regular autumn meeting of the Board was advanced to September
to expedite the final choice. The appointment
of Marian E. Lucius resulted. She made significant contributions to Association develonment and Headquarters operations for almost
a decade.
Two new chapters, Alabama and Oak
Ridge were installed with due ceremony.
SLA engaged in introspective self-analysis
during the year, during which it reorganized
the work and redefined the duties of several
Committees (Finance, Public Relations, Publications, Recruitment, Scholarship and Student Loan, and Translations). The last mentioned exerted its efforts in implementing
the contract with The John Crerar Library
for the operation of the SLA Translations
Pool and the inauguration of a serial list.

Gretchen D. Little, President 1954155

. . . first sla scholarship . . . documentalists . . . directors are responsible for committees . . . placement
service . . .
REMEMBRANCES of Association activities without a few personal thoughts are almost impossible. Most accomplishments during a year are the culmination of years of

Gretchen D. Little

hard work expended by our members. One
such accomplishment during my year was
the first $1,000 Scholarship Award.
One remembrance that comes to mind concerned doczmentation (and now--in 1969who hears of documentalists). This pertained
to a resolution from the ~ u s t r a l i aLibrary
Association's Council; the gist of it was their
objection to the distinction of libraries and
librarianship from bibliography or documentation.
My personal thoughts would not be complete without mention of the superb Executive Board the membership gave me. The
record will show some of our problems, but
the record will never be able to show the
hard work of the Board. To assist us in our
deliberations, each Director was assigned responsibility for specific Association Committees. and it was his dutv to be well informed
in the history and plans-past and futureof these Committees.
One sidelight comes to mind with regard
to trying to bring the New Orleans MidWinter Board meeting to order, and that
was when the Mayor's representative, unbeknownst to me, was trying to give me the
Key to the City. This was a first for the Board
and the Advisory Council to meet in a location whose Chapter might have difficulties
in sponsoring a Convention. This practice
is still being carried out with the Mid-Winter
meetings bringing Association activities to
those unable to attend Conferences.
This was the vear I asked the members hi^
I
to think of deficit spending, placement service (which most members still want), and
their responsibilities to special librarianship,
their profession. It was not the beginning,
but it was the year a definite challenge was

Chester M. Lewis

given, asking the membership if they could
produce "standards" by 1959.
However, nothing stands out more than
meeting and working with a membership of
enthusiastic individualists and receiving a
feeling of "esprit de corps" for "Putting
Knowledge to Work" that has existed in our
Association from its very beginning. It was
a privilege to be its 1954/55 President.

Chester M. Lewis, President 1955156
. . . potential of automated search
. . . documentation division . . . advisory council . . . professional standards . . .
ALMOST a decade and a half ago I
stated that I hoped to act as a catalyst and
guide our organization with a "forward
look" in terms-of alerting the membership to
the potential of automated search. I emphasized that as librarians we had to become
more fully acquainted with its impact for I
felt that within the next decade inter-library
systems and information exchange would be
a reality. The dubious of that period were
only mildly titillated with the concept of a
computer. While there will always be a book,
there is much more scintillation and an
awareness among our members today of machine manipulation of information.
Great discussions were held on the Dros
and cons of documentation. I talked about
it for two years; finally the Documentation
Division was formed in 1956. I recommended the formal organization of the Advisory Council which was implemented. I

also recommended a Consultation Service
which was organized the following year.
During my term, I emphasized the need
for professional standards which had been
suggested by Miss Little. This led to a formation of a Committee on Professional Standards in the following year during Miss
Kinder's term of office.
The French have a saying that, "The more
things change, the more they remain the
same." This is partially true, for we still
have a need for ;elf-examination of our objectives as an organization. W e still are concerned with our professional growth, our
financial problems as an organization, our
extending projects and activities, and the
problem of promoting special librarianship.
However, in the intervening decade many
things have been accomplish~dand resolved
through an active membership. As one of
our past Presidents, Ruth Savord, stressed, it
is the spirit of individual responsibility that
makes us a vital profession~l organization
that will continue to put knowledge to work.
The challenge is ever greater.

Katharine L. Kinder, President
1956157
. . . professional standards (contd)
. . . the advisory council's role
(contd) . . . structure and policy . . .
FOND recollections of fourteen enjoyable
Chapter visits come to mind immediately.
This opportunity, shared by every President,
to meet and talk with enthusiastic members
leads to lasting friendships and provides
inspiration to do one's very best for Special
Libraries Association. Another outstanding
memory is one of appreciation for the generous help received from the Executive
Board, Committee members, and the staff at
Headquarters. Special pleasures were to welcome the newly formed Rio Grande Chapter
and the Documentation Division.
The year was directed toward maintaining
a steady course by continuing emphasis on
several forward-looking ideas already proposed. Gretchen Little's appeal for the establishment of professional standards by the
time of our Fiftieth Anniversary became a

Committee responsibility. Discussion of this
Committee's preliminary report filled the
time allotted at the Second General Session
of the 1957 Convention and carried over to
an additional meeting. The role of the Advisory Council received further study. In an
effort to improve communications, the Council Chairman was invited to participate in
discussions of the Executive Board. These,
together with other considerations of Association organization, structure and policy,
formed the basis for certain major changes
included in the completely rewritten Bylaws
adopted five years later.
Similar matters are regularly and still before us, proving that a vigorous organization
never stands still.

Alberta L. Brown, President 1957158
. . . professional standards (contd)
possible merger of sla and adi . . .
the sla translations center is born . . .
THE year 1957/1958 saw the end of an
era, the first fifty years in the life of the
Association. There was much to applaud in
the past but we were also faced with problems which would determine the growth and
development of the Association in the future. Three such problems come to mind in
retrospect: I ) the adoption of professional
standards for membership; 2) the possibility
of a merger of SLA and A D I ; and 3) the
decision to enter into a cooperative project
with the Office of Technical Services in the
area of translation activity.
Professional standards for membership had
been discussed for many years and at the
Boston Convention in 1957, it was decided
that this matter would be brought formally
to the Association at the 1958 Convention
in Chicago. Practically one whole day was
given over to a discussion of Standards which
had been prepared by the Professional Standards Committee under the able leadership of
Ruth Savord. The decision was made that
day to present them formally for a vote to
the Association after the close of the Convention. It is a matter of record that they
were adopted by a large majority and were
put into effect in January 1959.

N o doubt changes will need to be made in
the Standards from time to time in order to
meet the conditions of changing times, but
we had put our feet on the bottom rung of
the professional ladder and it was our hope
that as an Association, we would continue
to climb.
The American Documentation Institute
(now American Society of Information Science) had been recently organized, and SLA
was interested in closer cooperation with
ADI. The Illinois Chapter of SLA drafted a
resolution to SLA's Executive Board to attempt to establish a joint committee with
the American Documentation Institute for
investigation of common interests, goals, activities and responsibilities to the two associations, with this committee to deliver a preliminary report to each organization no later
than its 1958 national meeting. I attended
a joint meeting of SLA and AD1 in Chicago
at which I gave a paper which was a plea

Katharine L. Kinder

Alberta L. Brown

for joint cooperation and made the above
recommendatmn as suggested.
The Translation Pool had moved to the
Crerar Library in 1956, became known as
the SLA Translations Center, and received a
grant from the National Science Found at lon.
'
In 1958 there was some question regarding
further support from NSF, and it was suggested that we enter into a cooperative project with the Office of Technical Services
beginning in 1959 with each organization collecting and disseminating translations. Fortunately, this partnership was later dissolved
which leads one to the conclusion that all
projects cannot be successful, well conceived,
or otherwise.

Margaret H. Fuller, President 19581 59

. . . membership requirements . . .
re-organized advisory council . . . hall
of fame . . . john cotton dana lectures . . . personnel survey . . . new
executive secretary . . .
LOOKING back over the accomplishments of that eventful year there are two
things we must remember: but, that projects
finished during the year were an accomplished fact only because of concentrated
effort by individual members and Committees over a period of years; and second, that
projects started during the year will in some
cases take years to finish.
Foremost among these achievements was
the approval by the members of SLA of the
membership requirements which went into

Margaret H. Fuller

effect on January 1, 1959. Also of primary
importance was the completion of the reorganization of the Advisory Council with
an elected Chairman who was also a Second
Vice President of the Association. Specifically
honoring SLA's Fiftieth Year were the SLA
Hall of Fame, the 50-year history of the Association, the John Cotton Dana Lectures and
the H. W. Wilson Company Chapter Award.
The Hall of Fame was established to honor
SLA members at the end of their professional
career for an extended and sustained period
of service to the Association. Twenty SLA
members were so honored for their contributions over the first 50 years. Special Libraries
Assoc-iatiolz-The F i u t f i f t y Yedrs, a 120-

page book edited by Alma C. Mitchell, is a
permanent record of half a century of SLA.
The John Cotton Dana Lectures on Special
Librarianship given each year at library
schools throughout the country resulted from
an SLA Birthday Fund for furthering our
profession. The competitive Chapter Award
was established by the H. W . Wilson Company to be given each year to the Chapter
that best fulfills the requirements of a predesignated project promoting special library
service.
With the notice of resignation of Marian
Lucius as Executive Secretary, a committee
was appointed to select a successor. During
the Atlantic City Convention Bill M. Woods
was chosen by the Executive Board.
A Personnel Survey, in the planning stage
for some time, actually was started during
this year. The first Professional Consultants
were approved by SLA and a beginning was
made during the Fiftieth Convention toward
the development of work standards for professional library staff members.
As 1 look back I realize even more what a
rare privilege it was for me to have been
President during that eventful Fiftieth Year.

Burton W. Adkinson, President
1959160
. . . active cooperation .
vices and techniques .
means progress .

. . new de. . change

MY remarks to SLA in 1960 seem as appropriate today as they were then:
"I wish to make the following suggestions
for the Special Libraries Association to consider:
"Let us concentrate on high standards of
performance within our libraries and within
the Association. If we do this, standards of
membership will take care of themselves.
"Let us actively cooperate with other organizations to improve the present tools and
to initiate activities to develop new and more
powerful tools. W e need to make known our
needs to the scientific societies, government
agencies and other organizations that prepare
the tools on which we base our services, such
as catalogs, abstracting services and indexes,

etc. W e also need to work with organizations
that are interested in exploring and developing new and more powerful approaches to the
organization, storage, search and dissemination of information.
"I urge that the Association and its members become familiar with new devices and
techniques. This does not mean that each of
us needs to know the internal operation of
such devices or to be able to develop such devices, but we all know how to use the automobile, camera, telephone and television,
and we know the limits of each device's performance characteristics. In the same manner
we need to know the new systems and mechanisms that are being developed for handling
textual information. Machines are a way to
relieve us of many tiresome routines and free
us so that we can concentrate on intellectual
activities.
"I wish to stress that each of us must recognize that we, as well as our Association,
will change. May we dedicate ourselves to
the proposition that change will mean progress."

Winifred Sewell, President i960/ 61

. . . goals for 1970 . . . an interchange between educators and special
librarians . .
THE reminiscences of my presidential year
are bittersweet because the goals we were
talking about then are not yet attained.
Though the Goals for 1970 Committee presented its final report several years later, during 1960/1961 the Association discussed
particularly two objectives later included in
these Goals.
During my Chapter visits, I participated
in many thoughtful discussions between
Chapter members and library school faculties ;
and Grieg Aspnes, first chairman of the Education Committee we established, began a
very active interchange between special librarians and educators. Though much remains to be done, the fruits of this Committee's work are evident in the curricula of
library schools today.
W e talked, too, of the need for various
kinds of professionals in special library work
-librarians, subject specialists, computer ex-

perts and linguists. W e estimated a need for
30,000 such well-trained professionals. Only
a quarter of that number are members of
Special Libraries Association today, but the
proportions in the four other scientific information organizations in my area of interest
suggest to me that the number of professionals working in the field may, indeed, be
30,000.
The challenges of today are much the
same as they were in 1960.

Eugene B. Jackson, President 1961162
. . . a joint operating group with adi
. . . a placid middle age . . . or a
giant stride forward? . . .
ONE year is a short time, so some of the
events I recall from my SLA Presidential
period were a carry-ove; from the previous
administration, for example, the Goals for
1970 Committee, inaugurated by Winifred
Sewell. Similarly, the opportunity to conceive
the Joint Operating ~ r o u p ' sconcept with
ADI's President H. P. Luhn was the result of
a Committee assignment to consider the implications of the "Weinberg Report" from
my successor, Ethel Klahre.
It was an honor to visit the SLA Cha~ters.
A
,
especially the non-Eastern-Seaboard ones and
speak about special libraries in the 1980's
and to answer questions about SLA's need
for increased dues and the desirability of approving the new Bylaws.
It was a responsibility to read the library
press and professional correspondence and
invariably ask, "What's the significance of

Burton W. Adkinson
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this for SLA? What should I do about it?"
Along this vein in November 1961 I called
the attention of SLA officials to the rapid increases in AD1 membership at a time when
SLA's total was stagnant (and 33% of ADI's
members then were SLA'ers!). It was a responsibility to call to the Board's attention
the increasing burdens being placed on the
Headquarters staff and the lack of a retirement program for our loyal employees.
It was a duty to inform the members that
the Association was (in June 1962) either
in placid middle age or on a plateau poised
for a "Giant Stride" forward.
While the Association doesn't seem remarkably different in 1969 than it was in
1962, current talks on a possible merger with
ASIS (nee ADI) have promise for a more
productive surge forward than the relationship of "co-existence" the Joint Operating
Group saw in June 1963.
Typically, SLA makes a greater impression
on its Presidents than they make on SLA !

Ethel S. Klahre, President 1962163
. . . continuing education . . . goals
for 1970 . . . increased dues . . .
I T gave me a feeling of satisfaction to review the Pre-Conference Programs in Continuing Education in conjunction with the
1969 Conference in Montreal. During my
presidential year, considerable emphasis was
put on the need for continuing education for
special librarians. In fact, at the 1963 Convention in Denver, the then two-year-old
Education Committee, together with the Convention Program Committee, planned the

Winifred Sewell

Eugene B. Jackson
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General Sessions and brought before the
members the need for continuing and updating their education to meet the challenge
of automation. The theme of that Conference
was Continuing Edncation for Special Lib~arianship.I was pleased to see that emphasis is still being placed on "continuing education" in 1969.
One of the important milestones of
1962/63 was the acceptance of the "Goals
for 1970." These Goals included, very briefly:
recruitment and education, public relations,
publications and services, and research.
Membership dues were increased to $20.00
a year, a distasteful but necessary activity to
cover increased costs and to provide money
for a retirement plan for Headquarters staff,
as well as for other reasons.
My own special recollections include working with a very cooperative Board of Directors, a great number of Committee chairmen and Committee members, a helpful
Headquarters staff, and an active and interested membership.

Mildred S. Brode, President 1963164

. . . joint operating group with adi . . . translations center . . . standards .
. . . goals for 1970

THE SLA year 1963/64 concentrated on
a vigorous "launching" of the "Goals for
1970" which had been recommended by an
outstanding Committee headed by Winifred
Sewell and accepted by the Association as a
whole. The Goals were to serve as a guidance
system for space age librarianship. As we
approach 1970, man has walked on the moon
and we like to think that special librarians
5 54

and information specialists have played a
part in the tremendous scientific and technical achievements that have made this crowning space xcomplishment possible, by providing "the right information to the right
person at the right time."
The implementation of the Goals was
vigorously promoted in all Board and Council discussions and actions. as was another
area of emphasis for the Association in
1963/64 : the strengthening of our position
among professional and scientific societies of
similar or related interests by cooperation.
Among the year's accon~plishmentsin these
two major areas of emphasis were our participation in the International Management
Congress in New York City (September
1963) with an exhibit of a management library and information handling methods,
and distribution of nearly 1,700 copies of
the SLA bibliography, Literatiwe of Execut h e Management, to Congress attendees from
all over the world; cooperation with ALA
and AD1 in operating L i b v a ~ y / U S Aat the
New York World's Fair; formation of the
very vitally active ADI-SLA Joint Operations G r o Iu ~which e xI~ l o r e dvarious forms
of cooperation and joint activity including
recruiting, and sponsorship of seminars and
symposia
on information handling and on
.
education ; participation of our members in
AMA Management Courses on establishment
and operation of information centers ; expansion (with financial support) of the SLA
Special Classifications Center at Western Reserve University; and strong support of the
SLA Translations Center at John Crerar Library. Preparation and wide circulation of
formal standards for collections, space and
equipment, budget, objectives, services and
staff of special libraries by Ruth S. Leonard
(consultant on professional standards) ; wide
distribution of-a new and dramatic recruitment brochure for college students, Special
Llbmriauship-l~zf or?12atimat 1Vork.
All of this was accomplished through the
diligent, effective, and professionally devoted
work of the Chapters, Divisions, Committees,
and individual Association members under
the leadership of the Board of Directors and
the Advisory Council. The continuous, highly
efficient professional backing of our Headquarters staff was also a strong contributing
factor to these accomplishments.

Mildred S. Brode

William
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Budington,

William S. Budington

President

. . . consultation service . . . the
journal . . . advisory council . . .
objectives & standards . . . forum on
education . . . translations center . . .
I N a fast-moving profession like ours,
even the passage of a few years dims memory
of specific events, though time can never lessen the values and pleasures of the SLA
presidency. A review of Special Libraries
issues and Convention proceedings restores
some of the sights and sounds, however. One
relives the premonition that changes were
a-coming, as related to SLA's capacity for
new undertakings, particularly the shift from
a volunteer to a paid basis, either subsidized
or from Association funds. Self-evaluation
was one mark of this year-of the Consultation Program, of Specjul Librarier, of the
Advisory Council composition and function,
of other activities. Of singular importance,
in our efforts for quality and professionalism,
was the publication of Objectives m d Standa d r for Special Libraries: this brought to
Ruth Leonard the SLA Professional Award
for 1965. Its subsequent effect has not revolutionized our work, though it demonstrated
our capacity for codification of reasonably
amorphous concepts. Memorable also was
the first annual Forum on Education for
Special Librarianship, relevant to our needs
for improved preparation and reeducation.
Other now-refreshed memories h a ~ personal
e
significance for me as well: the SLA Translations Center collection topped 100,000, and
NSF awarded a grant for the US.-Soviet

Alleen Thorn~son

special librarians exchange. Not a great
year, perhaps, but an adequate little bottling,
friendly, of sound body, and with occasional
flashes of promise.

Alleen Thompson, President 1965 / 66

. . . is a president necessary? . . .
membership requirements . . . to redo
the decisions of previous boards . . .
W H E N the editor asked for an accounting
of my regime, it really called for soul searching. What was accomplished? Is a President
necessary? I feel now as I felt during my
term of office, that a year is not long enough
to put into effect any great changes. All SLA
Presidents, I am sure, come into office hoping
to make their mark, hoping that their regime
will do something to advance the special librarian or the library profession. Instead,
when one looks back, one sees what was accomplished was initiated by a Chapter or a
Division. In other words, the members themselves do the accomplishing with a good assist from the Headquarters staff. As a result
of this, I had the good fortune to see two
new Chapters, North Carolina and Virginia,
added and three Sections assume Division
status: Engineering, Nuclear Science and
Petroleum. Of course, a principal highlight
was getting to know so many members as
well as visiting the Chapters.
The other side of the coin was turnover
in Headquarters staff, but few Presidents escape this. There were complaints about membership requirements-some
felt they were
too stringent. It certainly was not peculiar to
my term, but seems to be fairly normal oper-

ating procedure to redo so many things that
had been decided by previous Boards. W e
just never seem to do our homework and as
a result, hours are wasted. Maybe an Association has to be run this way, but I don't
think it should be. Perhaps a future President
will be able to solve this problem.

Frank E. McKenna, President, 1966167
new hq needed . . . short term investments . . . patrons & sponsors . . .
afips . . . fid . . .
AS is evident in the memories of other
Past Presidents, 1966/67 was a year of some
accomplishments plus some decisions that are
not yet fully operative three years later.
The single event of first magnitude was
one for which no contingency plans existed:
a notice from SLA's long-time landlord that
our lease would not be renewed when it expired in summer 1967. The prospect of increased rent caused financial soul searching.
There resulted the illumination that more
up-to-date budgeting and financial reporting
were imperative. Board instructions provided
that "Program Budgets" be used in FY 68/69.
The short term investment of excess funds
during the months of high income was authorized by the Board. A systems analysis of
membership and fulfillment operations was
also authorized. An Executive Committee of
the Board was defined, and authorized to act
(within certain limits) between meetings of
the Board.
The continuing question, "How to increase
the number of Sustaining Members?" was
debated once more. Patrons and Sponsors as
non-member categories were authorized.
Two Sections became Divisions: Chemistry
and Pharmaceutical; and the PrincetonTrenton Chapter was organized. A Research
Committee and a Planning Committee were
established-amid
some questions whether
too many Committees already existed.
SLA extended its extra-Association contacts by its affiliation with AFIPS and with
FID. Documentation Abstracts (jointly sponsored by SLA, ADI, and ACS/DCL) was
incorporated. Because of the lack of activity

of JOG (the Joint Operating Group of SLA
and ADI) , JOG was discontinued by mutual
action of both organizations.
As all Past Presidents observe, the spirits
of warm, cooperative fellow workers remain
permanently imprinted in my memory. But,
it is clear that neither a President nor any
member of the Board can contribute much
to the professional aspirations of SLA when
his time and energy are overwhelmingly
eroded by operational details. Hopefully,
some more recent Board decisions will release
future Presidents from such burdens so that
they can exert real leadership in their profession.

Elizabeth R. Usher, President 1967168
. new executive director . . . translations center . . . pay plan for employees . . . dues increase . . . stronger
bonds with other organizations . . .
SOMETIMES it seems like yesterday that
I was President of SLA; other times a long,
long time ago. So much took place during
the year 1967/1968 that seemed catastrophic
at the time. One crisis seemed to follow another but SLA survived them all.
The resignation of Bill M. Woods as
Executive Director necessitated a search for
a replacement in this key position. W i t h
the assistance of a fine Selection Committee,
George H. Ginader was appointed to the
position. Because our Headquarters lease was
not to be renewed, a new location was found
and the move was made to attractive new
offices. A financial crisis threatened when the
withdrawal of the support of the National
Science Foundation for the SLA Translations
Center appeared to be imminent. Although
NSF came through belatedly, SLA's decision
to withdraw from its 20-year role as sponsor
of the Translations Center resulted. The collection which had grown to 133,000 translations during SLA's sponsorship was transferred to The John Crerar Library. Since
then SLA's interest continues in an advisory
capacity.
Among important decisions during the
year was the adoption of an amended Pay

Plan for Headquarters staff, a plan which
originated during Alleen Thompson's term
as President. A dues increase to $30.00 was
approved by the membership.
In retrospect, I still feel that it was a most
difficult year, one which required almost constant surveillance over the activities of the
Association and its Headquarters. The importance of teamwork and cooperation was
shown again and again. I will always be
grateful for the support, help, and loyalty of
the members and Headquarters staff, particularly of the immediate Past President Frank
McKenna, the Acting Executive Director
Eleanor B. Gibson, and George H. Ginader,
the newly appointed Executive Director. Our
faith in the value of SLA, its objectives, its
organization, its membership, gave us the
impetus and strength to keep it going. From
our experiences we learned that we are vulnerable and need to keep constantly alert and
that a cooperative effort is necessary to develop SLA into the ideal professional organization which is our ultimate goal. Hopefully,
also, the initial steps taken in 1968 to
strengthen our bonds with other professional
associations and other subject-oriented organizations will continue.
I am personally grateful to the members
for having given me the opportunity to serve
the Association as its President. It was a year
filled with rich experiences that far outweighed the frustrations. I particularly cherish the memories of the visits made to the
Chapters and the many wonderful people I
met whom I now count as friends.

Frank E. McKenna
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Herbert S. White, President 1968169
. . . more complex . . . more zeros
. . . a sense of purpose . . .
AS the last and newest participant in the
parade, who does not need to remind you
of what just happened in the life of the
Association, I have been particularly impressed with how little the fundamental questions confronting special librarianship have
changed. Our organization is more complex,
and our financial crises now involve numbers
with more zeros. The prime concern of SLA,
however, has always been the constant strivin^ to make our members more effective in
carrying out their professional activities, and
in providing more meaningful information
service to the users who sometimes have a
right to receive more than they demand.
W e are a volunteer organization, and our
reason for existence depends on the willingness of volunteers, working primarily through
their geographic and interest groups, to give
of their time and energy so that other members can benefit. The history of SLA is replete with these accomplishments, and it is
from them that our real strength comes.
I hope that, in an era of growing staff
services* in our lives, in which it becomes
easy and fashionable to contract for work
rather than do it yourself, we never lose
sight of the professional responsibilities we
can only discharge as individual members.
Without such a sense of purpose SLA would
cease to have meaning.
D

Elizabeth R. Usher

Herbert S. White
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R. W. Gibson, Jr., President 1969170

AS I read the Past Presidents' recollections
published in Special Libraries in 1949, I was
staggered at the descriptions of the trials and
tribulations, the efforts to perfect SLA relationships, the successes and the frustrations.
Inevitably each President strove to accomplish his ideal program for the good of the
Association, during his relatively short term;
and I am positive that each made an honest
effort to reach the established goals.
I reiterate the haunting theme of earlier
presidents: "SLA is at a crossroads." W i t h
the synergistics of members, Boards of Directors, Advisory Councils and Past Presidents, the "lusty infant" has in sixty years
developed to that point when it must re-

assess its values and goals. Much has been
accomplished, much changed. T h e changes
have gone hand in hand with cultural and
technological advances. Regardless of the
changes, now is the time, before the inactivity of old age sets in, to actuate a progressive
set of effective objectives.
Special librarians by virtue of their modus
operandi are a part, though heretofore not
appreciably recognized, of the larger information networks. However, in spite of previous growth and development, special librarians are still soul-searching: W h a t are w e ?
W h a t is so special about u s ? Where do we
fit into the information picture? Hopefully
in another twenty years when similar recollections celebrate eighty years of SLA, 1969
will be known as that time when special librarians found themselves through the Special Libraries Association.

Nominations f o r t w o SLA awards are due by Jan 5 , 1970. Individuals, as well as Chapters and Divisions, may submit nominations. All nominations must be completely documented within the definitions of the purposes of the two awards. Forms and instructions
for nominations have been distributed to all Chapters and Divisions. Additional forms
are available from the Association's N e w York offices.
T h e SLA Professional Award. T h e highest recognition granted by this Association
is awarded after consideration of all significalzt co~/tr;'jbz/tio~~s
n u d e t o libraria~2shipalzd
i~zfor))~ntioiz
~cience. T h e definition of the
SLA Professional Award is:
"The SLA Professional Award is given to
an individual or group, who may or may
not hold membership in the Association, in
recognition of a specific major achievement
in, or a specific significant contribution to,
the field of librarianship or information scicnce, which advances the stated objectives
of the Special Libraries Association. The
timing of the Award shall follow as soon
as practicable the recognized fruition of the
contribution."

T h e SLA Hall of Fame. I n documenting
nominations, the following criteria for eligibility to the SLA Hall of Fame should be remembered :
"SLA Hall of Fame election is granted to a
member or a former member of the Association near t h e clo.re or fulloruing completion
of a n active professional career for an extended and sustained period of di.rtingzlished
.rerz,ire t o t h e A.rsocintion i n all spheres of its
nrtiz,itie.i (Chapter, Dizmision, a n d A s ~ o c i ation 1ez'el.r). However, prolonged distinguished service within a Chapter, which has
contributed to the Association as a whole,
may receive special consideration."
The basic purpose of the SLA Hall of
Fame is t o recognize those individuals who
have made ozt.rtanding contribz/tions to the
g r o w t h dnd development o j S p e c i d L i b r a r i e ~
Associntion-a.r
a whole-over
a period of
year.r.

Mail completed forms to: Mrs. Elizabeth R. Usher, Chairman
SLA Professional Award and Hall of Fame Committee
c/o The Metropolitan Museum of Art
Fifth Avenue and 82nd Street
N e w York, N. Y. 10028

sla news
SLA Sponsors FJCC Post-Conference Seminar
THE American Federation of Information
Processing Societies (AFIPS) will hold its
1969 Fall Joint Computer Conference at the
Convention Center in Las Vegas on Nov 1820. On Nov 2 1 SLA will do "its thing9'-a
post-conference seminar at the International
Hotel. "An Interdisciplinary Approach to
the Information Problems of the Seventies"
is the theme of the SLA "happening."
The SLA program will attempt to define
the information problems facing us today on
the threshold of the 70's. Multidisciplinary
solutions to these problems will be explored
by invited speakers, reactor panel members
and the audience.
Seven SLA Chapters have been invited to
participate : Texas, Rio Grande, Colorado,
Pacific Northwest, San Francisco Bay Region,
San Diego and Southern California. This
will be SLA's first Western Regional Meeting as well as the first SLA/JCC Seminar in
the west.
Registration will begin at 8:15 a.m. in
Room 13 of the International Hotel. The
seminar will run from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. The $10.00 registration fee will include
luncheon. A no-host cocktail and social adjustment period will immediately follow the
seminar in Room C of the hotel.
W e urge you to be an involved, active
participant in this seminar. Librarians, information specialists, programmers, systems analysts, system designers, etc. must understand
and appreciate each other's abilities and
goals. W e must also understand each other's
problems, requirements, and limitations in
technology. Only then can we all function
as a creative team.
The Joint Computer Conferences have in
the past afforded people from many disciplines the opportunity to come together and
communicate. One important member of the
technical community had not been present
until the 1969 SJCC in Boston. SLA, in
May of this year, rectified that situation by
holding its first seminar in conjunction with
OCTOBIIR
1969

a Joint Computer Conference.
The success of SLA's first effort has led to
this second seminar. With your support the
program in Las Vegas will be an equally rewarding intellectual experience, and a sound
contribution to our multidisciplinary profession.
For further information contact the chairman of the SLA/FJCC Committee:
Mrs. Joe Ann Clifton
Litton Industries Inc.
5500 Canoga Avenue
Woodland Hills, Calif. 91364
2 13/887-3865

Other members of the committee are: Virginia Raynes (McDonnell Douglas Aircraft
Co.), Duane Helgeson (C. F. Braun Co.),
Cecily Surace (Rand Corp.), and Morton
Friedman (System Development Corp.) .
Moderator
Herbert S. White, Vice President, Leasco
Systems and Research Corp., Bethesda, Md.
Speakers

Library and Information Center Application
of a Generalized T i m e Shared Data Managenzeizt System.
Donald V . Black, Sr., Research Scientist,
System Development Corp., Santa Monica,
Calif.
;Medical Literature Network.
John Farquhar, Computer Sciences Staff
Member, Rand Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.
iMnlti-Data Banks within an Zndzl~trial Organization.
William Funderburk, Project Engineer,
Advanced Programs Information Systems
Div., North American Rockwell.
Interactive Query System.
Martin Kay, Head of Linguistics Research
Section, Rand Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.

Information Networks.
Me1 Weinstock, Herner & Co., Washington, D. C.
Topic to be announced.
David H. Nickerson, Director, Computation Center, Carnegie-Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

American Society for Information Science.
Stella Keenan, Executive Director, National Federation of Scientific Abstracting
and Indexing Services, Philadelphia, Pa.

Reactor Panel

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
Dr. Howard E. Tompkins, Director of Information Services, IEEE Headquarters, New
York.

Association for Computing Machinery.
John Gosden, Head, Information, Mitre
Corp., McLean, Va.

Society for Information Display.
Dr. H. Luxenberg, Executive Secretary of
SID, Los Angeles, Calif.

American Federation of Information Processing Societies.
Dr. Robert Rector, Vice President, Special
Projects, Informatics Inc., Sherman Oaks,
Calif.

Special Libraries Association.
Burton E. Lamkin, Assistant Director for
Public Services, National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Md. (SLA Representative
to AFIPS)

CHAPTERS & DIVISIONS

in making a survey of the need for library
supportive personnel in the state.

Baltimore-On
Sep 9, "Pornography in
Literature and the Arts" was the topic of
Dr. Louis C. Eisenhauer of Catonsville
Community College.
Cleveland-Two late spring meetings were
held at The Cleveland Press and at Kent
State University. Tom Barensfeld demonstrated the electromechanical files for clippings (Remington's Lektriever 111 System).
The HUD-sponsored Thesaurus Project and
its Miracode system were demonstrated at the
Center for Urban Regionalism at Kent State.
Heart of America-The Oct 25 meeting is
to be at the Eisenhower Memorial Library,
Abilene, Kansas. The last meeting of the
1968167 year was a picnic on Saturday,
May 24.
Illinois-Four
new library facilities were
described at the Chapter's April meeting:
First National Bank of Chicago, Montgomery Ward, Youth Mental Health Center, and the Oral History Library of the
American Medical Association.
Indiana-The
Chapter's Committee on
Training Technical Assistants is cooperating with the Indiana Library Association

Louisiana-For
a number of years, the
Chapter has presented an award to the
Most Outstanding Library Club among
the high schools in Mississippi. The 17681
67 presentation was made to the W. P.
Daniel High School (New Albany, Miss.)
during the convention of the Student Library Association of Mississippi.
Metals/Materials-The
Division's Duplicate Exchange lists are sent to paid-up
members of the M/M Duplicate Exchange.
Wants, Offers, and payments ($5.00 per
year) to : Miss Shirley Courtis, Noranda
Research Centre, 240 Hymus Blvd., Pointe
Claire 730, P. Q., Canada.
Military Librarian-The
13th Annual
Military Librarians Workshop was held at
the Naval War College, Newport, R. I. on
Sep 28-0ct 1. The 150 conferees represented 1 2 2 libraries from United States
commands in the U. S. and Europe.
New Jersey-The last spring meeting was
told of the R. R. Bowker Company's Computerized Bibliography Program. The
speaker, Andrew Uszak, is director of
Bowker's Computer Services.

N e w York's Business & Finance Group-T h e bibliographic notes of the Sources of
Financial Information Workshop are
available at $15.00 per set. Checks should
be payable to Mrs. Anne M. Wickersham
at Cyrus J. Lawrence & Sons, 115 Broadway, N . Y . 10006.

College under the auspices of the Chapter.
Mrs. Shula Schwartz was chairman of the
workshop committee. Announcements were
mailed to the Dallas County Library Association, Texas Library Association (District VII), SLA's Texas Chapter, and the
Industrial Information Services.

New York's Technical Sciences Group"Technical Information Activities in a
Large Decentralized Company" was the
topic of the April meeting. The presentation was by Dr. Walter Grattidge, manager of technical information at GE's
Research & Development Center in Schenectady.

Virginia-The Chapter and the Richmond
Area Special Libraries Club co-sponsored
a two-day "Management Development
Seminar for Librarians." The seminar was
conducted at Virginia Commonwealth
University by the Management Center of
the VCU School of Business.

Oklahoma-The
annual meeting of the
Chapter was held in conjunction with the
conference of the Oklahoma Library Association. OLA's program theme was "Pause
for Perspective: Libraries in a Society of
Decision, Disinterest and Dissent."
Pacific Northwest-Members of the Chapter attended the June meeting of the
American Records Management Association, which was held at the Federal Records Center, Seattle.
Pittsburgh-The
Oct 4 meeting in Pittsburgh was a joint meeting with the Pennsylvania Library Association during PLA's
annual conference. Robert E. Fidoten
spoke on "Systems Criteria and Evaluation
in Libraries."
San Francisco Bay Region-A
spring
meeting introduced John F. Anderson, the
new librarian of the San Francisco Public
Library, to members of the Chapter. SFPL
houses the experimental, federally funded
extension of library services, BARC (Bay
Area Reference Center).
South Atlantic-The
last meeting in the
spring was at the Atlanta library of the
U. S. Department of Commerce. Services
to business and industry were discussed by
Irvine E. Morris, Jr., chief of the Domestic Commerce Section.
Texas--A
two-day workshop for library
technical assistants was held at El Centro

Washington, D. C.-The
Handbook and
Directory 1969 has been jointly published
by the District of Columbia Library Association, the Potomac Valley Chapter of
ASIS, and SLA's Washington Chapter.
The publication lists libraries and reference facilities in the Washington area plus
the name, business and home addresses,
and business and home phones of individuals who belong to the three groups. Address orders to : Combined Directory Fund,
c/o D. P. Baster, 7012 Wells Pkwy, Hyattsville, Md. 20782; $3.50 to members or
$10 to non-members.
Washington's Geography and Map Group
-Federal Government Map Collecting: A
brief history (Richard W . Stephenson, ed.)
has been published by SLA's Washington
Chapter. The publication consists of four
papers originally delivered at a meeting of
the Chapter's Geography and Map Group at
LC in Feb 1968. The historical development
of the Army Map Service, LC's Map Division, and the Cartographic Branch of the
National Archives are included. Address orders to Washington, D. C. Chapter, SLA,
P. 0 . Box 287, Benjamin Franklin Station,
Washington, D. C. 20044; price $3.00.

SLA Dues and Subscription Renewal
Notices f o r 1970 will be mailed i n
November.

MEMBERS IN THE NEWS
Sara Aull . . . from science librarian and professor to acting assistant director for public
services at the University of Houston; Mrs. Sand r a Schield . . . from assistant science librarian
to acting science librarian.
Dr. Martha Boaz, dean of the School of Library
Science at the University of Southern California,
is president of ALA's Library Education Division; she is also a member of SLA's Education
Committee.
Alfred Brandon will d e l i ~ e rthe Janet D o e Lecture at the Medical Library Association Meeting
in Louisville in October. His topic is "Academic
Status for Medical School Libraries." T h e lecture is in honor of Janet Doe, the former librarian of the N e w York Academy of Medicine.
Andrew J. Eaton, director of libraries at Washington University (St. Louis), has been awarded
a fellowship by the Council o n Library Resources. H e will study three aspects of university library administration: modern management
techniques and their applicability, financial support f o r private institutions, and interlibrary
cooperation in metropolitan areas.
Emil F. Frey . . . from associate librarian of
the Mayo Clinic Library (Rochester, Minn.) to
librarian and assistant professor at the new
Health Sciences Center of the State University
of N e w York at Stony Brook.
D r . F. J. Harsaghy . . . from the College of
Petroleum & Minerals (Dhahran, Saudi Arabia)
to the Inter American University of Puerto Rico
(San German, P.R.) as area director of libraries.
Eugene B. Jackson (IBhl, Artnonk, N . Y.) presented the first Lincoln Lecture at the College
of Business Administration, Arizona State University. His topic was "The Information Explosion and Its Implications for Management."
W a l t e r A. Kee . . . from senior technology
utilization officer for the Division of Technical
Information, USAEC (Bethesda, hld.) to chief
librarian for the AEC at the commission's headquartcrs in Germantown, Md.

Robert A. Lee has been appointed head of the
Research Department of Universal City Studios
(Universal City, Calif.) ; he joined the studio
library in 1955.
Jeanette Privat (Seattle First National Bank)
is secretary of the new Northwest Chapter of
the National Microfilm Association.
Mrs. Lea Sax1 has been appointed librarian/documentalist in the Documents Reference and Indexing Section of the United Nations Library
(N. Y . ) .
Joseph M. Simmons . . . from the Chicago Sun
Times Daily Neu~r to Towers, Perrin, Forster
& Crosby, Inc., Philadelphia.
Mrs. Isabel Stauffer, a former president of SLA's
Toronto Chapter, has retired as associate professor of pharmacy at the University of Toronto;
she will continue as librarian at the Canadian
Medical Association. This year Mrs. StauRer received the Canada Medal and the Ortho Award
of the Canadian Society of Hospital Pharmacists; she was also elected an honorary member
of the American Society of Hospital Pharmacists. The Aug 30 story in Toronto's Globe and
Mail was headlined "Retired from Job, but Not
from Field."
Mrs. Lucille Strauss, chemistry/physics librarian
at the Pennsylvania State University, was in\-ited
to become a fellow of the American Institute of
Chemists; new fellows were honored at a dinner
held in conjunction with the Fall Meeting of the
American Chemical Society in N . Y .
Helen Strickland, formerly oceanography librarian and head of the Science Reading Room, University of Washington (Seattle), is now associate professor of librarianship and associate
director of learning resources, Seattle Pacific College. George E. McDonough has been appointed
associate professor and director of learning resources at the college.
Mrs. Mary A. Vance, City Planning and Landscape Architecture Library, University of Illinois, was the recipient of the 1969 Distinguished Service Award of the Council of
Planning Librarians.

Thomas E. Keys became senior library consultant for the Mayo Foundation Clinic on Aug 18;
since 1934 he has been reference librarian, associate librarian and librarian of the Mayo Clinic.

Alvina Wassenberg . . . from technical librarian for the Department of Metallurgical Research, Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation (Spokane) to technical information
specialist at Kaiser's new Center for Technology
in Pleasanton, Calif.

Marian Lechner (Connecticut General Life Insurance Company) has been elected president of
the Connecticut Library Association for 1969/70.

Mrs. Sally Fay Williams . . . to business administration librarian in the Reference Department, Drexel Institute of Technology.

vistas
LTP Reports to SLA
Marjorie E. Weissman
Library Technology Program, American Library Association, Chicago 6061 1
THE new advisory committee for 19691970 for the Library Technology Program
took office after the ALA conference in Atlantic City. Ralph H. Hopp (University Librarian, Walter Library of the University of
Minnesota) remains as the chairman. New
members appointed were James E. Skipper
(Librarian, University of California, Berkeley) and Edward C. Mapp (Chief Librarian,
New York City Community College, Brooklyn). However, for health reasons, Mr.
Mapp has since resigned. William Dix, president of ALA, will appoint a successor.
Other members of the committee who will
serve for another year are Dr. Susan Artandi
(Associate Professor, Graduate School of Library Service, Rutgers University), Don T.
Ho (Librarian, Bell Telephone Laboratories)
and Richard de Gennaro (Associate University Librarian for Systems Development,
Harvard University). (Mr. Ho is SLA's Special Representative to the ALA/LTP Advisory Committee. )
The Miscellaneous Standards Board of the
United States of America Standards Institute has approved and accepted the ALA proposed Standard for Permanent and Durable
Library Catalog Cards as a USA Standard. It
will bear the USASI designation "285.1
Standard for Permanent and Durable Library
Catalog Cards."
Work on this standard took a number of
years, and the time it took to obtain an approval of the draft of the standard by the
committee responsible, USASI Sectional
Committee 285, was particularly lengthy.
With the eventual resolution of various
problems and with the acceptance of the
standard, a new concept is being pioneered.
The Council on Library Resources has approved a grant to LTP of $15,760 to sup-

port an evaluation of ten microform readers,
suitable for existing microfilm, microfiche,
and micro-opaque materials. The testing will
be done by the R. A. Morgan Company Inc.
(Palo Alto, California). The results will be
published in Library Technology Reports.
Two circulation control systems involving
the Recordak Starfile Microfilmer (Model
RV-1) and the Standard Register Source
Record Punch (Model 1730) are now being
evaluated for LTP. The work is being done
by the contractors under a grant from the
Council on Library Resources. The program
is expected to continue for six months.
Work is going ahead on the revision of
the first draft of standards for bracket-type
steel library shelving. Staff work on the
standard is being carried on by LTP for Subcommittee No. 1 (Steel Bookstacks) of
USASI Sectional Committee 285, Standardization of Library Supplies and Equipment.
Test reports on two more lines of card
catalog cabinets, Brunswick and Jens Risom,
have been received by LTP. These reports are
slated for publication in the November 1969
issue of Library Technology Repovts. A report on the Bell & Howell Reporter Microfiche Reader/Printer is also scheduled for
publication in the November issue.
lVor.4 Simplificatio~zi n Danish Public Libmvies, by Henning Gimbel, was published
by LTP earlier this year. Number 15 in the
LTP Publication series, the book was translated by Rudolph C. Ellsworth. A foreword
was prepared by Melville J. Ruggles of the
Council on Library Resources, Inc. Although
the study was made of Danish libraries, it
is essentially a study in the technique and
methodology of time and work measurements, work sampling studies, work surveys,
which apply to all library systems.

LETTERS
Bibliotheque nationale du Qukbec
A Clarification
In your recent issue of Special Libraries
(Apr 1969, p.245) we were most happy to see
our library acknowledged. One of our most
competent and well known colleagues, Miss
Sybil Grimson, mentioned kindly our library
as "collecting the most important of the
world's French language publications." W e
would like, however, that some precision be
brought concerning the name, which is "Bibliothsque nationale du Qukbec," instead of
"de," in order to avoid ambiguity with the
City of the same name and in order also to
indicate the leading role of Quebecers in the
field of French culture in North America.
Referring to this very last assun~ption of
Quebecers, the BibliothPque nationale du
QuCbec "is not a provincial reference library"
as you may find in different provinces of Canada, but a real national library with all the
functions of such a library, as in several
other countries as France, Great Britain, Italy,
Germany and so on . . . , not speaking of
the United States, of course.
As you will notice in the text of the Qtlebec
National Library Act, p. 2, col. 2 as underlined, if we are well provided in documents
pertaining to "Canadian literature and history," we aim also to go much further, as far
as French publications are concerned.
This mise au point is only intended to clarify the function of our library and its proper
role among others. Hoping that this letter
will be understood with the same good will
we are writing it, we remain,
Roland Auger, Conservateur
(Adjoint i la coordination technique)
Bibliotheque nationale du Quebec
Montrial 18, P.Q., Canada

Mis-Information Across Borders
Corrected
I was interested to read the July/August
1969 issue of Special Librarie~ and find out
what was going on a t the rest of the Conference while I was busy counting heads and
checking with place settings, tracking down
speakers, and generally being harried.
However, while reading this account I
found my eye offended by the misspelling of
Montreal, and as I read on I became more and

more indignant. Admittedly our city's name
has 2 spellings-one English and one French.
And both are equally correct. But, when writing in English the English form should be
used. After all, I am sure you would not refer to Praha, Bruxelles, Roma, Kobenhavn,
Wien, Moskva or Lisboa under similar circumstances. And it almost curled my hair to see
"Montr&aler" on page 361. Where on earth did
you get that hybrid word? A native is either
a Montrealer or un(e) MontrCalais(e)-that
is even worse than saying that Quebec (or
Qukbec) is pronounced "Kay-bec"-nobody
in his right mind (French or English) pronounces it that way-and furthermore Quebec
is NEVER spelled with 2 accents! (p.361).
I realize that you will find Montreal misspelled in English in publications issued in
Quebec. It is misspelled for patriotic and political reasons which should not be the concern of a professional journal. Journals of the
stature of Sbecial Libraries should not allow
themselves to be fooled into incorrect usages
for the wrong reasons.
Looking forward to future Canadian correctness,
Nora T. Corley, Librarian
The Arctic Institute of North America
Montreal 109, P.Q., Canada

Honest! W e didn't have one subversive
thought! Bur to anticipate nomenclature problems for the 1970 Conference, our Research
Department is s t d y i n g three nlternntes for
the natives of Fort Pontchartrain d z Ddtroil.
It seems that they can be: Michiganders,
-ED.
Michiganians, and/or Michiganites.

Relevance, Anyone?
In today's New York Times (Sep 2 , 1969)
two stories caught my eye:
Political Science Association Faces Young
Dissidents' Attack
Radicals Disrupt Psychologists' Parley, Demanding Redirection
They have made my day! I can't wait for
the day when a group of young radicals disrupt an SLA conference. How's this for a
headline?
Radicals Disrupt Librarians' Debate on
Membership Requirements. Dissidents Cite
Lack of Relevance.
Elsie Ray
The Anaconda Co.
New York

After the Afterthoughts
Since Neil van Allen addresses a question
directly to me in his "Afterthoughts" on the
Montreal meeting (Specid Libraries, July/
Aug 1969) I feel obliged to reply. The fact
that the question is irrelevant I can only attribute to his own admission that he is in a
state of shock as a result of the defeat of the
proposed Bylaws change.
He asks how I think SLA can "enforce
standards for a professional library position,"
and thereby, incidentally, implies that membership requirements should be eliminated entirely. The answer is that the SLA Bylaws
concerned with membership qualifications
have nothing to do with enforcing standards;
they only state conditions of membership in
our association-something
not unheard of
among professional groups. Since Neil is employed by a firm that hires a large number of
engineers, I suggest he examine the membership requirements of the various engineering
societies, although they can't enforce standards either. Once we ourselves decide what
qualifies an individual to be a professional
librarian, then and only then can we begin to
think about how to convince employers. That's
why I believe it is important to spell out what
SLA believes to be a simple minimum of education for a professional library position. I am
in full agreement with Neil that we should
"include all fellow librarians and documentalists," but if he is willing to accept as "fellow
librarian" any dopey clerk whom some employer decides to call a librarian, I am not.
Samuel Sass, Librarian
The William Stanley Library
General Electric Company
Pittsfield, Massachusetts

After After the Afterthoughts
While I probably should have learned by
now not to "take-on" Sam Sass, at least in
public, this matter of membership qualifications for SLA is important enough that each
of us should be as willing as Sam is to stand
for his point of view.
And my point of view is not only colored,
but determined, by my own past experience in
SLA. The only way I can explain this is to
briefly recount this past. I was a "professional" before I became a "librarian"; just for
the record, I was a minister, office manager,
advertising manager, and science editor. I became a librarian because my job title was

changed to include this assignment. With the
help of many librarians, most from the old
Metals Division, I organized and ran a small
metals research library on a part-time basis.
That library, incidentally, is still running well
under the same rules I devised before I could
be considered a "professional librarian." Librarianship "grabbed" me, and I began to take
courses at Simmons. I then joined SLA as a
student member, my first Convention being
that held at Washington. I learned a great
deal in that first year (and subsequent years,
as the Conventions became Conferences), but
I believe that I also contributed to discussions
from a practical experience in beginning a library from scatch. I have often said, only
half-jokingly, that library school served
mainly to teach me why not to use traditional
methods.
I have never been convinced that either
formal education or experience determines
~rofessionalism.While I have two master's degrees, which probably makes me a professional student if nothing else, it has really not
been the education which has led either my
employers or fellow librarians to consider me
a professional. And this is equally true of
many other "professional librarians" whom I
know.
One division of our Corporation, as an example, appointed an exefutive secretary as
divisional librarian. Within a few months she
had read more library literature than many
library school graduates, had talked with more
working librarians in her field than many of
us meet in a lifetime, and had (with help, as
most of us will acknowledge was true of us
also) organized, had built, and was running
an excellent one-woman library. Sam's appellation of "dopey clerk" applies more directly to a few of the degree-carrying professional librarians I know than it does to this
woman and to many other like her who are
doing truly professional jobs of running small
libraries without being able to benefit from
membership in SLA.
Sam's statement about beginning "to think
about how to convince employers" begs what
I see as a non-question. With the number of
jobs open for good librarians, I can't conceive
of a "professional" taking a job that does not
carry "professional" attributes-wages,
hours,
standing, job classification, the whole bit. And
most employers learn very rapidly that when
they hire a non-qualified and non-qualifiable
(two very different concepts) person as a librarian, they are wasting money and Iosing
the use of valuable resources.
There is a minimum of education needed

for a professional library position, but it probably doesn't much matter when the education
comes, or how it comes-before or after hiring, through formal course work or intense
personal study. I feel strongly that the purpose of organizations like SLA (and many of
the engineering societies, as well) is primarily
to offer opportunities through conferences,
meetings, publications, etc. for the upgrading

of the competence and skills of all.
Yes, Sam, I am willing to accept as "fellow
librarian" anyone working in the field. Maybe,
through SLA meetings, they will be able to
teach me something.
Neil van Allen
Safety Reference Librarian
General Motors Research Laboratories
Warren, Michigan

HAVE YOU HEARD?
Swedish Serials

Cwvent Sumedish Peviodicals a d Sei.ials: E?zgi?zeerkga d Related Sabjects 1968
has been compiled by Dagmar Odqvist and
published by the Swedish Institute in Stockholm. Copies are available without charge
from: Swedish Information Service, 825
Third Ave., N . Y. 10017.
Slavic Specialists
A revised edition of the Directory of
Librarians in the Field of Slavic and Central
European Studies is being prepared. For further information write to the editor of the
directory: Peter A. Goy, City College Library,
Rm. 312. N . Y. 10031.
Joint Computer Conference Proceedings
The 1969 SJCC Proceedings (Boston)
arc available at $22.20; 1969 FJCC Proceedings (Las Vegas) will be available in
November at $26.00. A 507h .;!discountis allowed members of AFIPS constituent societies. Such members are requested to include
the name of their organization (e.g. SLA)
and their membership number. Address orders to: AFIPS, 210 Summit Ave., Montvale,
N . J. 07645.
Spanish-English Glossary
An extensive glossary of words and
phrases in both languages is being compiled
for hydrology, oceanology, geology, hydraulic
engineering and soil mechanics (as they relate to water resources). Contributions or want
lists of words requiring translations should

be sent to the compiler, Mrs. Rita K. Llaverias,
U.S. Geological Survey, Water Resources Division, Washington, D. C. 20242.
Coden Supplement
Listed in the new second supplement
are the Coden for 22,544 titles of serials.
This supplement records titles in addition to
those in the original compilation and first
supplement. Order from: American Society
for Testing Materials, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia 19103. Price $45.00.
Black America Bibliography Series
Twelve titles in Indiana University's
I:OCZ/J
:Blrlck A n l e ~ i c aBibliogrrlphy Series are
now available in paper covers from: Indiana
University Bookstore, Mail Order Dept.,
IMU, Bloomington, Ind. 47401. Individual
items are priced at $0.75 and $1.00.
Information Industry Association
IIA has created an individual associate membership category. Professionals engaged in information activities and related
professions are invited to join and participate
on n non-voting
" basis. Individual associate
membership dues are $50 per year. Individuals employed by firms eligible for Class I or
II membership i r e $100 Der year for a maximum of one year. Apply: IIA, 1025-15th
St. NW (Suite 700), Washington, D. C.
20005.
UNISIST
Scott Adams, NLM deputy director
since 1960, has been assigned to the Office

of the Foreign Secretary, National Academy
of Sciences, as a special assistant to work on
UNISIST. This is a combined project of
UNESCO and ICSU (International Council
of Scientific Unions). The joint project involves a feasibility study of a world science
information system.
Reprography in the Curriculum
The School of Library Science, University of Southern California, has announced
a new course, "Reprography and Graphic
Systems," for the Fall 1969 semester. The
course is the first to be offered by a library
school in the U.S. to treat reprography in
depth.
National Colloquium on
Information Retrieval
Proceedings of the 6th Annual National Colloquium on Information Retrieval
(Philadelphia, May 8-9, 1969) are now
available. The editor is Louise Schultz, systems director of BIOSIS. Address orders to:
Medical Documentation Service, College of
Physicians of Philadelphia, 19 S. 22nd St.,
Philadelphia 19 103. Price $1 3.50.
The Sevensma Prize--1970,/ 71
IFLA has invited entries for studies
to be completed by the end of 1970. The
competition title is "Problems of Comparing
the Library Service of Different Countries."
The paper must be a new work, and not published before, and 10-1 5,000 words long.
The competition is open to all members of
an association affiliated to IFLA who are less
than 40 years old nt the date of submission.
Contact: IFLA Secretariat, 13 Vine Court
Rd., Sevenoaks, Kent, England.
Textile Information Specialists
A textile information retrieval system has been developed under the sponsorship of the Textile and Apparel Technology
Center, National Bureau of Standards. Professor Stanley Backer (Dept. of Mechanical
Engineering, MIT) and his associates have
produced an 8,000 key word thesaurus for
deep indexing, a store of 10,000 indexed
articles, and real time retrieval programs.

COMING EVENTS

Oct 14-15. Optical Character Recognition
i n Government & Industry. A two-day
symposium in the Department of State
West Auditorium, Washington, D . C.
Contact: John deMasi, International Business Forms Industries, 5223 River Rd.,
Washington, D. C. 20016.
Oct 2 2 . Microfilm
Washington State
ment Council at
Olympia, Wash.
Dept. of Printing,
pia, Wash. 98501.

Seminar sponsored by
Management Improvethe Tyee Motor Inn,
Contact : Mary Lira,
P. 0 . Box 798, Olym-

Oct 26-30. Medical Library Association,
68th Annual Meeting. Brown Hotel, Louisville, Ky. Convention chairman: Joan Titley,
University of Louisville, School of Medicine Library.
Oct 28-30. Communication Among Scientists and Technologists . . . a conference sponsored by Johns Hopkins University. Write: Mrs. Carol Morgan, Center
for Research in Scientific Communication,
The Milton S. Eisenhower Library, Johns
Hopkins, Baltimore, Md. 21218.
Nov 2 - 4 . D r u g Information Association
. . . at the Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C. Contact: Dr. Jerome J. Harris,
Schering Laboratories, 1011 Morris Ave.,
Union, N. J. 07083.
Nov 18-20. FJCC (Fall Joint Computer
Conference, AFIPS) . . . at the Convention Center, Las Vegas. Write: AFIPS,
210 Summit Ave., Montvale, N. J. 07645.
Nov 21. SLA Seminar/FJCC . . . at the
International Hotel, Las Vegas. See page
559 for complete details.
Dec 1-3. Conference o n Image Storage
and Transmission for Libraries . . . at
the National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, Md. Contact: Madeline M. Henderson, Center for Computer Sciences and

Technology, NBS, Room
Washington, D. C. 20234.

B226-Instr.,

Dec 26-31. American Association for the
Advancement of Science. Section T. Scientific Information and Communication
. . . in Boston.

Jan 16-18. Association of American Library Schools, Annual meeting . . . at Graduate Library School, Indiana University,
Bloomington. Contact : Dr. Mildred H.
Lowell, GLS, Indiana University.
Jan 19-24. ALA, Midwinter Meeting. Chicago.

May 17-22. Medical Library Association.
69th Annual Meeting. Roosevelt Hotel,
New Orleans, Louisiana.
Jun 7-11. SLA, 6lst Annual Conference.
Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel, Detroit. Il'heme:
The Changing Face of Special Libraries.
Conference chairman: Mrs. Gloria M.
Evans, Parke, Davis & Company, Production and Engineering Library, Detroit,
Mich. 48232.
Jun 28-Jul 2. American Association of
Law Libraries. Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D . C.
Jun 28-Jul4. ALA, Detroit.
Aug 30-Sep 5. IFLA (International Federation of Library Associations), General
Council . . . in Moscow.

Jan 29-31. SLA, Board of Directors and
Advisory Council. Regency Hyatt House,
Atlanta, Georgia.

Sep 1-3. Association for Computing Machinery . . . in N . Y. Contact: ACM,
1133 Avenue of the Americas. N. Y.

Mar 10-12. National Federation of Science
Abstracting & Indexing Services . . . at
the Boston Sheraton Hotel, Boston. Contact:
NFSAIS, 2102 Arch St., Philadelphia
19103.

Sep
York.

Mar 23-25. Info-Expo-70, a three-day
meeting and trade show sponsored by the
Information Industry Association . . . at
the Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Write: Paul G. Zurkowski, IIA, 102515th St. N W , Washington, D. C. 20005.
Mar 30-Apr 2. Catholic Library Association. Statler Hotel, Boston.
Apr 12-18. National Library Week. For
promotional pieces and price lists, write:
N L W , One Park Ave., N . Y. 10016.

***

SLA, Board of Directors. New

Sep 14-24. F I D (International Federation
for Documentation). Buenos Aires. Conference organizer: Mr. R. A. Gietz, Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cientificas y Tecnicas, Rivadavia 1917-R.25,
Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Oct 4 9 . American Society for Information Science, 33rd Annual Meeting. Bellevue Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia. Convention chairman, Kenneth H. Zabriskie,
Jr., Biosciences Information Services, 2100
Arch St., Philadelphia.
Nov 17-19. FJCC (Fall Joint Computer
Conference, AFIPS), Houston, Texas.

Apr 27-29. Association of Records Executives and Administrators (AREA), National Convention and Exposition . . . at
the Marriott Motor Hotel, Washington,
D. C.

Jan
SLA, Board of Directors and Advisory Council.

May 5-7. SJCC (Spring Joint Computer
Conference, AFIPS), Atlantic City, N. J.

Jan 18-23. ALA, Midwinter Meeting. Los
Angeles, Calif.

***

Mar 15-19. 3rd International Congress on
Reprography . . . in London. Write: International Exhibitions Ltd., 9 Argyll St.,
London W 1.
Apr 12-15. Catholic Library Association.
Netherlands Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Apr 18-24. National Library Week.
May 18-20. SJCC (Spring Joint Computer
Conference, AFIPS), Atlantic City, N. J.
May 30-Jun 3. Medical Library Association. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Jun 6-10. SLA, 62nd Annual Conference.
San Francisco Hilton Hotel, San Francisco.
T h e m e : Design for Service: Information
iMa?zagenze~t.Conference chairman : Mark
H. Baer, Hewlitt-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill
Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304.
Jun 20-26. ALA, Dallas.
Jun 27-Jul 1. American Association of
Law Libraries. The Diplomat, Hollywoodby-the-Sea, Florida.
Nov 16-18. FJCC (Fall Joint Computer
Conference, AFIPS), Las Vegas, Nevada.

Apr 3-6. Catholic Library Association.
Pick-Congress Hotel, Chicago.
May 9-11. SJCC (Spring Joint Computer
Conference, AFIPS). Miami Beach, Florida.
Jun 4-8. SLA, 63rd Annual Conference.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Boston.
Jun 11-15. Medical Library Association.
Del Coronado Hotel, San Diego, Calif.
A s a service t o meeting plannellr, Special Libraries will periodically publish a multiple
)'ear calendar of future meetings of the major
organizations i n the library and information
prof essiou.

T h e Records of a Nation: Their management,
preservation, and use. H . G . Jones. N. Y.,
Atheneum, 1969. sviii, 309p. $12.95.
Automation in Libraries. Richard T. Kimber.
Long Island City, N . Y., Pergamon Press, 1968.
...
~ 1 1 1 . 140.3. $6. Intern. Ser. of Monogr. in Libr.
& Info. ! :i. v.10.
Computer Literature Bibliography, v. 2, 19641967. W . W. Youden. Washington, D . C., U.S.
Dept. of Commerce, Natl. Bur. of Standards,
1968. iv, 381p. 963.75. Iis Special Publ. 309.
Proceedings of the 1968 Clinic o n Library Applications of Data Processing. Dewey E. Car1.011, ed. Urbana, Ill., Univ. of Ill. Grad. Sch. of
Libr. Sci., 1969. xi, 23Sp. $3, pap. $ 2 .
Africana 1969: A list of publications about
Africa at L-niversity Bookshop, Ibadan. Jan 1969.
Ibadan, Nigeria, LTniv. of Ibadan, Cniv. Bkshop
( N i g . ) Ltd, 1969. 51p. pap.
Dissertations in English and American Literature: Theses accepted by American, British and
German Universities, 1865.1964, Lawrence F.
McNamee, ed. N . Y., R. R. Bowker Co., 1968.
xi, 1 1 2 4 ~ $17.50,
.
U.S. & Canada; $19.25, elsewhere.
Negro History and Literature: A selected annotated bibliography. N e w York, Am. Jewish
Comm., 1968. 29p. pap. $0.35.
Physiological Factors Relating t o Terrestrial
Altitudes: A bibliography. L. Yvonne Wulff et
al. Columbus, Ohio, Ohio State Univ. Librar.,
1968. approx. 742p. pap. $12.50. Its Publ. no. 3.
(Distributed by Ohio State Univ. Press)
Recent Publications in the Social and Behavioral Sciences: T h e ABS Guide, 1968 Supplement. Beverly Hills, Calif., Am. Behav~oral
Scientist, Sage Publs., 1968. 213p. $12.50.
T h e Russian Imperial Army: A bibliography of
regimental histories and related works. M.
Lyons, comp. Stanford, Calif., Stanford Univ.
Hoover Inst. o n W a r , Revolution & Peace, 1968.
xiv, 188p. pap. $5. 1t.f Bibliogr. Ser: XXXV.
Scientific Policy, Research and Development in
Canada: A bibliography. National Science Library. Ottawa, Canada, Natl. Res. Council of
Canada, 1968. 72p. pap. $1. NRC-lOi5i.
Selected Bibliography o n Algae. Evelyn M.
Campbell, ed. Halifax, N.S., Nova Scotia Research Foundation, 1968. x, 170p. pap. $5. Its
Bibliogr. no. 9.

Scientific and Technical Communication: A
pressing national problem and recommendations
for its solution. A report by the Committee on
Scientific and Technical Communication [COMSAT]
of the National Academy of Sciences-National
Academy of Engineering. Washington, D . C.,
Natl. Acad. of Sci., 1969. xiii, 322p. pap. $6.95.
Its Publ. 1707.

Employment Opportunities for the Handicapped.
Juvenal L. Angel. N . Y., World Trade
Acad. Press, 1969. 411p. $12.50. (Dist. by
Simon & Schuster, N. Y.).

Awards, Honors and Prizes: A directory and
source book. Paul Wasserman and Janice W .
McLean, eds. Detroit, Gale Research Co., 1969.
vii, 107p. $18.50.
Directory of Scientific Directories: A world
guide to scientific directories including medicine, agriculture, engineering, manufacturing and
industrial directories. Anthony P. Harvey, comp.
Guernsey, via London, Francis Hodgson, Ltd.,
1969. 272p. Swiss frs. 32.50.

Information Processing for Management. Business Equipment Manufacturers Association
(BEMA). Elmhurst, Ill., Business Press, 1969.
200p. $9.25. (Distr. Taplinger Publ. Co., N. Y . ) .

American Essence: A history of the peppermint
and spearmint industry in the United States.
James E. Landing. Kalamazoo, Mich., Kalamazoo Pub!. Mus., 1969. xiii, 244p. $5.
International Subscription Agents: An annotated directory, 2d ed. Jt. Com. Serials & Acquisitions Sects., Resources & Tech. Serv. Div., ALA.
Chicago, Am. Libr. Assoc., 1969. vi, 87p. pap.
$3.50.
A Manual on Bookselling. Charles B. Anderson,
Joseph A. Duffy and Jocelyn D . Kahn, eds.
N . Y., Am. Booksellers Assoc., 1969. xi, 271p.
$7.75, U S . & Canada; $8.50, elsewhere; distributed free to ABA members. (Distrd. by R. R.
Bowker ) .
Old English Libraries: The making, collection,
and use of books during the Middle Ages.
Ernest A. Savage. London, Methuen & Co.,
1912. Republ. Detroit, Gale Research Co., 1968.
xv, 298p. $14.50.
Urban School Administration. Troy V. McKelvey and Austin D . Swanson, eds. Beverly Hills,
Calif., Sage Publ., 1969. 220p. $7.50.

Subject Guide t o Major United States Government Publications. Ellen Jackson. Chicago, Am.
Libr. Assoc., 1968. x, 175p. $5.50.

The Writer's Handbook, new, enlgd. ed. A. S.
Burack, ed. Boston, The Writer, Inc. ( 8 Arlington St.) 1968. 775p. $10.

Computer Based Information Retrieval Systems.
Bernard Houghton, ed. London, Clive Bingley;
Hamden, Conn. Archon Bk., 1969. 136p. $ 5 .

T h e Picture Collection Subject Headings, 6th
ed. William J. Dane, Hamden, Conn., Shoe
.
String Press, 1968. viii, 1 0 3 ~$6.

Five Years' W o r k in Librarianship 1961-1965.
P. H . Sewell, ed. London, Libr. Assoc., 1968.
viii, 656p. E 5 . 1 5 ~ ;to members, f 4 . 1 2 ~ .

Readings in Nonbook Librarianship. Jean Spealman Kujoth, ed. Metuchen, N. J., Scarecrow
Press, 1968. xii, 4 6 3 p $11.50.

Information Retrieval Systems: Characteristics,
testing and evaluation. F. Wilfred Lancaster.
N . Y., John Wiley & Sons, 1968. xiv, 222p. $9.
Its Info. Sci. Ser.

Union Catalog of Medical Periodicals, 3d ed.
Medical Library Center of New York. N . Y.,
1969. h80n. $150, tonxn. librs.; $50, hospitals
with 300 beds, medical librs, or non-profit &
publ. librs; $25, hospitals with less than 300
beds, & additional copies.

Research Methods in Librarianship: Measurement and Evaluation. Papers presented at a conference conducted by the University of Illinois
Graduate School of Library Science, September
10-13, 1967. Herbert Goldhor, ed. Urbana, Ill.,
Univ. of Ill. Grad. Sch. of Libr. Sci., 1968. 13lp.
$5. Its Monog. Ser. 110.8. (Available from Illini
Union Bkstore, Champaign).

Whitaker's Five-Year Cumuluative Book List
1963-1967. London, J. Whitaker & Sons, 1968.
xxxii, 2415p. $24. (U.S. & Canada.) (Distributed by R.R Coisher Co., N. Y . )

The Small College Library, rev. ed. Sister Helen
Sheehan. Washington, D. C., Corpus Bks., 1969.
xi, 232p. $6.95.

World Medical Periodicals, Supplement to the
3d ed. C. H . A. Fleurent, ed. N. Y., World
Med. Assoc., 1968. 68p.

Introduction to Reference W o r k : vol. I, Basic
Information Sources; vol. 11, Reference Services.
William A. Katz. N. Y., McGraw-Hill Bk. Co.,
1969. xi, 376; xi, 254p., vol. I, $7.95, vol. I1
$6.50. Its Ser. in Libr. Educ.
Home Reference Books in Print: A comparative
analysis. S. Padraig Walsh, comp. N . Y., R. R.
Bowker Co., 1969. x, 284p. $9.75, U.S. & Canada, $10, elsewhere.
T h e Reader's Adviser, a Guide to the Best in
Literature, v. I , 11th ed. rev. & enlgd. Winifred
F. Courtney, ed. N. Y., R. R. Bowker Co., 1968.
xxvii, 1114p. $18.50, U.S. & Canada; $20.35,
elsewhere. (v. 2 to be published in 1769)

Special Libraries and Documentation Centres in
the Netherlands. Jack Burkett. Long Island
City, N. Y . , Pergamon Press, 1968. ix, 103p. $9.
Intern. Ser. of Monog. in Libr. & Info. Sci. v.9.
Trends in Special Librarianship. Based on a
series of lectures delivered at Ealing Technical
College Apr 1968. Jack Burkett, ed. London,
Clive Bingley; Hamden, Conn., Archon Books,
1969. 205p. $6.

Annual Abstract of Statistics 1968. Central Statistical Office. London, HMSO., 1968. xiii, 378p.
pap. El 15s. (Am. sales, British Info. Serv.,
N. Y., $6.30)
Federal Funds for Research, Development, and
Other Scientific Activities Fiscal Years 1967,
1968, and 1969. Washington, D . C., Natl. Sci.
Found., 1768. x, 259p. pap. $2. NSF 68-27.
(For sale by Supt. of Docs.)

STATEhlENT of ownership, management and
circulation (Act of October 23, 1962; Section 4369,
Title 39, United States Code).
1. Date of filing: October 3, 1969.
2. Title of publication: Special Libraries.
3. Frequency of issue: Monthly except hfay-June
and July-August, which are combined issues.
4. Location of known office of publication: Old
Ferry Road, Brattleboro
(Windham County),
Vermont 05301.
5. Location of the headquarters or general business offices of the publishers: 235 Park Avenue South,
Yew York, Y. Y. 10003.
6. Names and addresses of publisher, editor, and
managing editor: Publisher, Special Libraries Assosociation, 235 Park Ave. South, h e w York, Y . Y.
10003; Editor, F. E. McKenna, Special Libraries
Association, 235 Park Ave. South, S e w York, K. Y.
10003; hIanaging Editor, F. E . hIcKenna, Special
L i b r a r i e ~ Association, 235 Park Ave. South, New
York, PI'. Y. 10003.
7. Owner ( I f owned by a corporation, its name
and address must be stated and also immediately
thereunder the names and addresses of stockholders
owning o r holdmg 1 percent or more of total
amount of stock. If not owned by a corporation, the
names and addresses of the individual owners must
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that of each iniividual must be given.): Special Libraries Association, Inc., 235 Park Avenue South,
New York, N . Y. 10003.
8. Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other
security holders owning o r holding 1 percent or
more of total amount of bonds, mortgages or other
securities: none.
9. Paragraphs 7 and 8 include, in cases where the
stockholder o r security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or in any other
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statements in the two paragraphs show the amant's
full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances
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owner. Names and addresses of individuals who are
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preceding 12 filing
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date
A. Total no. copies printed
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1. Sales through dealers and
carriers, street vendors
and counter sales . . . . . .
none
none
2. Mail subscriptions
9,413
9,343
C . Total paid circulation . . . .
9,413
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D. Free distribution (including
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10,500
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F. E. MCKENNA,
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Hundreds of Libraries-big and small-now print
3 x 5 professional catalog cards and postcards-(any
quantities) with new precision geared stencil printer
especiallydesignedfoiLibraryrequirements.Buy direct on Five Year Guarantee. FREE-Write TODAY for description, pictures, and low direct price.
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If you would like t o pack a l o t into a small space,

CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS

CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS on Microfilm w i l l suit your needs.
All 3.8 million abstracts published since 1907 are filmed
on 16 mm microfilm t o form a readily accessible f i l e
documenting 60 years of chemical progress.

1Volume (26
of

Issues)

CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS

on

Microfilm

To find out how you can use this modern information
tool i n your program, write or telephone Subscriber Information Department (614 293-5022).

0 You can find abstracts auicklv and easily, using a
variety of microfilm reader-binte; equipment; ~bstra-cts
may be photocopied a t the touch o f a button, eliminating
the need t o make handwritten notes. As a consequence
users report a substantial time saving and increasing
use of CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS.

CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERVICE
American Chemical Society
Columbus. Ohio 43216

EBSCO SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES
Quality, decentralized subscription service. A superior listing of foreign and domestic
publications-including the most esoteric titles. EBSCO offers automatic renewal serand free snap-out adjustment forms for you. I f you
vice, common expiration .
want real service . . . call EBSCO.
Call EBSCO for magazine binders, too . . such as our 1210CFSB-clear front, solid
back (in Red/Green/Brown/Blue) and snap-in metal for only $3.25 each.

..
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Read any good microfiche lately?
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES
0

Worldwide acquisitions and
procurement.
Current Subscriptions.
Advance Book Information.
Research sets of periodicals.
Microforms.
Service.

Faxon Librarians' Guide
Available on Request
0

Fast, efficient, centralized service
for over 80 years. Library business is our only business!

Maxwell
Sc~entif
ic
International,
Inc.

F. W. FAXON CO., INC.
15 Southwest Park

Fa~rvtewPark. Elmrford. N Y 10523
914 592 9141 CABLE UNIBOOK NEWYORK

Westwood,

Mass. 02090

Continuous Service T o Librarjes Since 1886

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

BRITISH TECHNOLOGY INDEX
Current subject index to
British technical articles
on
ENGINEERING, MANUFACTURING
and CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

Up to d a t e

Detailed subject analysis

A-Z arrangement
Monthly

Annual

THE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
7 Ridgmount St., Store St., London W.C. 1
England

eorganizing
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R SYMPATHIES . . . but you can ease the anguish by calling
ner & Company-specialists
library collections.

in the handling and reorganization

recently planned and directed the move of the National Agrima1 Library collections to new quarters. We inventoried the
ections, established annual growth rates, matched library materials
l~railablespace, consolidated scattered collections, and organized
r y detail of the unshelving, transporting and reshelving of precated stack areas.
don't have to be the world's largest agricultural library to benefit
n Herner & Company services. Moving is never fun, but we can
lrne most of the burden-and all of the unpleasant details. Before
move, call or write our Director of Project Planning.
1

[ E RNER

OMPANY
Ivl STREET, N.W.
IBER
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WASHINGTON, D. C. 20037

(202) 293-2600
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PLACEMENT
All Classified Line Ads are $1.50 per line; $4.50 minimum. Current members of SLA may place a "Positions
Wonted" a d at a special rate of $1.00 per line; $3.00
minimum. Copy for dirploy ads must be received by
the tenth of the month preceding the month of publication; copy for line ads must be received by the
fifteenth.

POSITIONS WANTED
Transportation Librarian-Male,
12, 1 8 years of
Fed. Gov. exp. in Cat. & Ref. Subj. field: Econ.
& Bus., Agri., Law, and Transp. Prefer Fed.
Gov. position in California. Box C-116.

POSITIONS OPEN
Librarian for Accessions-Needed
immediately
in art museum with library of 64,000 volumes
and affiliation with major university Art History
program. Salary $9,000 up depending upon
qualifications. Excellent opportunity for librarian with strong and diversified background in
the fine arts and languages. Book selection experience desirable. 35-hour week, 4-week vacation, liberal fringe benefits. Apply to: Jack C.
Schuman, Chief Lbn., The Cleveland Museum of
Art, 11150 East Blvd., Cleveland, Ohio 44106.

TECHNICAL
LIBRARIAN
MLS Degree preferred
Training or experience in Physical
Sciences, Mechanical Engineering, or
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Technology desirable. Library serves
approximately 250 technically oriented people.
Send replies to:
Employment Manager

YORK DIVISION
BORG-WARNER CORP.
P.O. BOX 1592
YORK, PA. 17405

POSITIONS OPEN
Orange (N. J.) Public Library-Children's
librarian to work with experienced librarian.
Serving heterogeneous community. Competitive
salary and benefits. Unusally cooperative staff.
Easy commuting from N e w Y o r k City. Open
May o r June. 348 Main St. 07050. (201) 6730153.
Chief Librarian-The
School of Library Science,
University of Toronto, requires an imaginative,
enterprising and resourceful chief librarian to
develop and administer a library to support its
program ,of teaching and research. This is an
opportunity for someone vitally concerned
with new developments in library theory and
technology to become involved in library education. T h e right person will find in this position an excellent chance to develop new concepts and applications of information storage
and retrieval and to test these new ideas in an
operating system. Ample scope for a dynamic,
research-oriented librarian interested in the
concepts of a model library for the 21st century. Present enrolment is approximately 220
full-time and 100 part-time students. Library
has staff of 8 including 4 professional librarians. Library has a collection of 3't,000 volumes
and 1,600 serial subscriptions. Move to a new
building with multi-media facilities scheduled
for December 1970 with a projected increase
in both student enrolment and library staff.
Qualifications: Degree from an accredited library school plus related professional library
experience. Salary: To be negotiated. Apply to:
Director, School of Library Science, University
of Toronto, 167 College Street, Toronto 130,
Ontario.
M a n a g e r - T e c h n i c a l Information-BattelleNorthwest, a major Research and Development
Laboratory located in Richland, Washington,
has the following opening in our Technical Lihrary: Manager, Technical l?zformatio?z to direct
the BattelleNorthwest Technical Library, serving
a major research laboratory and a number of
large production facilities in a growing scientificindustrial complex in southeastern Washington.
The library has a full range of technical materials-40,000 books, 30,000 bound journals,
1.500 current periodicals, 200,000 technical reports, 160,000 microfiche-and an unusually large
coverage of abstracting and indexing services. A
broad spectrum of technical information services
is provided in support of technical programs at
the site. The Library makes full use of modern
equipment and computer-based routines. Total
staff is 40 persons, including 12 professionals.
Candidates should have a technical background, at
least five years experience in a supervisory capacity
in a research or university library, and sound
knowledge of the application of computers to lihrary problems. T h e salary for the position will
depend upon the experience and qualifications of
the candidate. Applicants must be U.S. citizens.
Submit resume and salary requirements in confidence to: Mr. E. P. Galbraith, Employment
Manager, Personnel Department, BattelleNorthwest, P.O. Box 999, Richland, Washington 99352.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

POSITIONS OPEN

POSITIONS OPEN

Medical Center Library Cataloger-Requires
professional degree, experience and/or science
subject background. Beginning salary of $7,500
and up commensurate with experience. Send
rPsum6 to Medical Center Library, W e s t Virginia University, Morgantown, W e s t Virginia
26506.

Los Angeles County Law Library-Invites
applications for the position of Head Catalog Librarian.
$1,054.50; 1,084.50; 1,119.50; 1,151.00; 1,185.00.
Payment of removal expenses in appropriate situations. California State Public Employees' Retirement System. Paid Blue Cross Hospital-SurgicalMajor Medical Policy and other fringe benefits.
Substantial experience in cataloging and classification and reading knowledge of at least one foreign
language required. Apply to Forrest S. Drummond,
Librarian, Los Angeles County Law Library, 301
West First Street, Los Angeles, California 90012.

1I.S. Geological Survey Library-Invites
applications for the position of Chief, Reference and
Circulation Section (GS-13: p.a. $15,812$20,555). Candidates should possess broad
academic knowledge of earth sciences and extensive geoscience reference experience, demonstrated supervisory and administrative experience. Degree in geosciente plus graduate
degree in library science or their equivalents
and at least three years of related experience
with one year comparable to GS-12 level in
Federal service. Incumbent is to develop program providing for full utilization of Survey's
collections and formulating policies relative to
program development. Supervises staff of 10.
Provides technical and policy leadership in
reference and circulation to field libraries. Applicants should submit a detailed SF 171 application form. This is a career position in the
competitive Federal service. Please submit applications to o r request further information
from: William A. Ellison, Branch of Personnel,
L.S. Geological Survey, Room 1204, GSA
Bldg., 18th ei F Sts., N.W., Washington, D. C.
20242. P h ~ ) n e : 202-343-9453, T h e Geological
Survey is an equal opportunity empli~yer.
T h e Oregon State Library-Needs
an experienced Documenlr Cn1a1vg Superz,i.rur, Librarian 4.
Salary: $8,952-$11,136. Administrative position
and responsibility for coordinating personnel with
workload and supervising complete documents
cataloging operation under general direction of
Head of Documents/Serials Section. Person must
have knowledge of library administration, professional library principles, and be able to organize
and direct staff. Position requires graduate library school degree and three years of professional experience. Ready access to educational
facilities and recreational variety. A P P L Y : Oregon
State Library, State Library Building, Salem,
Oregon 97310, Telephone 364-2171 Ext. 308.
Transportation Center Library, Northwestern
IJniversity, has an opening for a cataloger o n a
professional staff of five. Duties include original
cataloging of books, documents and research
reports
(library-developed subject heading
I ~ s t ) . The cataloger works under the librarian
in charge of technical proces?es. This is a ,research library specializing In transportation
economics and traffic safety serving the University and the transportation industry. Applicants should have the MLS. Initial salary
$8,500 o r substantially more for experience in
cataloging transportation or related literature,
e g . business, planning o r public administration.
Send r6sum6 to Benjamin Jacobson, Librarian,
Transportation Center Library, Northwestern
TTniversity, 1810 Hinman Avenue, Evanston,
Illinois 60204.

Librarian-Live
in Minnesota, the nation's
number 2 "quality of life" state. Head staff of
three in library serving the rapidly growing
Metropolitan Council of the Twin Cities Area
-see
April Harper's and September 19 Time.
Degree. Experience in planning, municipal reference, o r allied field. Range $10,000 to $13,000.
Needless to say, an equal opportunity employer.
Apply Personnel Officer, Metropolitan Council,
101 Capitol Sq. Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. 55101.
(1965)
Five Positions Open (3 New)-New
2,600 acre campus, 20 minutes downtown St.
Louis. Enrollment 12,000. Subject divisional
library growing at rate of 50,000 yearly. Master's degree 1-rograms in most areas. Faculty
rank, one mcnth vacation, eligibility for sabbatical leave :lnd participation in outstanding Illinois University Retirement System. Lovejoy
Library, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville, Illinois 62025. Phone collect: AC618692-2711.
A.r.rirtant Edul-ation Librarian. Curriculum materials acquisitions and reference. School and library experience needed. Salary $8,700-$10,200,
depending upon qualifications. Apply: Ollie Mae
Williams, Education Librarian.
Serials Librarian. Responsibilities include bibliography, acquisitions, and cataloging. Supervisory ability essential. Salary $9,300-$12,000 depending upon qualifications. Apply: Eugene
Herscher, Associate Director for Technical
Services.
Library I n s t r u d o n Librarian. Work with Social
Science faculty and libram staff to develop library and bibliographic instruction in appropriate
courses at all levels. Strong Social Science background essential. Salary $9,600-$13,200, depending upon qualifications. Apply: Mrs. Millicent
Palmer, Librav Instruction Librarian.
Re.reavch Collections Libravian. Unusual opportunity to organize and assist in the acquisition of
a growing research collection. Library degree preferred but waived in lieu of solid background and
experience in manuscript and archival methods
and relevant graduate work. Salary $9,600+, depending upon qualifications. Apply: Barry Booth,
Acting Asst. Director of Collections Development.
Health Sciences Librarian. Administer collection
for Nursing School, Dental School and general
Health Sciences curriculum. Substantial relevant
experience and training required. Salary $10,200,
or more, depending upon qualifications. Apply:
Robert Gerhardt, Science Librarian.

POSlTlONS OPEN
Five Positions Open-Pleasant
small university
town. Enrollment of 17,000. Strong graduate
programs. Good fringe benefits. Close to Kansas City. Apply: David W. Heron, Director of
Libraries, University of Kansas, Lawrence,
Kansas 660.14. Phone Collect: 013-861-3601.
Catalog Librarian: Head of central catalog department; staff of 28 ; current acquisitions 90,000
volumes; require minimum of four years relevant
experience including use of LC Classification.
Salary $10,000-$12,000. A.r.ri.rta)ti Lnw Libmrin)~:
Work with serials and public service; professional
staff of three; collection of 100,000 volumes; library degree and academic preparations in law or
social sciences. Salary $7.400-$9,600. Assistaut
51-ienc-e Librariau: Work with science reference
and cataloging; branch library supervision; classroom instruction in bibliography; require library
experience in sciences. Salary $7,400-$8,200.
Assistatzt Serials Libra~inn: Work in cataloging
and supervisory aspects of the acquisitions process ;
working towards automated system of serials
control. Salary $7,400-$8,200. Ar.ri.r/a)zt Circulat i o ~ Librarian: Computer-controlled circulation
system operational for three years; library degree
required; some EDP experience or training preferred. Salary $7,400-$8,200.

/ Complete composition, prc
and pamphlet binding facilities, cc
pled with the knowledge and sk
gained through fifty years of expe.
ence, can be put to your use-profitak

PRINTING COMPAN'
Brattleboro, Vermont

PRINTERS O F T H E OFFICIAL J O U R N f
O F SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION

THE MARKET PLACE
~p

Free! T w o Volume Set of Books i n Print
($21.85 value) to new customers. Write our
Mrs. Anne Lacey in the Library Order Dept. for
particulars plus our own special free 70 page
catalogue of Scientific & Technical Books of All
Publishers. Very generous discounts on all technical/scientific publishers. L. H . Gleichenhaus
Technical & Scientific Book Company, The Empire State Building, New York, N. Y . 10001.
Back Issue Periodicals-Scientific,
Technical,
Medical and Liberal Arts. Please submit want
lists and lists of materials for sale o r exchange.
Prompt replies assured. G. H . Arrow Co., 4th
& Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. 19123.
National Geographic Magazines 1888-1969, any
issue; "Antiques" Magazines 1922-1969. Periodical Service, Box 465-SL, Wilmington, Del. 19899.
Back Issue Periodicals-Scientific,
Technical,
Bought and Sold. Duplicates purchased o r exchanged at T o p Market Value. Prompt replies
to both W a n t & Sell Lists. Zeitlin Periodicals
Co., Inc., 817 S. LaBrea, Los Angeles, Calif.
90036
Foreign Books and Periodicals-S~ecialtv: Ir352,
regul; Serials. Albert 5. Phiebig In;.,
White Plains, N. Y. 10602.

ox

For Sale-A
complete collection of Life magazines and a set of National Geographic from
1915 on. Inquire: Mrs. Martin L. Grant, 402
North Division, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613.
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all respects,~ h e ~ i o and
b e ~ a i l & l ldeserves
its place among the world's elite dailies.'
John C. Merrill

I n his new book, Professor John C.
Merrill, of the University of Missouri
SchoolofJournalism,takesacloselook
at the top 40 newspapers and examines

the factors that make them great. The
Globe and Mail is honoured to be one
of the two Canadian dailies included
in this elite company.

More than 70 libraries throughout the world use the microfilm
of The Globe and Mail. You may subcribe to The Globe and Mail
microfilm service by writing to: The Library,
The Globe and Mail, 140 King Street West, Toronto 1,Ontario

CANADA'S NATIONAL NEWSPAPER

work sets the course for
future library planning!
No library in the United States should be without LIBRARIES AT LARGE: TRADITIOI\;,
INNOVATION, AND THE NATIONAL INTEREST. This resource book based on the
materials of the National Advisory Commission on Libraries will probably be the departure
point for library legislation and planning for the next decade.
LIBRARIES AT LARGE not only reprints the entire report of the Commission but also
includes many revised study reports and several new papers never before published.
In-depth discussions in LIBRARIES AT LARGE cover
The Users and Uses - our changing society's impact upon libraries the multiplying demands - the burgeoning load
I Today's and Tomorow's Problems -the physical and economic facts of
life - legal and technological issues - research and planning for tomorrow

=

Government lnvolvement - how much? - the federal role, differing opinions

- regional needs and possibilities - the LC as a National Library - and much more

A National Policy - text of the report, "Library Services for the Nation's
Needs" - plus information-filled appendices
LIBRARIES AT LARGE is edited by Douglas M. Knight and E. Shepley Nourse.
Clothbound. Standard Book Number: 8352-0223-2. Postpaid price: $14.95 net in the U.S.
and Canada; $1 6.95 elsewhere. In New York please add applicable sales tax. Ready Octobe

zis3

Z Z S 3 R. R. Bowker Company

1180 Avenue of the Americas, New York 10036

